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PREFACE.

•

ThE object of the following pages, is· to give a
view of the principal arguments which maintain the
indefensibility and impolicy of war, and to examine
the reasoning which is advanced in its favour.

The author has not found, either in those works
which treat exclusively of war, or in those which
refer to it as part of a general system, any exami
nation of the question that embraced it in all its
bearings. In these pages, therefore, he has at
tempted, not only to inquire into its accordancy with
christian principles, and to enforce the obligation of
these principles, but to discuss those objections to
the advocate of peace which are advanced by phi
losophy, and to examine into the authority of those
which are enforced by the power of habit, and by
popular opinion.

Perhaps no other apology is necessary for the
intrusion of this essay upon the public, than that its
subject is, in a very high degree, important. Upon
such a subject as the slaughter of mankind, if there
be a doubt, however indeterminate, wh~ther Chris-
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tianity does not prohibit it-if there be a possibility,
however remote, that the happiness and security of
a nation can be maintained without it, an examina
tion of such possibility or doubt, may reasonably
obtain our' attention.-The advocate of peace is,
however, not obliged to avail himself of such con
siderations: at least, if the author had not believed
that much more than doubt and possibility can be
advanced in support of his opinions, this inquiry
would not have been offered to the public.

He is far from amusing himself with the expecta
tion of a general assent to the truth of hisconclu
sions. Some will probably dispute the rectitude of
the principles ofdecision, an~ some will dissent from
the legitimacy of their application. Nevertheless,
he believes that the number of thOse whose opinions
will accord with his own, is increasing, and will yet
much more increase; and this belief is sufficiently
confident, to induce him to publish an essay which
will probably be the subject of contempt to some
men, and of ridicule to others.-But ridicule and
contempt are not potent reasoners.

"Christianity can only operate as an alterative.
By the mild diffusion of its light and influence, the
minds of men are insensibly prepared to perceive
and correct the enormities, which folly, or wicked
ness, or accident, have introduced into their public
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establishments.'" It is in the hope of contributing,
in a degree however unimportant or remote, to the
diffusion of this light and influence, that the follow
ing pages have been written•.

(:

FO.r the principles of this little volume, or for its
conclusions, no one is responsible but the writer:
they are unconnected with any society, benevolent
or religious. He·has not written it for a present

)
occasion, or with any view to the present politicJlI
state of Europe. A question like this, does not con
cern itselfwith the quarrels of the day.

Itwill perhaps be thought by some readers, that
there is contained, in the (ollowing pages, greater
leverity ofanimadversion than becomes an advocate
ofpeace. But," let it be remembered, that to be
&tow good names on bad things, is to give them a
passport in the world under a delusive disguise."t
The writer believes that wars are often supported,
because the system itself, and the actions of its
agents, are' veiled in glittering fictions. He has
therefore attempted to exhibit the nature of these
fictions and ofthat which they conceal; and to state,
freely and honestly, both what they are not, and
what they are. In this attempt it has been diffi
cult-perhaps it has not been possible-to avoid
some appearance of severity: but he would beg the

• Paley'. Moral and Political PhilOlOphy.

t Knox'. E-.yl, No. 34.
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reader always to bear in his recollection, that if he
speaks with censure of any class of men, he speaks
of them only as a class. He is far from giving to
such censure an indi~idual application: Such an
application would be an outrage of all candour and
all justice. If agaill, he speaks of war as criminal,
he does not attach guilt, necessarily, to the profes
sion of arms. He can suppose that many who en
gage in the dreadful work of human destruction,
may do it without a consciousness of impropriety,
or with a belief of its virtue. But truth itself is un
alterable: whatever be our conduct, and whatever
our opinions, and whether we perceive its princi
ples or not, those principles are immutable; and
the illustration of truth, so far as he has the power
of discovering it, is the object of the Inquiry which
he now offers to the public.



I.
t

OBSERVA.TIONS ON THE CA.USES OF WAlt.

IN the attempt to form an accurate estimate of the
moral character of human actions and opinions, it is
often of im~tance to inquire how they have been
produced.\.!here is always great reason to doubt
the rectitude of that, of which the causes and motives
are impurelland if therefore, it should appear from ..
the observations which follow, that some of the mo
tives to war, and of its causes, are inconsistent with
relL!lon or with virtue, I would invite the reader to
pursue the inquiry that succeeds them, with suspicion,
at least, of the rectitude of our ordinary opinions.

There are some customs which have obtained so
generally and so long, that what was originally an
eJrect becomes a cause, and what was a cause becomes
an ~Jrect, until, by the reciprocal inftuence of each,

B
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the custom is continued by circumstances so multiplied
and involved, that it is difficult to detect them in all

, their ramifications,. or to determine those to which it
is principally to be referred.

t What were once the occasions of wars may be
easily supposed.-Robbery, or the repulsion of rob
bers, was probably the only motive to hostility, until
robbery became refined into ambition, and it was suf
ficient to produce a war that a chief was not content
with the territory of his fathers. But by the gra
dually increasing complication of society from age to
age, and by the multiplication of remote interests and
obscure rights, the motives to war have become so
numerous and so technical, that ordinary observation
often fails to perceive what they are. They are some
times. known only to a cabinet, which is influenced in
its dp.cision by reasonings of which a nation knows
little, or by feelings of which it knows nothing: so
that of those who personally engage in hostilities,

@\
!thereisperhapsnotoftenoneintenwhocandistinCtly) Itell why he is fighting.

This refinement in the motives of war, is no trifling
evidence that they are insufficient or bad. When it
is considered how tremendous a battle is, how many
it hurries in a moment from the world, how much
wretchedness and how much guilt it produces, it
would surely appear that nothing but obvious neces
sity should induce us to resort to it. But when, in
stead of a battle, we have a war with many battles,

I

I
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and of course with multiplied suffering and accumu
lated guilt, the motives to so dreadful a measure ought
to be such as to force themselves upon involuntary ob- ,

servation, and to be w.-?,tten, as it were, in the skies.
If, then, a large proportion of a people are often with-
out any distinct perception of the reasons why they
are slaughtering mankind, it implies, I think, prima
facie evidence against the ad(;quacy or the justice of

the motives to slaughter.

/
It would not, perhaps, be affectation to say, that of" _,

the reasons why we so readily engage in war, one of
the principal is that we do not inquire into the sub- I(

ject. We have been accustomed, from earliest life,
to a familiarity with all its" pomp and circumstance ;"
soldiers have passed liS as at every step, and battles and
victories have been the topic of everyone around us.'
War, therefore, becomes familiarized to all our:

th.oughts, and interwoven with all our associations.

We ~ave never inquired whether these things should
be: the question does not even suggest itself. Weac

quiesce in it, as we acquiesce in the rising of the sun,
without any other idea than that it is a part of the or

dinary processes of the world. And how are we to feel
disapprobation of a system that we do not examine, and
ofthe ooture of which we do not think? Want of in-~

quiry has been the means by which long continued
practices, whatever has been their enormity, have ob·
tained the gene/'al concurrence of the world, and lIy

'-which they have continued to pollute or degrade it,
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long after the few who inquire into their nature, have
diaoovered them to be bad. It was by these means

l that the Slave Trade was 190 long tolerated by this land

,./',.~ of humanity. Men did not t~k of its iniquity. We
were induced to think, and we soon abhorred and then

abolished it. In the present moral state of the world,
therefore, I believe it is the business of him who would

perceive pure morality, to question the purity ofthat
which now obtains.

- " The vices of another age," says Ro~rtson, asto
nish and shock us; the vices of our own become fa-

• miliar, and excite little horror."-" The inftutnce
of any national custom, both on the under&tandiDg
on the heart, and how far it may go towards pervert

ing or extinguishing moral principles of the greatest

importance, is remarkable. They who [in 1566]
had leisure to reflect and to judge, appear to be 00

more shocked at the crime of llSiaSSination, than the

persons who committed it in the heat and impetuosity
of passion.". Two hundred and fifty years have ad
ded something to our morality. We have learnt, at
le8llt, to abhor assassination; and I am not afraid. to
hope that the time will arrive when historians shall

think of war, what Robertson thinks of murder, and
KBhall endeavour like him, to account for the ferocity

and moral blindness oftheir forefathers. For I do not
think the influenoe of habit in theperversioll or ex

tinction of our moral principles, is in any other thill! 80

• History of SooUancL
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conspicuous or deplorable, 88 in the subject before UII.

They who are shocked at a single murder in the high
way, bear with indift'erence of the murder of a thou
sand on the field. They whom the i~ea of a single
corpse would tlrrill with terror, contemplate that of
heaps of human carcasses, mangled by human bands,
with frigid indifference. If a murder is committed,
the DRlTative is given in the public newspaper, with.
many expressions of commiseration, with many adjec
tivesof horror, and many hopes that the perpetrator
,!i11 be detected. In the next paragraph the editor,
per1leps, tells us that he has hurried a second
edition to the press, in order that he may be the
first te glad the public with the intelligence, that in
an engagement which has just taken place, eight hun
dred au fifty ofthe enemy wert killed. By war, the
natural impulsel!l of the heart seem to be suspended, as
if a fiend of blood were privileged to exercise a spell
upon our seDsibilities-, whenever we contemplated his
I'8vages. Amongst all the shocking and all the terri
ble scenes the world exhihits, the slaughters of war
lland pre-eminent; .yet these are the scenes of which

the compassionate and the ferocious, the good and the
bad~ alike talk. with complacency or exultation.

England is a land of benevolence, and to human
misery she is, of all nations, the most prompt in the
extension of relief. The immolations of the Hindoos
fill us with compllSIlion or horror, and we are zealously
labouring to preveat them. The sacri~ of life by
our own criminal executions are the subject of our

•

..•
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anxious commiseration, and we are strenuously en
deavouring to diminish their number, We feel that

the life of a Hindoo or a malefactor is a serious thing,
and that nothing but imperious necessity should in

duce us to destroy the one, or to permit the destruc
tion of the other. Yet what !lore these sacrifices of life
in comparison with the sacrifices of war? In the late
campaign in Russia, there fell, during one hundred

and seventy-three days in succession, an average of

two thousand nine hundred men per day. More than

five hundred thousand human beings in less than six
months! And most of these victims expired with pe
culiar intensity of suffet·ing. "Thou that teachest
another, teachest thou not thyself?" Weare carry
ing our benevolence to the Indies, but what becomes

of it in RU8sia or at Lei psic ? Weare labouring to
save a few lives from the gallows, but where is our so

licitude to save them o~ the field? Life is life, where~

soever it be sacrificed, and has every where equal
claims to our regard. I am not now inquiring whether
war is right, but whether we do not regard its calami

ties with an indifference with which we regard no
others, and whether that indifference does not make us

acquiesce in evils and in miseries which we should
otherwise prevent or condemn.

Amongst the immediate cautes of t.b~Jr.~u.eD.Cyof-.. ,_... ,,-_.. -
wau there is one which is, indisputably, irreconcileable

in its nature with the principles of our religion. I

speak of the critical sense of natio~ride, and conse------ .. -,~." .., . " ..
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quent aptitude of offence, and violence of resentment.

~tionar irri~bilitl is at -~}!£e a ;;;~£.£lw~~_;~ __
effect. It disposes us to resent injuries with blood-....-.
shed and destruction; and a war, when it is begun,
in1lames and perpetuates the passions that produced it.
Those who wish a war, endeavour to rouse the spirit 
of a people by stimulating their passions. They talk,
of the insult, or the encroachments, or the contempts \
of the destined enemy, with every artifice of aggrava- \
tion; they tell us of foreigners who want to trample ,
upon our rights, of rivals who ridicule our power, of -,
foes who will crush, and of tyrants who will enslave us.
These men pursue their object, certainly, by effica
cious means; they desire a war, and therefore irritate
our passions, knowing that when men are angry they
are easily persuaded to fight. . _-

In this state of irritability, a nation is continual'~
alive to occasions of offence-and when we seek ti -

offences, we readily find them. A jealous sensibilit '
sees insults and injuries where sober eyes see nothiRg; \

I

and nations thus surround themselves with a sort of i

artificial tentacula, which they throw wide in quest of
irritation, and by which they are stimulated to re
venge, by every touch of accident or inadvertencr.

He that is easily offended will also easily offend.
The- man who is always on the alert to discover tres
passes on his honour or his rights, never fails to quarrel
with his neigbbours. Such 1l person may be dreadQd
as a torpedo. We may fear, but we shall not love him;
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and fear, without love, easily lapses into enmity.

There are, therefore, many feuds and litigations in

the life of such a man, that would never have disturbed

its quiet, if he had not captiously snarled at the tres
passes ofaccident, and savagely retaliated insignificant

• injuries. The viper that we chance to molest, w,e

suffer to live if he continue to be quiet; but if he raise
himself in menaces of destruction, we knock him on
the head.

It is with nations as with men. If, on every offence
we :fly to arms, and raise the cry of blood, we shall of

necessity provoke exasperation; and if we exasperate

a people as petulent and bloody as ourselves, we may
probably continue to butcher one another, until we

cease only from emptiness of exchequers, or weariness

of slaughter. To threaten war, is therefore often

• equivalent to beginning it. In the present state of

-\ &en's principles, it is not probable that one nation will

\ /"hserve another levying men, and huilding ships, and
I founding Cannon, without providing men, and ship.,

l and cannon themselves; and when both are thus theat

cning and defying, what is the hope that there will not

be a war?

It will scarcely be disputed that we should not kill

one another unless we eannot help it. Since war is an

enormous evil, some sacrifices are expedient for the

ake of peace ; and if we consulted our understandingt

more and our passions less, we should soberly bal~

the probabilities of miachief, and inquire whether it
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be not better to endure some evils that we can esti·,

mate, than to engage in a conflict of which we can
neither calculate the mischief, nor foresee the event;

, which may probably conduct us from slaughter to dis·
grace, and which at last is determined, not by justice,
but by power. Pride may declaim against these sen
timeats; but my business is not with pritk, but with
reason: and I think reason determines that it would be
more wise, and religion that it would be less wicked,
io diminish our punctiliousness and irritability. If
nations fought only when they could not be at peace,
theft would be very little fighting in the world. The
Wa1'8 tbat are waged for "insults to flags," and all
endless train of similar motives, art perhaps generally
attributable to the irritability of our pride. We are
at no pains to appear pacifiotowards the offender: our
remonstrance is a threat; and the nation, ·which would
give 8atisfactioo to an inquity, will give no other an-"
ewer to a menace than a lUenace in return. At length'
\'Ve begin to fight, hOt because we are aggrieved, but
because we are angry.

The object of the haughtiness and petulance which
one nation. uses towards another, is of COU1'8e to pro·
duce some benefit; to awe into compliance with its
demands, or ioto forbearance from aggression. Now
it ought to be distinctly shown, that petulance and
hanghtiness are mote efficacious than calmness and
mod~ration-that an address to the passions of a pro
bable enemy is more likely to avert mischief from

C

, ,
It, '
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ourselves, than an address to their reason and their

virtue. Nations are composed of men, and of men

with human feelings. Whether with individuals or

("V' with communities, "a' soft answer turneth away
V\ wrath." There is, indeed, something in the calmness

of reason-ill an endeavour to convince rather than to

intimidate-in an honest solicitude for friendliness and:

peace, which obtains, which commands, which extort&
forbearance and esteem. This- is the. privilege or

rectitude and truth. It is an inherent quality of

their nature; an evidence of their identity with per

fect wisdom. I believe, therefure, that even as it

eoncerns our inter"ts, moderation and forbearance
would be the most politic. And let not our duties be
forgotten; for forbearance and modention are duties,.

absolutely and indi.speDsably imposed '-"pon us by

Jesus Christ.

v'. The" Bala~«:.!i..r!~~~~. _~~,~.p~~~.!i~~.!~icb
.:we ar~ .m~<l!L~!'l~~~e~tli. fa.Rlili~~,.as one.of_~~~ .8'l'eat
.~1:>j~Q.ts.,..oL,l'!.!\Y.9-~~.p~li~y,_t.h.a.t mtJ~t be .~ttained, at

~hatev~r.,~~~.t~!.t~ea.s..u~~?rof bl?od.__!E~.r~!t
~.L~h.ia-baJaDce,J.~!'f(}r~~.is.()!1~ ,of the ~~a!p..'.!.!'.e9.Se&

of ~!).~~,n.9_®e,of t~t: gFeatoccasionsof its fr~uency.

(
--'It is, perhaps, not idle to reRl~~k,th'~ia'baiaii'ce of

I power amongst nations, is inherently subject to con

I tinua! interruption. If a1'l the countries of Europe
were place4. on an equality to-day, they would of ne

cessity become unequal to-m{)rrow. This is the inevi

table tendency of human affairs. Thousands of. cit:..
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cumstances which sagacity cannot foresee, will con
tinually operate to destroy an equilibrium. or men,
who enter the world with the same possessions and the
same prospects, one becomes rich and another poor;
one harangues in the senate and another labours in a
mine; one sacrifices his life to intemperance and
·another starvesoin a garret. How accurately soever
we may adjust the strengt~and consequence of nations
to each other, the failure of one harvest, the ravages
of one tempest, the ambition of one man, may une
qualize them in a moment. It is, therefore, not a
trifling argument against this anxious endeavour to at
tain an equipoise of power, to flad that no equipoise •l can be maintained. When negociation· has followed
negociatian, and treaty has been piled upon treaty,
and war has succeeded to war-the genius of a Napo
leon, or the fate of an armada, nullifies our labours
without the possibility of prevention. . I do not know
how much nations have gained by a balance of power,
but it is, worth remembrance that some of those coun
tries which have been most solicitous to preserve it, have
been most frequently fighting with each other. How
many wars has a balance of power prevented, in com-

"parison with the number that have been waged to

""maintain it?
It is, indeed, deplorable enough, that such a balance

is to be desired; and. that the wickedness and violence
of mankind are so great, that nothing can prevent.them
from destroying one another, but an equality.of the
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means of destruction. In such a state ofmaligllity and
outrage, it need not be disputed, that, if it could be
maintained, an equality of strength is sufB.ciently de
sirable--as tigers may be restrained from tearing one

another by mutual fear, without any want of savage
ness. It should be remembered, then, that whatever
can be said in favour of a balance df power, can be
said only because we are '.Vicked; that it derives all
its value from our crimes; and that it is wanted only
to restrain the outrage of our violence, p.nd to make
us contented to growl, when we should otherwise
fight.

j, , ~.arn. often. ~te!.Jr0!!1_~~~~~tions,.m.

" ~terest, as well as rrom.l!~~,,-,--IheJ.~ve.~r_~.i!!_
/~~. it!. ~i!1fl~!!££._1,q~.mlt...othu-.m.oti¥efL,t!L~JUlQrt
IThem,. and without other _I1}P?ve,s,'YeJgUUY.!~J!L1h!!

/' ,I }_?~~.i!:~~~~~~~~(hgi~~·,~g.r.e~~ pbliql~j.t!S~_.~.~_m~~
'1 i (' / .i\J.,~~Dl~':l~'ll!!d to tempt':1_~ lqmll.pycri~"Jl'!ti9g

L 'a war of tenyears~ thc::re,\Vm,~I.w.~y& ..be Jl).l~PY,~~ose 'I
inco;~ deyen~s_~~~_,~~:~~n,tiIl~~QCe';_and aCJm~~1lS I

\ ~ost.of commissa~es. ~,!1,.~,.~.e-~~Y~.YQ~, _a.tId Ilg~nts~. awl
\ mechanics, commend a Wl\f". h~~,jtf.inl;,._th~ir

\ P.~.c_~~ts. These men 'have commonly but one que8-
tion respecting a war, and that is,-whetbeF they get
by it. This is the standard of their decision, and this
J'egulates the measure of their support. If money is
in prospect, the desolation of a kingdom is of little
concern: destruction and slaughter are not to be put
in competition with a hundred a ye~l'. In. tputa it
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seems to be the system of the conductors of a war, to
give to the Sffilrces of gain every possible ramification.
The m01'e tbere are who profit by it, the more nume-
roos will be its supporters; and t.us the wishes of the
cabinet become;united with tbeavarice of the people,
~nd both are gratified in slaughter and devastation.

A support meJre systematic and powerful, is how.

(

ever, given to war, because it offers to the higher
ra~s of society, a profession which unites gentility
_h profit, and which without the vulgarity of trade,
maintains or enriches them. It is of little consequence
to inquire whether the distinction of vulgarity between
the toils of war and the toils of commera£<, be ion.
tious. In the abstract, .it is fictitious; but of this
species of reputR'tion public opinion holds the arM

tr1um, tt jus, et norma--and public opinion ill 'ia
favour of war.

The army and the navy therefore afford to the mit!

~ dIe and higher classes, a most acceptable profession...
I The professioll of arms is like the profeMion of law or
I
I physic--a regular source of employment and proAt.

Boys are eduCllted for the army, as they are educated
for the bar; and parents appear to have no other idea·
than that war is part of the business of the worid. Of
younger sonl, whose fathers do not choose to support
them at the expense of the heir, the aFmy nnd the
navy are the common resource. They woq1d not
know what to do without them. To many of these,
the news of a peace becomes a calamity: Principle is



not powerful en(N,lgh to cope with interest: They
prefer the desol",tion of the world, to the loss of a
colonelcy. It is in this manner that much of the
1'llnk, the influence, and the wealth of a country
become interested in the promotion of wars; and
when a custom is promoted by wealth, and influence,
and rank, what is the wonder that it should be
continued?

Yet it is a dreadful consideration that the destruc
tion of our fellows should become a business by whi8ft
to live; arid that a man can find no other occupation
of gain, than that of butchering his neighbours. It
is said, (if my memory serves me, by Sir Walter

J Raleigh,) "he that taketh up his rest to live by this
-1 profession, shall hardly be an honestman."-" Where

there is no obligation to obey," says Lord Clarendon,
" it is wonderful, and an unnatural appetite, that dis
poses men to be soldiers, that they may know how to
live; and what reputation soever it may have in poli
tics, it can have none in religion, tn say, that the art
aDd conduct of a soldier is not infused by nature, but
by study, experience, and observation; and therefore
that men are to learn it :-when, in truth, this com
mon argument is made by appetite to excuse, and·
not by reason to support, an ill custom."*People
do not often become soldiers in order to serve their
country, but to serve themselves. An income is com-

• Lord C1areDdon'. Eaays.
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1I10nly the motive to the great, and idleness tCJ tire'

poor. To plead the love of our country is therefore ~
hypocrisy; and let it be remembered that hypocrisy
is itself an evidence, and an aeknowledgment, that the

motive which it would disguise, is bad.
By depending upon war for a subsistence1 a power

ful inducement is given to desire is; and I would

submit it to the conscientious part of the profession,
thaU,e who desires a war for the sake of its profits,
has lost I6mething of his virtue: he has, at least, ;.nl!!t
ed one of the most influential of human propeuities
against it, and when the prospect of gratiicatioD is
before him-when the question. of a war is to be de

cided-it is to be feared that he will suffer the whis

pers of interest to prevail, and that humanity, and
religioo, and his conscience will be sacrificed to pro
mote it. But whenever we shall have learnt t~'

na.ture of pure christianity,. and have imbibed its- dis
positions, we shall not be willing to avail ourselves of

Buch a horrible source of profit; nor to contribu~e tG

the misery, and wickedness, and destruction of manw

kind, in ordcr to avoid a false and foolish shame.
It is frequently in the power of individnal statesmeo

to involve a people. in a war. .." Their restraints,"

says Knox,." in the pursuIt of political objects, ape

( not those of morality and religion, but sol'ely reasons
of state, and politieal caution. Plausible words- are

used, but they are used to hide the deformity of the \\
real principles. Wherever war is deemed desirable
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m an. interested view, a speciotHl pretext neve1' yet
rema.ined unfound ;"lJ-and "'when they have once

Illid what they think convenient, how untruly soever,

tirey proceed to do what they judge will be profita

ble, how unjustly soever; and this, men very absurdly

and unreasonably, would have called recuon of atate,
to the discredi\ of all solid reason, and all Joules of
probity."t State8lBe1l ·have two standards of mo

rality-a social and a political standard. P2JiJical

Jn~ty eoibraces all crimes; except, indeed, that it
has tMt technical virtue which requires that he whet

ma.y kill a hundred men with bullets, should' not kill
one with arsenic. And from this double system of

morals it happens, that statesmen who have no restraint

to political enormities but political expediency, are

sufficiently amiable in private life.-But "probity,"

eays Bishop Watson, "isan uniform principle; itean

DQt be put on in our private closet, and put off in the

council-chamber or the senate:" and I fear that he

who is wicked as a statesman, if he be good as a man,

has so·me·«Jter motive to goodneSs thah its love-that

he is decent in private life because it is not expedient
that he should be flagitious. It cannot be hoped that he

has much restraint from principle. I believe, however,

the time will come, when it will be found that God'
has iastitiJted but one standard of morality, and that\

to that standard is required the universal conformity, 1
of nmoM, and of men.

• Knox's Essays. t Lord Clarendon's Essays.



Of the wars of statesmen's ambition, it is not ne
cessary to speak, because no one, to whom the wrold
will listen, is willing to defend them.

But statesmen have, besides ambition, m~\DY pur
poses of nice policy which make wars convenient; and .
when they have such purposes, they are cool specu
lators in blood. They who have many dependen\
have much patronage, and they who' have much pa~)
ronage have much power. Bya war, thousands be
come dependent on a minister; and if he be disposed,
he can often pursue schemes of guilt, and intrench
himself in unpunished wickedness, because the war
enables him to silence the clamour of opposition by an
office, and to secure the suffrages of venality by a
bribe. He has therefore many motives to war, in am
bition that does not refer to conquest; or in fear,
that extends only to his office or his pocket: aod fear
or ambition, are sometimes more interesting considera
tions than. the happiness and the lives of men. Or
perhaps he wants to immortalize his nam.e by a splen
did administration; and he thinks no splendour so
great as that of conquest and plunder. Cabinets have,
in truth, many secret motives of wars of which the

people know little. They talk in public of invasions J
of right, of breaches of treaty, of the support of ho
nour, of the necessity of retaliation, when these motives
have no influence on their determinations. Some un
told purpose of expediency, or the private quarrel of
a pnnce, or the pique 01' anger of a minister, are often

D
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the real motives to a contest, whilst its promoters are
loudly talking of the bonour or the safety ofthe country.
The motives to war are indeed without end to their
number, or their iniquity, 01' their insignificance.

What was the motive of Xerxes in his invasion of
Greece?

(

' . It is to be reared that the worll! has sometimes seen

(the example of ~ war, begun and prosecuted for the
simple purpose of appeasing the clamours of a people
by diverting their attention:

" I well might lodge a fear
To be again displaced; which, to avoid,

I cut them oft', and had a purJlOlle now

To lead out many to th~ Holy Land,
Lest rest and lying still might make them look

Too near into my state. Therefore, my Harry,

Be it thy course to busy giddy minds

With foreign quarrels; that action hence borne out
May waste the memory of former days."

// When the profligacy of a minister, or the unpopu
larity of his measures, has excited public discontent,
he can perhaps find no other way of escaping the re:
sentment of the people, than by thus making them for
get it. He therefore discovers a pretext for denounc
ing war on some convenient country, in order to di-tvert the indignation of the public from himself to their
new-made enemies. Such wickedness has existed,
and may exist again. Surely it is nearly the climax of
possible iniquity. I know not whether the records of
human infamy present another crime of such enprmous,
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or such abandoned wickedness. A monstrous profligacy
or ferocity that must be, which, for the sole purpose
of individual interest, enters its closet, and coolly fab
ricates pretences for slaughter; that quietly contrives
the exasperation of the public hatred, and then flings
the lighted brands of war amongst the devoted and
startling people. .

....,/ The public, therefore, whenever a war is designed;
should diligently inquire into the motives of engaging
in it. It should be an inquiry that will not be satisfied
with idle declamations on indeterminate dangers, and
that is not willing to take any thing upon trust. The
public should see the danger for themselves; and if
they do not see it, should reCuse to be led, blindfold,
to murder their neighbours. This, we think, is the
public duty, as it is certainly the public interest. It
implies a forgetfulness of the ends and purposes of
government, and of the just degrees and limitations of

obedience, to be hurried into so dreadful a measure as
a war, without knowing the reason, or asking it. A
people have the power of prevention, and they ought
to exercise it. Let me not, however, be charged
with recommending violence or resistance. The
power of preventing war, consists in the power of re-

)) Ifusing to take part in it. This is the .mode of op· 'f
posing political evil, which christianity permits, and, .
in truth, requires. And as it is the most christian
method, so, as it respects war,. it were certainly the
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most efficacious; for it is .obvious that war cannot be
carried on without the co-operation of the people.

But I believe the ..9reatest~t\~~~,?!~~~~,p.~.P~!8:rity

of war, and of the ~a~i.!!!Y_.~i.~h .which we,.~,llgage i~_

I~~~si-~i;'!~_ t-h~~i that. au.. id~~_Qi"gi9tiI;~ttal::lled t~
!,!~~~"~ary exploits, and. ofhoUQurtot~e_JJ;I,iliWY. pro-
fession. Something of elevation is supposed to belong....~,....
to the character of the soldier; whether it be that we
involuntarily presume his personal courage; or that.
he who makes it his business to defend the rest of the
community, acquirefi the superiority of a protector;
or that the profession implies an exemption from the
laborious and the" meaner" occupations oflife. There
is something in war, whether phantom or reality, which
glitters and allures; and the allurement is powerful,
since we see that itinduces us to endure hardships and
injuries, and expose life to a continual danger. Men
do not become soldiers because life is indifferent to
them, but because of some extrinsic circumstances
which attach to the profession; and some of the most
influential of these circumstances are the. fame, the
spirit, the honour, the glory, which mankind agree to

V belong to the warrior. The glories of battle, and.
of tho'se who perish in it, or who return in triumph to

(f their country, are favorite topics of decJa-mation with
~ the historian, the biographer, and the poet. They

have told us a thousand times of dyinlf heroes, who
"resign their lives amidst the joys of conquest, and
filled with England's glory, smile in death;" and thus
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every excitement that eloquence and genius can com
mand, is employed to arouse thAt ambition of fame
which can be gratified only at the expense of blood.

There are many ways in which a soldier derives
pleasure from his profession. A military officer
when he walks the street, is an object of notice; he is
a man of spirit, of honour, of gallantry: wherever he
be, he is distinguished from ordinary men; he is an
acknowledged gentleman. If he engage in battle, he
is brave and noble, and magnanimous: If he be killed,
he has died for his country; he has clmed his career
with glory. Now'all this is agreeable to the mind; it
flatters someo! its strongest and most pervading pas
sions; aod the gratification which these passions derive
from war, is one of the great reasons why men so wil-
lingly engage in it. .

Now we ask the question of a man of reason, What
is the foundation of this fame and glory ?-We pro
fess that according to the best of our powers of dis-

t covery, no solid foundation can be found. Upon the
fouRdation, whatever it be, an immense structure is
however raised-a structure so vast, so brilliant, 80

attractive, that the greater portion of mankind are
content to gaze in admiration, without any inquiry
into its basis, or any solicitude for its durability.-If,
however, it should be, that the gorgeous temple will

• These ob&ervatiooa apply also to the naval profession; bui I have in thia

pessagc, as in lOme other parts of tho Easay, mentioned only Hldm., to pre

nnt cireumlOClltiOll.
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be able to stand only till christian truth and light be

come predominant, it surely will be wise of those who
seek a niche in its apartments as their paramount and

final good, to pause ere they proceed. If they desire

a reputation that shall outlive guilt and fiction, let them
look to the basis of military fame. If this fame should

one day sink into oblivion and contempt, it will not be
the first instance in which wide spread glory has been
found to be a glittering bubble, that has burst, and

been forgotten. Look at the days of chivalry. Of

the ten thousand Quixotes of the middle ages, where is

now the honour or the name ? Yet poets once sang
their praises, and 'the chronicler of their achieYements

believed he was 1"ecording an everlasting fame. Where

are now the glories of the tournament? Glories

.. Of which all Europe rung from side to side."

Where is the champion whom princesses caressed,
and nobles envied? . Where are now the triumphs of
Dun's Scotus, and where are the folios that perpetuated
his fame ?-The glories of war have indeed outlived

these: Human passions are ·Iess mutable than human

follies; but I am Willing' to avow my conviction that
these glories are alike destined to sink into forgetful.

ness; and that the time is approaching, when the ap

plauses of heroism, and the splendours of conquest,
will be remembered only as follies and iniquities that

are past.-Let him who seeks for fame, other than

that which an era of christian purity will allow,-'
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make haste; for every hour that he delays its acquisi

tion will shorten its duration. This is certain if there
be certainty in the promises of Heaven.

In inquiring into the foundation of military glory,

it will be borne in mind, that it is acknowledged by

our adversaries, that this glory is not recognized
by Christianill/' '! No part of the heroic character,
says one of the gi-eat advocates of war, is the subject

of the "commendation or precepts or example" or

Christ; but the character and dispositions most oppo
site to the heroic, are the subject of them all." This

is a great concession; and it surely is the business of

christians, who are sincere in their profession, to

doubt the purity of that" glory" and the rectitude of

that "heroic character," which it is acknowledged

that their Great Instructor, never in any shape coun

tenanced, and often obliquely condemned.

If it be attempted to define why glory is allotted to

the soldier, we suppose that we shall be referred to

his skill, or his bravery, or his patriotism.

Of skill it is not necessary to speak, since very few

have the opportunity of displaying it. The busiBell8

of the great majority is only obedience; and obedience

of that sort which almost precludes the exercise of
talent.

The rational and immortal being, who raises the

• Dr. Paley•

.. Chriatianity quite NIIlihilat.ea the dilpolJition for martial'glory."-.lIiIi9
WIItIon.
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edifice of his fame on simple bravery, has chosen bot
an unworthy and a frail foundation. Separate bravery
from motives and purposes, and what will remain but
that which is possessed by a mastiff or a game-cock?
All just, all rational, and we will venture to affirm,
all permanent reputation, refers to the mind or to vir
tue; and what connexion has animal power or animal

hardihood with intellect or goodness? I do not decry
courage. I know that Be who was better acquainted
than we are with the nature and worth of human
actions, attached mu~h value 10 courage-but he
attached none to bravery.--Courage He recommend
ed by his precepts, and enforced by his example:
Bravery he never recommended at all. The wisdom
of this distinction, and its accordancy with the prin
ciples of his religion, are plain. Bravery requires
the existence of many of those dispositions which he
disallowed. Animosity, resentment, the desire of re
taliation, the disposition to injure and destroy, all this
is necessary to bravery; but an this is incompatible
with christianity. The courage which christianity
requires, is, to bravery, what fortitude is to daring
an effort of the mind rather than of the spirits. It

is a calm, steady determinateness of purpose, that
will not be diverted by solicitation, or awed by fear.
"Behold, I go bound in the spirit unto Jerusalem,
not knowing the things that shall befal me there,
save that the Holy Ghost witnesseth in every city,
saying, that bonds and amictions abide me. But



none ~J thue things move me; neither count I my
life deqr unto my$elj.". What resemblance h~

br~very to courage like this?'This courage is a virtue
and a virtlje which it is difiicult to acquire or to prac
ti..~e: 8Dd we have, therefore, heedlessly or ingeniously,
transferred itB praise to another quality, which is infe
rior in 'its nature, and easier to acquire, in order thrt
we may obtain the reputation.of virtue at a cheap rate.
That simple bravery implies much merit, it will be
di,iicult to !how-at least, if it be meritorious, we
think it wiu not always be easy in awarding the ho
Jlours of a battle, to determine the preponderance of
;virtue .between the soldier and the horse which car
rieshim.

But patriotism is the great foundation of the sol·
dier's glory. Patriotism is the universal theme. To
"fight nobly for our country ;"-to "fall, covered
with glory, in our country's cause ;"-to "sacrifice
our lives for the liberties, and laws and religion of our
country"-are phrases in the mouth of ever)'man.
What do they mean, and to whom do they a,pply?

We contend that to say generally of those who pe",
rish in war, that" they have died for their country,"
is simply untrue; and for this simple reason, that they
did not fight for it. To impQgn the notion of r.ges,
is perhaps a hardy task: but we wish to employ not
dogmatism but argument: and we maintain that men

• Acta xx. 22.

E
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/ have commonly no such purity of motive, that they
have no such patriotism. What is the officer's motive
to entering the army? We appeal to himself.-Is it
not that he may obtain an income? And what is the
motive of the private? Is it not that he prefers a life of
idleness to industry, or that he had no wish but t~e wish
for change ?-Having entered the army, what, again,
is the soldier's motive to fight? Is it not that fight
ing is a part of his business-that it is one of the con
ditions of his servitude?-We are not now saying that

,,_ these motives are bad, but we are saying that they are
"" the motives,-and that patriotism is not. or those

who fall in battle, is there one in a hundred who even
thinks of his country's good? He thinks, perhaps,
ofits glory, and of the honour of his regiment, but for
his country's advantage or welfare, he has no care and
no thought. He fights, because fighting is a matter
of course to a soldier, or because his personal reputa
tion is at stake, or because he is compelled to fight,
or hecause he thinks nothing at' all of the matter; but
seldom, indeed, because he wishes to benefit his.coun
try. He fights in battle, as a horse draws in a car
riage, beca~se he is compelled to do it, or because he
has done it before; but he seldom thinks more of his
country's good, than the same horse, if he were car
rying corn to a granary, would think he was providing
for the comforts of his master.

And indeed, if the soldier speculated on his coun
try's good, he often cannot tell how it is affected by



the qU/lrrel. Nor is it to be expected of him that he
should know this. When there is a rumour of a war,
there is an endless diversity of opinions as to its expe
diency, and endless oppositions of conclusion, whether
it will tend more to the good of the country, to pro
secute or avoid it. If senators and statesmen cannot
calculate the good or evil of a war, if one promises
advantages and another predicts ruin, how is the sol
dier to decide? And without deciding and promoting
the ~ood, how is he to be patriotic ? Nor will much
be gained by saying, that questions of policy. form no
part of his business, and that he has no other duty than
obedience; since this is to reduce his agency to the
agency of a machine: and,moreover, by this rule; his
arms might be directed, indifferently, to the annoy
ance of another country, or to the oppression of his
own. The truth is, that we give to the soldier, that
of whicJ:t we are wont to be sufficiently sparing-a
gratuitoUJJ concession of merit. In ordinary life, an
individual maintains his individual opinions, and pur
sues correspondent conduct, with the approbation of
one set of men, and the censures of another.-One

. pal'ty says, he is benefiting his country, and another
main~ins that he is ruining it. But the soldier, for
whatever he fights, and whether really in promotion
of his country's good, or in opposition to it, is always
a patriot, and is always secure of his praise. If the
war is a national calamity, and was foreseen to be
such, still he fights for hi8 c~untry: If his judgment
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has decided against the war, and against its jUitice u;
expediency, still he fights for his cOuntry. He is
always virtuous :-If he but uses a bayonet, he ia
itlways a patriot.

To sacrifice our lives for the l£her.ties, and laU'a,
and religion of our native land, are undoubtedly high

~ounding words :-but who are they that will do it?
Who is it that will sacrifice his life for his couhtry?
Will the senator who supports a war? Will the wri·

ter who declaims upon patriotistn? Will the minister

of religion who recommends the sacrifice ?-Take

away glory-take away war, and there is not a man of
them who will do it. Will you sacrifice your life at
home ?-If the loss of your life in London or at York,

'Would procure just so much benefit to your country,
as the loss of one soldier in the field, would you be .

wilting to lay your head upon the block? Are you

'willing to die without notice and without remembrance;
and for the sake of this little undiscoverable contibution

'to your country's good. You would, perhllps, die to
save your country; but this is not the question. A

soldier's death does not save his country. The ques

tion is, whether, without any of the circumstances of
war, without any of its glory 0:' its pomp, you are ,wil

ling to resign yourselfto the executioner. If you are

not, you are not willing to die for your country: And
there is not an individual amongst' the thousands whtl

declaim upon patriotism, who is willing to do it. He

wil11ay down his life, indeed-but it must be in war:



He is willing to die-but it is not for patriotism, but
tor glory.

The argument we think is clear-that patriotism is

NOT,the motive; and that in no rational use of language
can it be said that the soldiCl' "dies for his couutry."
Men will not sacrifice their lives at all, unless it be in
war, and they do not sacrifice them in war from mo
tives of patriotism.-

What then is the foundation of military fame? Is it
bravery? Bravery has little connection with reason,
aod leSS' with religion: Intellect may despise, aod
christi.aoity condemns it. Is it patriotism? Do we
reter to the soldiers motives aod purposes? Irwe do,

• We bow tlat there DIar ~ and haw bela, _ in whicla the auer
poIIeIlIe8 purer moti"llIl. An invasion may lOllIIll the Dational patriotism aDd

arm a people for the unmingled purpol6 of defendinr theuuelvlllL Here ill a

definite purpose, a purIK- which every individual understands aDd is interested

in: and if Ire die lIDdersuch circumltanees, we do not deBy that his~ are

~ The aoti.OM to which they proIIIpt, are, hoW8fer, a .lI8parate~

deration, and depend tor their qualities on the rectitude of war itse1£ Moti1'llll

may be patriotic, when actiona are bad. I might, perhaps, benefit my country

by blowing up a 1Ieet, of which the cargo woold injure our commerce: My mo

~ may '*' tJlItriotic, but my action ill vicioUllo

It is Dot stSciently iIome in mind, that patriotism,_ much~ thllD

this, is not neee.arilya virtue. "ChristiaDity,"lBys Bishop Watson,"d_

not tIIlcourage particolar patriotism, in opposition to general benignity." And

the reason is easy of discovery. Christianity is designed to benefit, not a com.

J'iuoity, bnt the world. If it uoconditiona1ly encouraged particular patrilltism,

tile dutill8 ofa .J¥l:t of one state woold often be in oppoeitiQll to thOllll of a

iIo1Jjeot ofanother. ChriatWlity, however knows no lOCh incOlllistencies: And

whatever patriotlllUl therefore is oppoeed, in its exercise, te the general tDelftWI

".!_ukiM, is, in no degree, a virtue.
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he is not neceSlllrily, or often, a Patriot.-It was a
common expression amongst sailors, and, perhaps" may
be so still-I' I hate the, French, because they are
slaves, and wear wooden shoes."-This was the sum
of their reasonings and their patriotism; and I do not
think the mass of those who fight on land, possess a
greater.

Crimes should be traced to their causes; and guiit
should be fixed upon those who occasion, although
they may not perpetrate them. And to who.m ~r~~

~,!ency a.n.dJ!tC?-£ri!!1~s _~L~~~.!. ..!~r,?~~~~E~HY ..!l:
tributed? To the directors of public opinion to the
••~"'·--·k"'-'·_".;'r.~''''''~~"'''. __.... .,....~ .•~,", .. ,. '"',' _._"'.;:\"""' .... ~ ... , .... ,...... ~ .....,.. ...,.........

~~!~~ID,e~.u~!1.,g!orJ':-:-::-to 1ll~.I1, .. ,who sit quiet1y.~

home, in their studies and at their desks; to the his-
• _ "'_ _~. t . •• ,~.", ••.-" .••• ". "." •• ,..... • "'_'~~''''''''' •.• " •.•~., .'~""

tonan and the biographer.,an~the Pge!Jll!ld th~..!I!~ra1
philos.oplie~;j~ ~he.pamphleteer; .to th~ .editor 9f ~~e
at:wsp~~!L~~.~~~.t~~h.~r. o.f .,r.~I.i.&~!1..L_Q~e.,~?'Il~ple
9,fde?!.a~~~~~!1_!~~.~~e .pulpit,~.~~ould. ~if.er\~ ~he

~a,<J~r::-:::~~_~?,!~~~", •.~e.Jt~~nders of your country ;
advance~ with alacrity, into the field, where God him:
"I!~lf ';u~t~;; the' hosts tg~ar .• '", Religion is. too much

,.- ..., ~ ...... ,.,.-.. ~~' .... -.,' . "~",,' ,. '" .

in~erested in y,our succ~S~t n~t to l~nd.y.Rv~er. !l~d.

~hewill shed_over this,~J.1terp!ise h.e~!l~l~ctest i~d:luen~e.

-I cannot but imagine, the virtuousheroe!l, legislators,
,and patriots, of every age and country, are bending
from their elevated seats to witness this contest, as if
they were incapable, till it be brought to a favourabl:
issue, of enjoying their eternal repose. Enjoy that
repose, illustrious immortals! Your mantel fell when
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you ascended, and thousands, inflamed with spirit, and
impatient to tread in your steps, are ready to swear
by Him that sitteth upon the throne, and liveth for
ever and ever, they will. protect freedom in her last
asylum, and never' desert that cause which you sus
tained by your labors, and cemented with your blood.
And thou, sole R.uler among the children of men, to
whom the shields of the earth belong,-Gird on thy
sword, thou most Mighty: Go forth with our hosts in
the day of battle! Impart, in addition to their heredi
tary valour, that confidence of success which springs
from thy presence! Pour into their hearts the spirit
of departed heroes! Inspire them with thine own;
and while led by thine hand, and fighting under thy
banners, open thou their eyes to behold in every val
ley, and in every plain, what the prophet beheld by
the same Illumination--ehariots of fire, and horses of
:fire. Then shall the strong man be as tow, and the
maker of it as a spark; and they shall both burn to
gether, and none shall quench them !"* Of such ir
reverence of language, employed to convey such vio
lence of sentiment, the world, I hope, has had few

examples. Oh! how unlike another exhortation
" Put on mercies, kindness, humbleness of mind, meek
ness,longsuJreriog, forbearing one aoother,and forgiving
one another, if any man have a quarrel against any/'t

• .. The sentiments proper to the Present Criais.-A Sermoo, preachedOctober

19; 1803. by Robert lWl, A. M."

t Nor is th. preacher incolllliatent with Apoltle. alone, He is a.Iao iDCOll8i8tent



It As Ion! as mankind," says Gibhl1~, l'ahll11 AOnt.i~

Due to bestow more liberal applaust! on thcir dmtroy·
el"l than on their benefactors, the thirst pf lDiUtary

glory will ever be the vice of the most exalted charac
ters.". '" 'Tis strange to imagine," says .the EI»'I of
Shaftesbury, "that war, which of .aU things appea.,.
the most savage, should be the paSliop pf l.be Dlj>Jt

heroic spirits."-But he gives us the l'eason..-" By
a small m.isguidaRCe of the .affection, a lover of man
kind becol1lleS a ravager; a hero and deliverer .becomcs
an oppressor and destroyer."t This is the "vice,"
and this is the "misguidance," which we say, tb&t
a large proportion of the writellS of every civilized
country ar.e continually occasioning aod promoting;
and thus, without, perhaps, any purpose of mischief,

with himsel£ In another clisCOurllll, delivered in the preceding year, he says:

.. The Bllfety ofnations is ROt to be IfIUglrl in arts or in 41'J118.- WlIr re!lflnU, with

re-pect to its.objects, till Me f'fIlu of ffIfWfIlity. It it nething _ than 0. ~po

raTY rtpe(ll "crll. the priflcipU8 of llirtue. It is a system. out of II'hich fI~ IJ1l
the !limuare ezduded, JUld in which nearly aU t1te llicea are i1lC01pOl"ated..-In

instructing us to consider aportion of IlUrfeUenD cre4lturea a8 thepropn' obju:ta of

enmity. it removes, as far B.B they are concerned, the baaiB of all society. of aU

llitlil~ ani. !lirtue; for the blwi. of these, is the go«l tDIU due to nary .imli

tJidual ofthe apeciea."-"Religion," then,we are told, "shed.its IIelecteBt influenc:e"

over that, which repeals all the principles ofvirtue"-over th&t, " in which nearly

all the vices are incorporated" ! Who.t .. Religion" it is which does this, I do

aot know,--but I know that it ienot the Religion ofChrist..-TII.uTR never led

into~ liIte tbe.e. Well was it t3id that we eanpOt Il8rve two mu

terB. The quotatiana which we have riven, are evidence lIUfficient that he who

Aold. tDith the lt7le, Mg'kew the other.

• Decline and Fall. t Essay on the Freedom of Wit and Humoor.
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they contribute more to the destruction of mankind
than rapine or ambition. A writer thinks, perhaps,
that it is not much harm to applaud bravery. The
divergency from virtue may, indeed, be small in iti
beginning, but the effect of his applauses proceeds in
the line of obliquity, until it conducts, at last, to every
excess of outrllge, to every variety of crime, to every
mode of human destruction.

There is one species of declamation on the glories
of those who die in battle, to which I would beg the
notice of the reader. We are told that when the last
breath of exultation and defiance is departed, the in
trepid spirit riles triumphantly from the ./kid of

g/nry to its kindred heavens. 'Vhat the hero has
been on earth, it matters not: if he dies by a musket
ball, he enters heaven in his own right. All men
lik~ to suppose that they shall attain felicity at last;
and to find that they can attain it without goodness
and in spite of vice, is doubtless peculiarly solacing.
The history of the hero's achievements wants, indeed,
a completeness without it; and this gratuitous transfer
.of his soul to heaven, forms an agreeable conclusion to
his story.

I would be far from "dealing damnation round the
land," and undoubtingly believe that of those who fall
in battle, many have found an everlasting resting
place. But an indiscriminate consignment of the
brave to felicity, is certainly unwarranted; and if
wickedness consists in the promotion of wickedness,
it is wicked too.

F
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l(we say in positive and glowing language, of me.
iadiseriminately, and therefore of the bad, that they
rise on tke wings of eestacy to heaven, we do all that .
language can do in the encouragement of proftigacy.
The terrors of religion may still be dreaded; but we
Ilave, at least, to the utmoet of our power, diminished
~eir influence. The mind willingly accepts. the u.

surance, or acquiesces in the falsehood which it wishes
to be true; and in spite of all their better knowledge,
it may be feared that some continue in profligacy, in
the doubting hope that what poets and historians tell
them, may not be a fiction.

Perhaps the most operative encouragement which
these declamations give to the soldie~s vice9, is con
tained in this circumstance--that they manifest that
public opinion does not hold them in ahhorrenee.

~!iE.~l~i~I}~,!.~._Q~e..Qf !h,?~~st,c:~~~c.i.?us .~guJatora

~~_t!.:J>!'~~~~;~4,-~!,,~~~.~ind;!l~d.9,P'9B-.th~sql(Uel,\~

!e~~.in~~.~~~}~,~~entW_· _I!'.!!.P!~f~~~~ol! .amLhilt
~~~~llL~~!,.~~~~~.<~~~~~~.a.l.most all t~~lr value .~nd
~~~~!"I·J;P.utMi~HtfrQ.J.l,l.t~e~pi~.i~n of t~e :.worl~, Md
~~_Jb.!J..t,..~4.. If, therefore, the public voice
does not censure his vices--if, in spite ot his vices, it
awards him everlasting happiness, what restraint re
maiDs upon his passions, or what is the wonder if they
be not restrained?

The peculiar application of the subject to our pur
pose is, however, that these and similar representa
tions are motives to the profession ofarms. The mili-



tary life is made a priviledged profession, ill which ..
_aft Dlay indulge vices with impunity. H;is occupa
tion is aft apology for his crimes, and shields them froa
punishment. And what greater motive to the military

. life caB be given? Or what can be more atrocious

than the mme of those who give it? I know Il1rt, ia
deed, whether lh.. guilt predominates, {)r the folly.

Pitiable imbecility surely it is, that can persttatle itself
to sacrifice all the beauties of Virtue, and all the reali
ties and the terrors of Religion, to the love of the :flow
ing imagery of Spirits ascending to hellvrn. Whether

writers shall do this, is a question, not of choice, but

ordllty: If we would not be the abettors of crime, aocl
thesllare1'l of its gllilt, it is imperative that we refrain-.

Tbe rt'ader will, perhaps, have observed, that lOme

of those writers who are liberal contributors to the

military passion, occasionally, in moments when truth
and nature seem to have burst the influence of hsbit,
~mphaticaJly condelilB the system which they have so

often cOBtributed to siJpport. Then are not maoy
boob of which the tendency is more warlike, or which

aN more likely to stimulate the paMloa for martial
glory, than the life of Nelson, by Southey; a work,

in the eomposilion of which, it probably never sug.
gested itself to the author to inquire whether he were

Dot contributing to the destruction of mankiBd. A
centribotor, oowever, as he has ~en, we find in an
other of his works, this extraordinary and memorable

passage :-" There is but one community of christiaDI



'in the world, and that 'unhappily, of all cOlbmUOltle9
one of the smallest, enlightend enough to understand
the prohibition of war by our Divine Ma8ter, in its
plain, literal, andundeniable sense: and conscientious
enough ~o obey it, subduing the very instinct of nature
to obedience."* or these voluntary, or involuntary,
testimonies of the mind against the principles which it
habitually possesses, and habitually inculcates, many
examples might be given;t and they are valuable tes
timonies, because they appear to be elicited by the in
fluence of simple nature and unclouded truth. This,
I think, is their obvious character. They will com
monly be found to have been written when the mind
has become sobered by reason, or tranquillized by re
ligion; when the feelings are not excited by external
stimulants, and when conquest, and honor, and glory,
are reduced to that station of importance to which
Truth assigns them.

But whether such testimonies have much tendency
to give conviction to a reader, I know not. Sur
rounded as they are with a general contrariety of sen
timent, it is possible, that those who read them may
pass them by as the speculations of impracticable
morality. I cannot, however, avoid recommending
the readel", whenever he meets with passages like
these, seriously to examine into theil" meaning and

. their force; to enquire whether they be not accord
ant with the purity of truth, and whether they do not,

I

• Hiltory of Brazil. t See" the Enquiry, &c."
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poueo the greater authority, because they have, forc
ed themselves from the mind when least likely to be
deceived, and in opposition to all its habits and all its
associations.

Such, then, are amongst the principal of the Causes
of War.-Some consist in want of thought, and some
in delution; some are mercenary, and some simply
criminal. Whether any or all or them, form a motive
to the desolation of empires and to human destruction,
!Booh as a good or a reasoning man, who abstracts him
-:self from habitual feelings, can contemplate with ap
probation, is a question which everyone should ask
and determine for himself. A conflict of nations is a
serious thing: No motive arising from our passions

, should occasion it, or have any influence in occasion
ing it: Supposing the question of lauiulne'8 to be
superseded, war should be imposed only by stern, in
evitable, unyielding necessity. That such a, necessity
is contained in these motives, I think cannot be shown.
We may therefore reasonably question the defensibi
lity of the custom~ which is continued by such causes,
and supported with such motives. If a tree is known
by its fruits, we may also judge of the' fruit by the tre,e:
"Men do not gather grapes of thorns." If the motives
to war, and its causes are impure, war itself cannot be
virtuous; and I would therefore solemnly invite the
reader to give, to the succeeding Enquiry, his sober
and christian attention.



II.

AN INQUIRY,

te.

WHEN I endeavour to divest myself of the influence
of habit, and to contemplate a battle with those emo
tions which it would excite in the mind of a being who
had never before heard of human slaughter, I :find that
I am impressed only with horror and astonishment:
and perhaps, of the two emotions, astonishment is the
greater.

That several thousand pel"SOns should meet toge
ther, and then delibeTately begin to kill one another,
appears to the understanding, a proceeding soprepos
terous, so monstrollS, that I think a being such as I have
sopposed; would inevitably conclude that they were 
mad. Nor, .if it were attempted to explain to him
some motives to such conduct, do I believe ihat he
would be able to comprehend how any possible cir
cumstances could make it reasonable. The fe~ity,

aDd prodigious folly of the act, would out-balanci the
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weight of evety conceivable motive, and be woold .
turn, unsatisfied away,

.. AlItoIIiIbed at tbt wacm- ofmankiDd."

There is an advantage in making suppoaiti,DllUch
as these; b.ecause, whea the mind has been familia
riSed to a practice however monstrOQ.li or illhullla~ it
loses some of its sagacity of moral perception-pro
:ftigacy becomes honour, and inhumanity becomes spi
rit. But if the subject is by lOme circumstance pre
sented to the mind unconnected with any of its previ
out associations, we see it with a new judglJleat and

new feelings; and wonder, perhaps, that we have not
felt so or thought so, before. And 'QCb ocoasi8BI it is
the part of a wise man to seek; since if they nun
happen to us, it will often ~ difficult for UI accurate
ly to estimate the qualities of human actions, or to de
termine whether we approve them from a de~ision

of OUl' judgment, or whether we yield to them ooly
the acquiescence of habit•

. I It is worthy, at least, of notice and remembrance,
that the only being in the creation of Providence
which engages in the wholesale destruction of his own
species, is man ; that being who alone possesses reason
to direct his conduct, who alone is required to love
bis fellows, and who alone hopes, in futurity, for re
pose and peace. All this seems wonderful, and may
reat.lOnably humiliate us. The powers which elevate

(
US above the rest of the creation, we have employed

in attaining to pre-eminence of outrage and mali~ty.
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. It may pl"Ope.rly be a sUbj~t of. wonder, that the
arguments which are brought to justify a custom such

as war, receive so little investigation. It must be a
studious .ingenuity of mischief, which could devise a

practiee more calamitous or horrible? and yet it is a
practieeof which it rarely occurs to us to enquire
into the necessity, or to ask whether it cannot be, or

ought not to be avoided. In one truth, however, all

will acquiesce,-that the arguments in favour of such

a practice should be unanswerably strong.

I..et it not be said that the experience and the

practice of other ages, have superseded the necessity
of enquiry in our own; that there can be,no reason to
question the lawfulness of that which has been sanc

tioned by forty centuries; or that he who presumes to

question it, is amusing himself with schemes of visi

obary phil3:nthropy. "There is not, it may be,"

says Lord Clarendon, "a greater obstruction to the
investigation of truth, or the improvement of know

ledge, than the too frequent appeal, and the too supine
resignation of our understanding, to· antiquitYL"*

Whosoever proposes all alteration of existing institu

tions, will meet, from some men, with a sort of instinc

tive opposition, which appears to be influenced by no
process of reasoning, by no considerations of propriety',

or principles of rectitude, which defends the existing

system because it exists, and which would have equally

• Lord Clarendon's Essays.
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defended its opposite if that had b~en the eldest.

" Nor is it out of modesty that' we have this resiSlla..

tion, or that. we do, in truth, think those who have

~one befOfe us to be wiser than ourselves: we are as

pro.ud and as peevish as any of.our progeniool'8 ; but it
. is out of laziness; we will rather take their words, than

take the pains to examine the reason they goverswd

themselves by.". To th~e who urge objectioQl from.

the authority of ages, it is indeed, a sufficient answer

to say, that they apply to every ~ong cOBtinued. cus..

tom. Slave dealel'8 ~rged them against the friends or
the abolition; Papists urged them against Wicklifte

and Luther; and the Athenians probably thought it a

good objection to an Apostle, that" he seemed let be a

setter forth of Itrange gods."

It is ~greed by all sober moralists, that the founda..

tion of our duty is the will of God, and that his will :iI
to be ascertained by the Revelation which he has made.

To Christianity, therefore, we refer in determination

of this great question: WtAdmit no other test of .truth:.
i

, and with him who thinks that the decisions of christi-

anity may be superseded by other considerations, we

have no concern; we address not our argument to him,

but leave him to find some other and better standard,

by which to adjust his principles, and regulate his con

duot. These observations apply to those objectors

who loosely say that "wars are necessary; for sup·

• Lord CIa.rendon's Essays.

G



jposing the christian religion to prohibit war, it is pre"
postermls, and irreverent also, to jnstify ourselves in
supporting it, because" it is neces~ary." To talk of a
Divine law which must be disobey~d, implies, indeed,
such 'a confuswn of moral principles as well as laxity
of them, that neither the philosopher nor the chris
tian, are required to notice it. But, perhaps, some of
those who say that wars are necessary, do not very ac
curately inquire what they mean. There are twO'
sorts of necessity-moral and physical; and these~ it is
'probable, some men are accustomed to confound.
That there is any physical necessity for war--that
people cannot, if they chogse, refuse to engage in it,
no one will maintain ~ And a moral necessity to per·
form an action, consists only in the prospect of a cer
tain degree of evil by refraining from' it. If, then,
those who say that H wars are necessary," mean that
they are physically necessary, we deny it. If they
mean that wars avert greater evils than they occasion,
we ask for proof. Proof has never yet been given:
And even if we thought that we possessed such proof,
we should still be referred to the primary question
" What is the will of God ?"

It is some satisfaction to be able to give, on a ques
tion of this nature, the testimony of some great minds
against the lawfulness of war, opposed, as those testi
monies a~" to the general prejudice and the general
practice of the world. It has been observed by Bec
caria, that" it is the fate of great truths, to glow only
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like a :Bash of lightning amidst the dark clouds in which'
error has enveloped the universe; and'if our testim<r
nies are few or transient, it matters not, so that their
light be the light of truth. There are, indeed, many,
who in describing the horrible particulars of a seige 01'

a battle, indulge in some declamation on the horrors of
war, such as has been often repeated, and often ap
plauded, and as often forgotten.. But such declama
tions are of little value and of little effect: he who reads
the next paragraph finds, probably, that he is invited
to follow the path to glory and to victor.y-to share the
hero's danger and partake the hero's praise; and he
soon discovers that the moralizing parts of his author,
are the impulse of feelings rather than of principles,
and think!!! that though it may be very wen to write,

yet it is better to forget them.
There are however testimonies, delivered in the

calm of reflection, by acute and enlightened men,
which may reasonably be allowed at least so much
weight as to free the present1nquiry, from the charge
of being wild or visionary. Christianity indeed needs
DO such atlxiliaries; but if they induce an examination
of her duties, a wise man will not wish them to be dis
regarded.

" They who defend war," says Erasmus, "must
defend the dispositions which lead to war; and these
disjJositions are absolutely forbidden by the gosPel.
Since the time that Jesus Christ said put up thy sword
into its &eabbard, Christians ought not to go to war.·
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-Chrilt luffered Peter to faB into an error in tM6
matter, on purpose tMt, when He had put up Peter's
sword, it might remain no longer a doubt thai war
tDa8 Jlrohibited, which, before that order, had heen
considered as allowable."-" I am persuaded,'; SayS
the Bishop of'Llandaft', " that when the ,pirit ofckri8·
nanity ,"'allexert its proper influence over the minds
of individuals, and especially over the minds of public.
mea in their public capacities, over the minds of men
conltituting the councils of princes, from whence ai'e_

the istucs of peace and war-when this happy period
shan arrive, war- will cease throughout tlte whole

ckriBtisn world.". "War," says the same acute
prelate, "has practices and principles peculiar to it·
self~ which hut ill quadrate with tlte rule of moral rec·
titude, andare quite abhorrent from tAe benignity ()f
chHsti.anily."t The emphatical declaration which I
have already quoted mr another purpose, is yet more
distinct. The prohibition ofwar by our divine MalJter,
iIplain, literal, andundeniable t Dr. VicesimusKnox

---speaks ill language equally speoific :-,-, Morality and

RdigionforbidtlXlr, in its motitJeJ, conduct and con
NqumCtB."~

In an inquiry into the decisions of christia8ity upon
tlte ql1estion of war, we have to refer-to the general
tudency of the revelation; to the individual declara.
Uon8 of Jesus Christ; to his practice; to the senti-
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ments and practice of his commissioned followers; to
the opinions respecting its lawfulness, which were held
by their immediate converts; and to some other spe

cies ofchristian evidence.
_It is, perhaps, the capital error of those who have'

attempted to instruct others in the 'duties of morality,
that the)\hllve not been willing to enforce the rules of
theCbristian Scriptures in their full extent. Almost,
every moralist pauses- somewhere, short of the point
which they prescribe; and this pause is made at a
gtJeater or less distance from the Christian Standard,
in proportion to tbe admission, in a greater or-less de
gree; ofprinciples which have been superadded to the
priRciples of the gospel. Few, howenl', supersede
the lawe of christianity, without pro}M>8ing some prin

clpleof'''expediency,'' some doctrineof"natural law,"
some theory of "intrinsic decency and turpitude,'"
wbicll they lay down as the true standard of moral
judgment.~They who reject truth are not likely to
escape error. Having mingled with christianity,
priDciples whioh it Dever taught, we are not likely to'
be consistent with Truth, or with ourselves; and aC
cordingly, be who seeks for direction from the pro
fessed teachers of morality, finds his mind bewildered
in conflicting theories, and his judgment embarrassed
by contradictory instr~ctions.-But ,~ Wisdom is jta-
tiled by all her children:" and she is justified, per
haps, by nothing more evidently than by the laws
which she has imposed; for all who have proposed
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any standard of rectitude, other than that which chris-.
tianity has laid down, or who have admixed any foreign
principles with the principles of which she teaches,
have hitherto proved that they have only been" sport
ing themselves with their own deceivings."*

It is a remarkable fact, that the laws of the Mosaic
Dispensation, which, confessedly, was an hpperrect
system, are laid down clearly· and specifically in the
form of an express code; whilst those of that purer
religion which Jesus Christ introduced into the world,

are only to be found, casually and incidentally scatter
ed, as it were, through a volume--intermixed with
other subjects.-elicited by unconnected eve~ts--de

livered at distant periods, and for distant ·pur.poses, in
narratives~ in discourses, in conversations, in letters.
Into the final purpose of such an ordination, (for an
ordination it must be supposed to be,) it is not our
present business to inquire. One important truth,
however, results from the fact as it ex~sts:-That those
w~o would form a general estimate of the moralobliga
tions ofchristianity, must derive it, not from Codes but
from Principles; not from a multiplicity of directions
in what man~r we are to act, but from instructions re-

...Even thinking men, bewildered by the various and oontradictory aystema

of moral judgment, adopted by cllil'erent ages and nations, have doubted the

exi8tBnce of any real and permanent etandard, and have considered it as the

mere creature of habit and edJlcation."·-How has the declaration been veDfied.

:. "I will deatroy the wisdom of the wise!"

• Murray'. Enqllires respecting the Progreu ofSociety
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specting the motives and dispositions ~y which all ac
tions are to be regulated.•

It appears, therefore, to follow, that in the inquiry
whether war is sanctioned by christianity, a specific
declaration of its decision is not likely to be found. If,
then, we he asked for a. prohibition of war by Jesus
Christ, in the express terms of a command, in the man-

.ner in which Thou shalt not kill is directed to murder,
we wilti~gly answer that no such prohibition exists :
and it is not necessary to the argument. Even those who
would require such a prohibition, are themselves satis
fied respecting the oblig~tion of many negative duties,
on which there has been no specific decision in the
New Testament.. They believe that suicide is not
lawful. Yet christianity never forbade it. It can be
shown, indeed, by implication and inference, that sui
cide could not have been allowed, and with this they
are satisfied. Yet there is, probably, in the Christian
Scriptures, not a twentieth part of as much indirect
evidence against the lawfulness of suicide, as there is
against the lawfulness of war. To those who require
such a command as Thou shalt not engage in war, it
is therefore sufficient to reply, that they require that,
which, upon this and upon many other subjects, chris

tianity has not chosen to give.
We refer then, first, to the general nature of chris-

• I refer, of courae, to those questions of morality which IIl'll not specifically

decided.
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tiatri~y ;"~ we think t~t if there were no other:
evidence agains~ the lawfulness ofwar, we shoqld pOlt'
sess, ia that general n\lture, sufticient proof that it is
virtually forbidden.

(
That the whole character and spiri~ of QUr religion

. are emiB~tly ~nd p~~liarJy peace~ulJ fln4 that it is
. opposed, In all Its pnnClples to carnage and devasta..

tation, caoD,ot be disputed.
Have pmn one with anothtr.-By this ska/l all

men know that !Ie are "W disciples, vue nave iot'e one
to another.

Walk with alllowlinus and meeknes~, with ltmG
8uffering; forbeariTl-g one another in love.

Be ye Illl of 0716 mind, havin~ compas.ion one at
another; love lU brethern, be pitiful, be coW'teous,
not rendering evil for evil, or railing for' railing

Be at peace among Y9Ur8elves. See thaI none ren
der eviljor evil tIJ any man.-God !wth eaUed m t~

peace.
Follow after love, patience, meeknu8.-Be gentle,

showing all meekness U1lto all men.--.Lipe in peace.
Lay lUide all malice.-Put Dff anger, wrath, mal

ice;-Let all biUernuI, and wrath, and anger, and
clamour, and evil speaking be put away from !lOU'
with allmalice•

.Ivmg8 not your,elvu.-lj thine enemy hunger,
feed him; ifhe thirst, give him drink.-Recompence
to' no man evillor evit.-Overcome evil with good.

Now we ask of any man who looks over these pas-
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sages, what evidence d~ they convey respecting the
lawfulness of war? Could any appro\Tal or allowance
of it have been subjoined to these instructions, with.
out obviousand most gross inconsistency?-But if war

J is obviously and most grossly inconsistent with the
general character ofchristianity-if war could not have

been permitted by its teachers, with{')ut any egregious
violation of their own precepts, we think that the evi
dence of its unlawfulness, atising from this general
character alone, is as clear, as absolute, and as exclu
sive, as could have been contained in any form of
prohibition whatever.

To those solemn, discriminative, and pUblic decla
rations of Jesus Christ, which are contained in the
"sermon on the mount," a reference will necessarily
be made upon this great question; and perhaps, more
is to be learnt from these declarations, of the moral du
ties of his religion, than from any othel.' part of his
communications to the world. It should be remarked
in relation to the junctions which follow, that he re
peatedly refers to that less pure and less peaceable 8YS

tern of morality, which the law of Moses had inculcated
and contradistinguishes it from his own.

" Ye have heard that it hath been said, An eye for
an eye, and a tooth for a tooth, but 1 say unto you that
ye resist not evil; but whosoever shall smite thee on
thy right cheek, turn to him the other also."-"Ye
have heard that it hath been said, Thou shalt love thy
neighbour, and hate thine enemy; but 1 say unto you,

H
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Love your enemies; bless them that curse you; d"
good to them that hate you, and pray for them which

despitefully use you and persecute you: for if ye love
them only which love you, what reward have ye?*

There is an extraordinary emphasis in the form of

these prohibitions and injunctions. They are not
given in an insulated manner. They inculcate the

obligations of christianity as peculiar to itself. The
previous system of retaliation is introduced for the

purpose of prohibiting it, and of distinguishing more
clearly and foroibly the pacific nature of the new

dispen!:1ation.

Of the precepts from the mount the most obviouSc
characteristic is greater moral excellence and superior
purity. They are directed, not so immediately to the

external regulation or" the conduct, as to the restraint

and purification oftheafl'ections. In another preeeptt
it is not enough that an unlawful passion be just so far
restrained as to produce no open immorality-the
passion itself is forbidden. The tendency of the dis

course is to attaeh guilt not to action only, but also to'
thought. It has been said, Thou shalt not kill, and
whosoever shall kill, shall be in danger of the judgment;

but I say that whosoever is angry with his brother

without cause, shall be in danger of .the judgment. t
Ollr lawgiver attaches guilt to some of the violent
feelings, such as resentment, hatrecl, r~venge; and by

• Matt. v. &c. t Matt. v. 28. t Matt. v. 22.
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doing this, we contend that he attaches guilt to war~

War cannot be carried on without these passions which

he prohibits. Our argument therefore is syllogistical.

War cannot be allowed, if that which is necessary to

war, is prohibited.
It was sufficient for the law of Moses, that men main

tained love towards their neighbours; towards an ene
my they were at liberty to indulge rancour and rtsent
ment. But christianity says" If ye love them only
which love you, what reward have ye ?-Love your
enemies." Now what sort of love does that man bear
towards his enemy, who runs him through with a bayo
n'et? We contend that the distinguishing duties of

christianity must be sacrificed when war is carried on.

The que$tion is between the abandonment of these du

ties and the abandonment of war, for both cqnnot be

retained. *
It is however objected that the prohibitions" Resist

not evil," &c. are figurative; and that they do not
mean that no injury is to be punished, and no outrage

to be repelled. It has been asked with complacent
exultation, what would these advocates of peace say to

him who struck them on the right cheek? Would

they turn to him the other? What would these pa-

• Yet the retention of both has beeu, unhappily enough, attempted. In a late

publication, of which part is devoted to the defence of war, the author gravely

recommends 8Oldiers, whilst shooting and stabbing their enemies, to maintain

towards them a feeling of" good will !"-Tracts and Essays by the late William

&y, &g. F. R. S.
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tient moralists say to him who robbed them of a coat?

Would they give him a c1o,k also? What would these.

philanthropists say to him who asked them to lend a

a hundred pounds? Would they not turn away? This

is argumentum ad hominem; one example amongst

the many, of that lowest and most dishonest of all modes

of intellectual warfare, which consists in exciting the
feelings instead of convincing the understanding. It
is, however, some satisfaction, that the motive to the

adoption of this mode of warfare is itself an evidence

of a bad cause for what honest reasoner would produce

only a laugh, if he were able to produce conviction?

But I must ask in my turn, what do these objeCtors say

is the meaning of the precepts? What is the meaning

of "Resist not evil"? Does it mean to allow bom

bardment-devastation-murder? If it does not

mean to allow all this, it does not mean to allow war.

What again do the objectors say is the meaning" of

Love your enemies," or of " do good to them that hate

you?" Does it mean" ruin their commerce"-" sin~

their lleets"-" plunder their cities"-"shoot through

their hearts?" If the precept does not mean aU this,

it does not mean war. Weare, then, not required to

define what exceptions christianity may admit to the

application of some of the precepts from the Mount;

since, whatever exceptions she may allow, it is mani

fest what she does not allow: for if we give to our ob

jectors whatever licence of interpretation they may

desire, they cannot, either by honesty or dishonesty,
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80 interpret the precepts as to make them allow war.
I would however be far from insinuating that we are
left without any means of determining the degree and
kind of resistance, which, in some cases, is lawful; al
though I believe no specification of it can bepreviously
laid down: For ifthe precepts of christianity had been
multiplied a thousand-fold, there would still have
arisen many cases of daily oecurence, to which none
of them would precisely have applied. Our business,
tben, '0 far lU written rules are concerned, is, in all

. cases to which these rules do not apply, to regulate
our conduct by those general principles and disposi
tions which our religion enjoins. I say, 80 far as
written rules are concerned; for" if any man lack wis
dom," and these rules do not impart it, "let him ask
of God.".

Of the injunction.~ ~hat are contrasted with "eye
for eye, and tooth for tooth," the en tire scope and
purpose is tl,1e suppression of the violent passions, and
the inculcation of forbearance, and forgi veness, and
benevolence, and love. They forbid, not specifically
the act, but the spirit of war; and this method of pro
hibition, Christ ordinarily employed. He did not

• It is manifest, from the New Testament, thlLt we are Dot required to gift!

.. a cloak." in e"HnJ cue, to him who robe us of" a coat;" but I think it is

equally manifest that we are require« to give it ftOt tu le.. beeauae he hu rob

bed us : The circumstance of his having robbed us, dOllll not entail an obliga

tion to give; but it aIsu dOllll not import a permission to withhold. If the ne

Cll>88ities of the plunderer require relief, it is the bOlinel8 of the plundered to reo

lievethem.
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often condemn the individual doctrines or customs or
the age, however false or however vicious; but he
condemned the passions by which only vice could ex
ist, and inculcated the truth which dismissed every
error. And this method was undoubtedly wise. In
the gradual alterations of human wickedness, many
new species of profligacy might arise which the world
had not yet practised: In the gradual vicissitudes of
human error, many new fallacies might obtain which
the world had not yet held: and how were these er
rors and these crimes to be opposed, but by the incul- .
cation of principles that were applicable to every
crime and to every error ?-Principles which tell us
not always what is wrong, but which tell us what al
ways is right.

There are two modes .of censure or condemnation;
the one is to reprobate evil, and" the other to enforce
the opposite good, and both these morIes were adopt-

(

ed by Christ in relation to war.-He not only censur
ed the passions that are necestlary to war, hut incul
cated the affections which are most opposed to them.
The conduct and dispositions upon which he pro-
noun~ed his solemn benediction are exceedingly re
markable. They are these, and in this order: Pover
ty of spirit-Mourning-Meeknes-Desire of righte
ousness-Mercy-Purityot' Heart-Peace maki,ng
Sufferance of persecution. Now let the reader try
whether he can propose eight other qualities, to be
retained as the general habit of the mind, which shall
be more incongruous with war.
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Of these benedictions I think the most emphatical is
that pronounced upon the Peace-maker-s: "Blessed
are the peace-makers; for they shall be called the chil

dren of God."* Higher praise or a higher title, no
man can receive. Now I do not say that these bene
dictions contain an absolute proof that Christ prohibi

ted war, but I say they make it clear that he d~d not
approve it. He selected a number of subjects 101' his

solemn approbation; and not one of them possesses any

congruity with war, and some of them cannot possibly
exist in conjunction with it. Can anyone believe
that he who made this selection, and who distinguished
the peace-makers with peculiar approbation, could

have sanctiliDed his followers in murdering one ano

ther? Or does any ont: believe that those who were

mourners, and meek, and merciful, and peace-making,
could at the same time perpetrate such murder? If I

be told that a temporary suspension of christian dispo
sitions, although necessary to the prosecution of war,

does not imply the extinction of christian principles

or that these dispositions may be the general habit of
the mind, and may both precede and follow the acts

of war; I answer that this is to grant all that I require,

since it grants that when we engage in war, we aban
don christianity.

When the betrayers and murderers of Jesus Christ

approached him, his followers asked ",Shall we smite

with the sword ?" And without waiting for an answer,

,. Me.u. v.9.
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one of them drew "his sword, and smote the servant
of the High Priest, and cut off his right ear."-" Pot
up thy sword again into its place," said his Divine
Master, "for all they that take the sword, shall perieh
with the sword.". There is the greater importance
in the circumstances of this command, because it pro
hibited the destruction of human life in a cause in
which there were the best of possible reasons for de
stroying it. The question" shall we smite with the
sword," obviously refers to the defence of the Re
deemer from his assailants, by force of arms. His fol
lowers were ready to fight for him; and if any reason
for fighting could be a good one, they certainly had
it. But if, in defence of Himself from the hands of
bloody ruffians, his religion did not allow the sword to
be drawn, for what reason can it be lawful to draw it?
The advocates of war are at least bound to show a bet
ter reason for destroying mankind, than is contained
in this instance in which it was forbidden.

It will, perhaps, be said, that the reason why Christ
did not suffer himself to be defended by arms, was, that
such a defence would have defeated the purpose for
which he came into the world, namely, to offer up his
life; and that he himselfassigns this reason in the con
text.-He does indeed assign it; but the primary rea
son, the immediate context is-" for all they that take
the sword, shall" perish with the sword." The re
f~rence to the destined sacrifice of his life is an after-

Matt. xxvi. 51, 5~



reference. This destined sacrifice might, perhaps,
bave formed a reason why his followers should not
fight then, but the first, the principal reason which he
assigned, was a reason why they should not fight at all. .
-Noris it necessary to define the precise import of the
words "for all they that take the sword shall perisb
with the sword:" since jt is .sufficient for us all, that
they imply reprobation.

To the declaration which was made by lesusChrist,
in the cORve~tion that took place between himself
and Pilate, after he had been seized by the Jews, I
would peculiarly invite the attention of the reader.
The declaration refers flpecifically to an armed con
flict, and to ae.onjlict between numbers. In allusion
to the capability of his followers to have defende.d his
person, he says, "-My kingdom is not of this world;
if my kingdom were of this world, then would my

servants fight; that I should not be delivered to the
Jews: but now is my kingdom not from hence.". He
had before forbidden his" servants" to fight in his de
fence, and now, before Pilate, he assigns the reason for
it: "My k.ingdom is not of this world." This is the
very reason which weare urging against war. We say
that it is incompatible with his kingdom-with the state
which he came into the world to introduce. The in
compatibility of war with christianity, is yet more for
cibly evinced by the contrast which Christ mak.es be-

'" Jo~n xviii. 36.

I
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tween His kingdom and others. It is the ordinary
practice in the world for subjects to "fight," and Hi,
subjects would have fought if his kingdom had be~n

of this world; but since it was not of this world,
since its n,ature was purer and its obligations more
pacific-therifore they might not fight.

His declaration referred, not to the act of a single
individual who might draw his sword in individual
passion, but to an armed engagement between hostile
parties; to a conflict for an important object, which
o.ne party had previously resolved on attaining, and
which the other were ready to have prevented them
from attaining, with the iword. It refers therefore,
strictly to a conflict between armed numbers; and to

a conflict which, it should be remembered, was in a
much better cause than any to which we can now pre
tend.*-,

It is with the Apostles as with Christ himself. The
incessant object of their diScourses and writings is the
inculcation of peace, of mildness, of placability. It
might be supposed that they continually retained in
prospect the reward which would attach to" Peace
makers." We ask the advocate of war, whether he
discovers in the writings of the Apostles or of the

• In the publication to which the note, page 5:l refers, the Author mwrms

us that the reason why Christ forbad his fonowers to fight in his defence, was,

that it would have been to oppose the Government ofthe Country.-I am glad

no better evasion can be found; and this would not have been found, if the

author had consulted the reaSQn lIBlligned by the Prohibitor, before he promuJ..

gated his own.
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Evangelists, any thing that indicates they approved or
war. Do the tenor and spirit of their writings bear
any congruity with it? Are not their spirit and tenor
entirely discordant with it? We are entitled to renew
the observation, that the pacific nature of the apostolio
writings, proves presumptively, that the writers dis
allowed war. That could not be allowed by them as
sanctioned by christianity, which outraged all the
principles that they inculcated.

" Whence come wars and fightings amongst you ?"
is the interrogation of one of the. apostles, to somc
whom he was reproving for their unchristian conduct.
And he answers himself by asking them, " Come they
not hence, even of your lusts tha.t war in your mem
bers ?"*. This accords precisely with the argument
that we urge. Christ forbad the passions which lead
to war; and now, when these passions had broken out
into actual fighting, his apostle, in condemnin~ war,
refers it back to their passions. We have been say
ing that the passions are condemned and therefore
war; and now, again, the apostle James thinks, like
his master, that the most effectual way of eradicating
war, is to eradicate the passions which produce it.

In the following quotation we are told, not only what
the arms of the apostles were not, but what they were.
" The weapons of our warfare are not carnal, but
mighty, through God, to the pulling down of strong

• James iv, 1.
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holds, and bringing into captivity every thought to the
obedience of Christ."* I quote this, not only because it
assures us that the apostles had nothing to do with mili...
tary weapons, but because it tells us the object of their
warfare-the bringing every thought to the obedience
of Christ: and this object I would beg the reader to
notice, because it accords with the object of Christ
himself in his precepts from the mount-the reduction
of the thoughts to obedience. The apostle doubtleS&
knew that if he could effect this, there was little rea
IOn to fear that his converts would slaughter one an...
other. He followed the example of his master. He
attacked wicked.ness in its root; amL inculcated
those general principles of purity and forbearance,
which, in their prevalence, would abolish war, as they
would abolish all other crimes. The teachers of chris...
tianity addressed themselves not to communities but
men. They enforced the regulation of the passion&
and the rectification of the heart: and it was probably
clear to the perce"ptions of apostles, although it il not
clear to some species of philosophy, that whatever du...
ties were binding upon one man, were binding upon
ten, upon a hundred, and upon the state.

War is not often directly noticed in the writings of
the apostles. When it is noticed, it is condemned
just in that way in which we should suppose any thing
would be condemned, that was notoriously opposed to

• 2 Cor. v. 4.
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the who~e syste~-just as murder is condemned at
the present day. Who can find, in modern books,

that muroer is formally censured? We may find cen
sures of its motives, of its circumstances, of its degrees
of atrocity; but the act itself no one thinks of censur·

iog, because every one knows that it is wicked. Set
ting statutes aside, I doubt whether, if an Otaheitan
8hould choose to argue that christians allow murder

because he cannot find it formally prohibited in their

writings, we should not be at a loss to find direct evi
dence against him. And it arises, perhaps, from the

same causes, that a formal prohibition of war is not to
be found in the writings of the apostles. I do not be·

lieve they imagined that christianity would ever be
charged with allowing it. They write, llIII if the idea

of such a charge never occurred to them. They did,

nevertheless, ~irtually forbid it; unless anyone shall
say that they disallowed the palSions which occasion war,
but did not disallow war itself; that christianity prohi

bits the cause but permits the effect; which is much
the same as to say that a law which forbade the adminis

tering of arsenic, did not forbid poisoning.-And this
sort of reasoning, strange and illogical as it is, we shall
by and by find has been gravely adopted agaiQst us.

But although the general tenor of christianity, and
many of its direct precepts, appear to me to condemn

and disallow war, it is certain that different conclu

·sions have been formed; and many, who are undoubt

edly desirous of performing the duties of christianity,
have failed to perceive that war is unlawful to them.
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In examining the arguments by which war is de
fended, two important considerations should be borne
in mind-first, that those who urge them, are not sim
ply defending war, they are also defending themselves.
If war be wrong, their conduct is wrong; and the de
sire of self justification, prompts them to give-impor
tance to whatever arguments they can a4vance in its
favor. Their decisions may therefore, with reason,
be regarded as in some degree the decisions of a party
in the cause. The other consideration is, that the
defenders of war come to the discull8ion prepossessed
in its favor. They are attached to it by their earliest
habits. They do not examine the question as a phi
losopher would examine it, to whom the subject was
new. Their opinions had been already formed. They
are discussing a question which they had already de
termined. And every man, who is acquainted with
-the effects of evidence on the mind, knows that under
these circumst.'\nces, a very slender argument in fa
vor of the previous opinions, possesses more influence
than many great ones against it. Now all this cannot
be predicated of the advocates of peace; they are op
posing the influence of habit-they are contending
against the general prejudice-they are, perhaps, dis
missing their own previous opinions. And I would
submit it to the candor of the reader, that these cir
cumstances ought to attach in his mind, ampicion to
the validity of the arguments against us. -

The narrative of the Centurion who came to Jesus at
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Capernaum, to solicit Mm to heal h~ ~ervant, furnishes
one of these arguments. It is said that Christ found
no fault with the centurion's profession; that if he had
disallowed the military character, he would have taken
this opportunity of ,censuring it; and that instead of
mchcensure, he highly eommended the officer, and
said of him, "I have not found so great faith, no, not
in Israel.".

An obvious weakness in this argument is this; that
it is founded not upon approval, but upon silence.
Approbation is indeed expressed, but it is directed,
not to his arms, but to his faith; and those who will
read the narrative will find that no occasion was given
for noticing his profession. He came to Christ not as
11 military officer, but simply as a deserving man. A
censure of his profession might, undoubtedly, have
been pronounced, but it would have been a gratuitous
censure, a censure that did not naturally arise out of the
case. The objection is in its greatest weight presump
tive only, for none can be supposed to countenance
every thing that he does not condemn. To observe
ai/meet in such caies, was indeed the ordinary prac
tice of Christ. He very seldom interfered with the
civil and political institutions of the world. In these
institutions there was sufficient wickedness around him,
but BOme of them, flagitious as they were, he never,

• Matt. viii. 10.

t See a tbtun quotatiOl1 &om the .. Moral and Politic:al J;>hilOlOplay."
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OIl any occasion, even noticed. His mode of con
demning and extripating political vices was by the in
culcation of general rules of purity, which in their
eventual and univenal application, would reform them
all.

But how happens it that Christ did not notice the
Centurion's religion? He surely was an idolater. And
is there not as good reason for maintaining that Christ
approved idolatry, because he did not condemn it, as
that he approved war because he did not condemn it?
Reasoning from analogy, we should conclude that ido
latry was likely to have been noticed rather than war;
and it is therefore peculiarly and singularly unapt to
bring forward the silence respecting war, as an evi
dence of its lawfulness.

A similar argument is advanced from the case of
Cornelius, to whom Peter was sent from Joppa; of
which it is said, that although the gOspel was imparted
to Cornelius by the especial direction of Heaven, yet
we do not find that he therefore quitted his profession,
or that it was considered inconsistent with his new
character. The objection applies to this argument as
to the last,· that it is built upon silence, that it is sim
ply negative. We do not find that he quitted the
seJ"vice :-1 might answer, Neither do we find that he
CDlltinued in it. We only know nothing of the matter:
end the evidence is therefure so much less than proof,
as silence is less than approbation. Yet, that the ac
count is silent respecting any disapprobation of war,
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might have been a reasonable ground of argument un
der different circumstances. It might have been a

. reasonable ground of argument, if the primary object
ot christianity had been the reformation of political
institutions, or perhaps, even if her primary object
bad been the regulation of the external conduct; but
her primary object was neither of these. She direct
ed herself to the reformation of the heart, knowing
that all other reformation would follow. She embraced
indeed both morality and policy, and has reformed, or
will reform both-not so much immediately as conse
quently; not so much by filtering the current, as by
purifying the spring. The silence of Peter, therefore,
io the case of Cornelius, will serve the cause Qf war
but little; that little is diminished when urged a~inst

the positive evidence of commands and prohibitions,
and it is reduced to nothingness, when it i3 opposed
to the universal tendency and object of the revelation.

It has sometimes been urged that Christ paid taxes
to the Roman government at a time when it was en
gaged in war, and when, therefore, the money that he
paid, would be employed iu its prosecution. This
we shall readily grant; but it appears to be forgotten
by our opponents that if this proves war to be lawful,
they are proving too much. These taxes were thrown
into the exchequer of the State, and a part of the mo
ney was applied to purposes of a most iniquitous.and
shocking nature; sometimes, probably, to the gratifi
cation of the emperor's personal vices and to his gla-

K
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diatorial exhibitions, &c., and certainly to the support
of a miserable idolatry. If, therefore, the payment of
taxes to such a government proves an approbation of
war, it proves an approbation of many other enormi
ties. Moreover the argument goes too far in relation
even to war; .for it must necessarily make Christ ap
prove of all the Roman wars, without distinction of
their justice or injustice-of the most ambitious, the
most atrocious, and the most aggressive: and these,
even our objectors will not defend. The payment of
tribute by our Lord, was accordant with his usual sys
tem of avoiding to interfere in the civil or political in
stitutions of the world.

" Let him that has no sword, sell his garment and
buy one."*-This is another passage that is brought
against us.-" For what purpose," it is asked, "were
they to buy swords, if swords might not be used?" I
doubt whether with some of those who advanced this
objection, it is not an objection of words rather than
of opinion. I doubt whether they themselves think
there is any weight in it. To those, however, who
may be influenced by it, I would observe, that, as it
appears to me, a sufficient answer to the objection
may be .found in the immediate context :_H Lord,
behold here are two swords," said they; and he im
mediately answered, "It is enough." How could two
be enough when eleven were to be supplied with them?

.. Luke xxii. 36.
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That swords, in the sense, and for the purpose ~f mi
litary weapons, were even intended in this passage,
there appears much reason for doubting. This reasen
will be discovered by examining and connecting such
expressions as these: "The Son of Man is not come
to destroy men's live~ but to save them," said our

r

Lord~ Yet, on another occasion,. he says, "I came
not to send peace on earth, but a sword." How are
we to explain the meaning of the latter declaration?
Obvw1,lsly by understanding" sword" to mean some
thing far other than steel. For myself, I see. little rea
son for supposing that physical weapons were intended
in the instruction of Christ. I believe they we~e not
intended, partly because no one can imagine his apos
tles were in the habit of using such arm", partly be
cause they declared that the weapons of their warfare
were not carnal, and partly because the word" su'ord"

is often u~d to imply "dissension," or the religious
warfare of the christian. Such an use of language is
found in the last quotation; and it is found also in such
expressions as these: "shield of faith"-" helmet o!
!!alvation"-" sword of the spirit"-" I have fought
the good fight of faith."

But it will be said that the apostles did provide
themselves with sword~, for that on the same evening

they asked, "shall we smite with the sword?" This

is true:, and I thinlF it may probably be true also, that
some of them provided themselves with swords in con
.equence of the injunction of their Master. But what
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then? The reader of the New Testament will :lnd
that hitherto the destined teachers of christianity were
very imperfectly acquainted with the nature of their
ma§ter's religion-their conceptions of it were yet gross
and Jewish. The very Question that is brought against
us, and the succeeding conduct of Peter, evince how
little they yet knew that His kingdom was not of thil
world, and that his servants might not fight. Even
after the resurrection, they seemed to be still expect
ing that his purpose was to establish a temporal govern
ment, by the enquiry-" Lord, wilt thou at this time,
restore again the kingdom unto Israel ?". Why do
we avail ourselves of the conduct of the apostles, be
fore they themselves knew the duties of christianity?
Why, if this example of Peter be authority to us, do
we not approve the subsequent example of this same
apostle, in denying his master?

Why, indeed, do we urge the conduct of Peter at
all, when that conduct was immediately condemned by
Christ? And, had it not been condemned, how hap

pens it, that if he allowed his followers the use of arms,
he healed the only wound which we find they ever in
flicted with them?

It appears to me, that the apostles acted on this oca
sion upon the principles on which they had wished to
act on another, when they asked, "Shall we command

fire to come down from heaven to.consume them?"

• Acts i. 6.
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And that their Master's principles of action were also
tIle.same in both.-" Ye know not what manner of
spirit ye are of; for the Son of Man is not come to
destroy men's lives, but to save them." This is the
language of christianity; and I would seriously invite
him who now justifies" destroying men's lives," to
consider what manner of spirit he is of•
. I think, then, that no argument arising from the in

struction to buy swerds can be maintained. This, at
least, we know, that when the apostles were completely
commiseioned, they neither used nor possessed them.
An extraordinary imagination he must have, who con
ceives of an &p06tle, preaching peace and reconcilia
tion, crying" forgive injul'ies"-" love your ene
mies"-" render not evil for evil;" and at the cOllclu
sion of the discourse, if he chanced to meet violence
or insult, promptly drawing his sword and maiming or
murdering the oft'ender. We insist upon this conside
ration. If swords were to be worn, swords were to
be used; and there is no rational way in which they
could have been u~d, but some such as that which we
have been supposing. If, therefore, the words" Let
him that" has no sword sell his garment and buy one,"
do not mean to authorize BIlch an use of the sword, they
do not mean to authorize its use at all : And those who
adduce the passage, must allow its application in such
a sense, or they must exclude it from any application
to their purpose.

It has been said, again, that when soldiers came to
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John the Baptist to enquire of him what they should do,
he did not direct them to leave the service,. but to be
content with their wages. This, also, is at best but a
negative evirlence. It does not prove that the mili...
tary profession was wrong, and it certainly does not
prove that is was right. But in truth, if it asserted
the latter, christians have, as I conceive, nothing to

do with it; for I think that we need Bot enquil'ewhat
John allowed, or what he forbade. He, confessedly,
belonged to that system which required H an ~yefOl'

an eye, and a tooth for a tooth ;" and the observations
which we shall by and by make on the authority of the
law of Moses, apply therefore, to that of John the Bap
tist. Although it could be proved, (which it clUlnot
be,) that he allowed wars, he acted not inconsistently
with his own dispensation; and with that dispensation
we have no business. ~et, if anyone still iosists upon
the authority of John, I would r-efer him for an answer

.to Jesus Christ him~lf. What authority He attached
to John on questions relating to his own dispensation,
may be learnt from this-" The le'!!t in the kingdom
of heaven is greater than he."

Such are the arguments which are adduced. from the
Christian Scripthres, by the advocates of war. Of
these arguments, tho~ derived from the cases of the
Centurion and of Corne)jus, are simply negative•. It
is not pretended that they possess Proof. Their
strength consists in silence, and of this silence there
appears to be sufficient explanatioB. Of the objection
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arising from the payment of tribute, I koow not who
will avail himself. It is nullified by itself. A nearly

similar observation applies to the instruction to buy
swords,; and with the case of John t.he Baptist I do not

conctive that we have any concern. In these fi~e

passages, the sum of the New Testament evidences in

favor of war, unquestionably consists: they are the pas

sages which men of acute minds~ studiously seeking for .

evidence, have selected. .And what are ~hey? There

is not one of them, except the payment of tribute and

the instructioll to buy swords, of which it is even said

by our opponents, that it proves any thing in favor of

war. A" NOT" always intervenes--the Centurion

was not found fault with: Cornelius was not told to

leave the profession: John did not tell the soldiers

to abandon the army. I cannot forbear to solicit the

reader to compare these objections with the pacific

evidence of the gospel which has been laid before him;

I would rather say, to compare it with the gospel itself;

for the sum, the tendency, of the whole revelation is

in our favor.
In an inquiry whether christianity allows of war,

there is a subject that always appears to me to be of

peculiar importance-the Prophecies of the Old Tes

tament respecting the arrival of a period of universal

peace. The belief is perhaps general amongst chris

tians, that a time will come when vice shall be eradi

cated from the world, when the violent passions of

mankind shan be repressed, and when the pure be-
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nignity of christianity shall be universally dift'used.
That such a period will come we indeed know assur
edly, for God has promied it.

Of the many prophecies of the Old Testament re
specting it, I will refer only to a few from the writings

of Isaiah.' In his predictions respecting the "last
times," by which it is not disputed that he referred
to the prevalence of the christian religion, the prop.het
says,-" They shall beat their swords into plough
shares, and· their spears into pruning-hooks; natio~

shall not lift the sword against nation, neither shall
they learn war any more.". Again, referring to the
same period, he says-" They shall not hurt nor de
stroy in all my holy mountain, for the knowledge of
the Lord shall cover the earth as the waters cover the

sea."t And again, respecting the same era-Vio
lence shall be no more heard in thy land, wasting nor
destruction within thy borders.":j:

Two things are to be observed in relation to these
prophecies: first, that it is the will of God that war
should eventually be abolished. This consideration is
of importance, for if war be not accordant with His
wiU, war cannot be accordant with christianity, which
is the revelation of His will. My b~iness, however,
is principally with the second consideration-that

christianity will be the means of introducing thia
period of Peace. From those who say that our reli
gion sanctions war, an answer must be expected to

• Is&iah ii. 4. t Ib. xi. 9. t lb. !L"IS.
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questions such as these :-By what instrumentality
alld by the diffusion of what principles, will the pro
phesies of Isaiah be fulfilled? Are we to expect some
new system of religion, by which the imperfections of
christianity shall be removed, and its deficiencies sup
plied? Are ~e to believe' that God sent his only Son
into the world to institute a religion such as this-a
religiOn, that in a few centuries, would require to be·
altered and amended? If christianity allows of war,
they must tell us what it is that is to extirpate war.
If she allows " violence and wasting, and destruction,"
they must tell us what are the principles tIlat are to
produce gentleness, and benevolence, and forbearanc·e.
-I know not what answer such inquiries will receive
from the advocate of war, but I know that Isaiah says
the change will be effected by cliristiani#!I: And if
any one still chooses to expect anotber and a purer
system, an Apostle may perhaps repress his hopes :
"If we, or an a.ngel from heaven," says Paul, " preach
any other gOllpel than that which we have preached
anto you, let him be accursed.".

Whatever the principles of christianity will require
hereafter, they require now. Christianity, with its
presentprinciples and obligations; is to produce uni
versal peace. It becomes; therefore, an absurdity, a
simple contradiction, to maintain that thc'principlesof
christianity allow of war, when they and. they only,

to GaL i. 8.

L
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are to eradicate it. If we have no other guarantee of
Peace, than the existence of our religion, and no other
hope of Peace, than in its diffusion, how can that reli
gion sanction war? The conclusion that it does not
sanction it, appears strictly logical: I do not perceive
that a demonstration from Euclid can be clearer; and
I think that if we possessed no other evidence of the
·unlawfulness of war, there ia contained in this, a proof
which prejudice cannot deny, and which sophistry
cannot evade.

The case is clear. A more perfect obedience to that
same gospel, which we are told sanctions slaughter,
will be the means, and the only means, of exterminat
ing slaughter from the world. It is not from an alter
ation of christianity, but from an assimilation of chris
tians to its nature, that we are to hope. It is because
we violate the principles of onr religion, because we
are not what they require us to be, that wars are con
tinued. If we will not be peaceable, let us then, at
least, be honest, and acknowledge that we continue to
slaughter one another, not because christianity permits
it, but because we reject her laws.

The christian ought to be satisfied on questions con
nected with his duties, by the simple rules of his re
ligion. If those rules disallow war, he should enquire
no farther; but since I am willing to give conviction
to the reader by whatever means, and since truth car
ries its evidence with greater force from accumulated
testimony, I would refer to two or three other subjects
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in illustration of our principles, or in confirmation of
their truth.

The opinions of the earliest professors of christianity
upon the lawfulness of war, are of importance; because
they who lived nearest to the time of its Founder,
were the most likely to be informed of his intentions
and his will, and to practise them without those adul
terations which we know have been introduced by the
lapse of ages.

Duringa considerable period after the death of Christ,
it is certain, then, that his followers believed he had
forbidden war, and that, in consequence of this belief,
many of them refused to engage in it whatever were
the consequences, whether reproach, or imprisonment,
or death. These facts are indisputable: " It is as easy,"
says a learned writer of the seventeenth century, "to
obscure the 8un at mid-day as to deny that the prima
tive .christians renounced all revenge and war." or
all the christian writers of the second century, there is
not one who notices the subject, who does not hold it
tQ be unlawful for a christian to bear arms; "and,"
says Clarkson, "it was not till christianity became cor
rupted that christians became soldiers.".

Our Saviour inculcated mildness and peaceableness;
we have seen that the apostles imbibed his spirit, and
followed his example; and the early christians pursued
the example and imbibed the spirit of both. " This

• .. Essay on the Doctrines and Practice of the Ear:y ChristillJlB as they reo

late to war." To this Essay I am indebted for much information on the p1'ell

ent part of our IUbjec:t.
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4l8.Cred principle, this earnest recommendation of tor..
bearance, lenity, and forgiveness, mixes with an the

writings of tbatage. There are more quotations in the
apQstolical fathers, of texta which relate to these point&
than of any other. Christ's sayings had litruck them.
,/{ot r-endering, said Polycarp the disciple of John,
evilfor evil, or railing for railing, or ,eriki"/f for _
striking, or cursing for cursmg."~ Christ aud his
Apostles delivered general precepts for the regulation
of Olj.r cQnduct. It was necessary for their successors
to appJy them to their practice in life. And to what
did they apply tile pacific precepts' which had been
deljvered? They applied them to war: they were
assured that the precepts aJ>solutely forbade it. This
belief they derived from 'those very preceptson which

we have insijlted:. They relerrell, expressly, to the
~ame pasSllges in the New Teliltament, andfram the
a~thority and oblig(1tiqn of thOfe passage" they re~

fused to bear armll~ A few examples from their his
tory, will show with what undoubting confidence they
believed in the unlawfulness of war, and how much
they were willing to suffer in the cause of Peace.

Maximilian, as it is related in the Acts of Ruinart,
was brought before the tribunal to be enrolled as a sol
di~r. Op. the pro-cons\ll'~asking his name, Maximi
lian replied, "I am a christian and cannot fight."
J~ was however ordered th~t he should be enrolled, but

",

·1'01, Ep. ad Phil. C. 2~-Evidenccs of Christi8lli~y.
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he remsed to serve, still alleging that ht was a cAri,
tian. He was immediately told that there was no al- 
ternative between bearing arms, and being put tDdeath.
But his fidelity was not to be shaken-"I cannot fight,"
said he if I die." The pra-counsul asked who had
persuaded hini to this conduct; It My own mind,"
said the christian," and he who has called me." It
was once more attempted to shake his resolution by ap
pealing to hu youth and to ihe glory of the profelISion,
hut in vain ;-" I cannot fight," said he, "for any,
earthly consideration." He continued steadfast te his
principles, sentence was pronounced upon him, and
be was led to execution.

The primitive christians not only refused to be en
liated in the army, but when they embraced christi
anity whilst already enlisted, they abandoned the pro
fession It whatever cost. Marcellus was a centurion
in the legion called. TrajaDa~ Whilst holding this
CQ81lBission he became a christian, and believing, in
common with his. fellow christians, that war was no
longer permitted to him, he threw down his belt at the
head of the legion, deelaring that he had become a
christian, and that he would serve no longer. He was
committed to prison; but he was still faithful to chris
tianity. "It is not lawful," said he, "for a christian
to bear arms for any earthly consideration;" and he
was in cOQsequence put to death. Almost immedi
atelyafterwards, Cassian, who was Notary to the same
legion, gave up his office. He steadfa.~ly maintained
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the sentiments of MacclJus, and like him was consigned
to the executioner. Martin, of whom so much is said
by Sulpicius Severus, was bred to the profession of
arms, which, on hili acceptance of christianity, he
abandoned. To Julian the Apostate, the only reason
that we find he gave for his conduct was this-" I am
a christian, and therefore I cannot fight." The an
swer of Tarachlls to N umerianus Maximus, is in words
nearly similar :-" I have led a military life and am a
Roman; and because I am a christian I have abandone«J,
my pr~ession of a soldier."

These were not the sentiments, and this was not the
conduct, of the insulated individuals who might 'be
actuated by individual opinions, or by their private
interpretations of the duties of christianity. Their
princjplell were the principles of the body. They were
recognized and defended by the christian writers their
oontemporaries. Justin Martyr and Tatian talk of soldi
ers and chistians as distinct characters; and Tatian says
that the christians declined even militarycomm~nds. Cle
mens of Alexandria calls his christian contemporaries
the" Followers of Peace," and expressly tells us that
" the followers of peace used none of the implements
of war," Lactantius, another early christian, says ex
pressly, "It can never be lawful for a righteous man
to go to war." About the end of the second century,
Celsus, one, of the opponents of christianity, charged
the christians with refusing to bear arms even in case

fJ!nece88ity. Grigen, the defender, of the christians,
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does not think of denying the fact; he admits the re
fusal, and justifies it, because war was unlawftAI•.
Even after christianity had spread over almost the
whole of the known world, Tertu11i&n, in speaking of
a part of the Roman armies, including more than one
third of the Standing Legions of Rome, distinctly in
forms us that H not a christian could be found amongst
them."

All this is explicit. The evidence of the following
faem·is however yet more determinate andllatisfactory.
Some of the arguments w1tich, at the present day, are
brought against the advocates of peace, were then
urged against these early christians; and these argu
ment8 they examined andrepelled. This indicates in
vestigation and inqlliry, and manifests that their belief
of the unlawfulness of war, was not a vague opinion,
hastily admitted, and loosely :floating amongst them, but
that it was the result of deliberate examination and a
consequent firm conviction that Christ had forbidden
it. Tertul1ian says, "Though the soldiers ca.me to
John and received a certain form to be observed, yet ,I,',

Jesus Christ, by disarming Peter, disarmed every !lol- I ..

dier afterwards; for custom never sanctions any un- I

lawful act." "Can a soldier's life- be lawful," says
he, in another work, "when Christ has pronounced
that he who lives by the sword shall perish by the
sword? Can anyone, who possesses the peaceable
doctrine of the gospel, be a soldier, when it is his duty
not so much as to go to law? And shall he, who is
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not to' revenge his own wrongs, be inatru8leDtal in
brinling others into chains, imprisonment, torture,
death ?"-So that the very same arguments which are
brought in defence of war at the present day, were
brought against the christians sixteen 1tt.mClTed yean
ago; and, sixteen hundred years ago, they were re
pelled by these faithful eontende11J for the purity of
our religion.' It is remarkable too, that Te~ulliaaap
peals to the precepts from the mount, in proof of those
principles on which this Essay baa been insisting:
lhat the di,polilionl which the precept. inculcate are
Not compatible with.w(l,r, and that war, therefore, i,
irreconcileab/e with christianity.

If it be possible, a still stronger evidence or the pri
tnitive· belief; is contained in the circumstance, that
some of the christian authon declared tka! the reftual
ttl tAt ckriltian to bear arm8, was a fulfilmetlt ~f an
eieat prophecy.. The peculiar strength of this evi
dence consists in this-that the fact of a refusal to boar
arms, i8 888U1Ded as notorious and unquestioned. Ire
DlBUS, who Jived about Anno 180, aflirms that the
prophecy of Isaiah, which declared that men should
tum tlteir SWOI'ds into plough-shares, and their speal'8
into pruning-hooks, had been fulfilled in his time 1
" for the christians," says he, "have changed their
swonls and their lancell into instruments of peace, and
they Iutt1tIJ not now how to fight." Justin l\1artyr,
hit eotemporary, writes,-" That the prophecy is ful
fiRed, youhave good reason to believe, for we, who in
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times past killed one another, do not now fight with
mer enemies." Tertullian, who lived later, says, "You
most confess that the prophecy has been accomplished,
as far as the practice of ellery individual is concerned,
to whom it is applicable.".

It has been sometimes said, that the motive which
infiuenced the Early Christians to refuse 1:() engage in
war, consisted in the idolatry which was connected
with the Roman armiell.-One motive this idolatry
unquestionably afforded; but it ill obvious, from the
quotations which we have given, that their belief of
the un1awfulness offighting, independent of any ques
tion of idolatry, was an insuperable objection to en
gaging in war. Their words are explicit: " I cannot
.fight if I die."-" I am a christian, and therefore I
cannot fight."-" Christ," says Tertullian, "by dis.,,:
arming Peter, disarmed every soldier;" and Peter
was not about to fight in the armies of idolatry. So

• These examples might be multiplied. Enough, however, bave been given

to establish our position; and the reader who desires further or more immediate

illformation, is reflll'red to JUBtin Mart. in Dialog. cum Trypb. ejusdemque

Apolog. 2.-ad Zenam: 7irtuil. de corona-militis.-Apolog. Cap. 21 and 37~

lib. do Idolal. C. Ii, 1B, 19.---ll.d Scapulam cap. l~verlU8 Jud. Cap. 7 and

9.---ll.dv. Gnost. 13.---ll.dv. Marc. C. 4.-1ib. de patient C. 6. 10: Orig. coot.

Celsum lib. 3, 5, B.-In Josuam, hom. 12 Cap. 9.-in Mat. Cap. 26 Tract.

36: Cypr. Epist. 56.-ad Cornel. Lactan. de just. lib. 5. C. 18 lib. 6 C. 20 :

.Ambr. in LuCo 22: Chryl106t. in Matth. 5. hom. lB.-in Matth. 26 hom. B5.

lib. 2 de Sacerdotio.-1 Cor. 13: Chromat. in MatJ.b. 5. HimJn, ad Ocean.-

lib. Epist. p. 3 TOIII. 1. Ep. 2: Athan. de Inc. Verb. Dei: CyriIl. .Ales. lib. 11.

in Johan. Cap. 25, 26. See also ErvumUB. Luc. Cap. 3, and 22. Ludov. Vives

in IntrOit ad Sap: I Peru. lib. 4 ('",mment. in Matth. 7 and Luc. 22.

M
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entire was their conviction orthe incompatibility orwat
with our religion, that they would not even be present

at the gladiatorial1jghts, " lest," says Theophilus, "we
should, become partakers of the murders committed
there." Can anyone believe that they who would
not even witness a battle between two men, would
themselves fight in a battle between armies? And the
destruction of a gladiator, it should be remembered,
was authorised by the state as 1Duch as the tiestructioD
of enemies in war.

! It is, therefore, indisputable, that the christians who
lived nearest to the time of our Saviour, believed, with
undoubting confidence, that he had unequivocally for
bidden war-that they openly avowed this belief, and
that, in support of it, they were willing to sacrifi~e,

and did sacrifice, their fortunes and their lives.
Christians, however, afterwards became soldiers;

And when ?-When their general fidelity to christi
anity became relaxed ;-when, in other'respects, they,
violated its principles ;-'when they had begun "to
dissemble," and "to falsify their word," and "to
cheat ;"-when "christian Casuists" had persuaded
them that they might" sit at meat in the idol's tem
plt;"-when christians accepted even the priesthoods
of idolatry. In a word, they became soldiers, when
they had ceased to be christians.

The departure from the original faithfulness; was,
,however, not 8Uddeoly general. Like every other
corruption, war obtained by degrees. During the

I
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first two hundred years, not a christian soldier is Upoll

record. In the third century, when christianity be
came partially cOl'1'upted, christian soldiers were com
mon. The number increased with the iocrease of the
general profligacy; until at last, in the fourth century,
christians became soldiers without hesitation, and, per
haps, without remorse. Here and there, however, all
ancient Father stil11ifted up his voice for Peace; but
these, one after another, dropping from the world, the
tenet that War is unlawful, ceased at length to be a
tenet of the church.

Such was the origin of the pr«:sentbelief in the
lawfulness of war. It began in unfaithfulness, was
nurtured by prolligacy, and was confirmed by general
corruption.-We seriously, then, and solemnly invite
the conscientious christian of the present day, to con
sider these things. Had the professors of christianity,
continued in th.e purity and faithfulness of their fore-
fathers, we should now have believed that warwu
forbidden; and Europe, many long centuries ago,
would have reposed in peace.

Let it always be borne in mind by those who are
advocating war, that they are contending for acorrup
tion which their forefathers abhorred; and that tbey
are making Jesus Christ the sanctioner of crimeS',
which his purest followers offered up their lives be
cause they would not commit.

An argument has sometimes been advanced iola
vour of war from the Divine communications to the
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Jews under the administration of Moses. It halt beetl
said that as wars were allowed and enjoined. to that
people, they cannot be inconsistent with the will of
God.

We have no intention to dispute that, under the
Mosaic dispensation, some wars were a~lowed, or that
they were enjoined upon the· Jews as an imperative
duty. But those who refer, in justification of our pre
lent practice. to the authority by which the Jews pro~

secuted their wars, m.ust be expected to produce the
same authority for our own. 'Van were commanded

to the Jews, but are they commanded to us? War, in
the abstract, was never commanded. And, surely,
t~ose specific wars which were enjoined upon the
Jews for an express purpose, are neither authority nor
example for us, who have received no such injunction,
and can plead no such purPOSe.

It will, perhaps, be said that the commands to pro
secute wars, eveD to extermination, are so positive and
Be often repeated, that it is not probable, if they were
inconsistent with the will of Heaven, and they would
have been thus peremptorily enjoined. We answer,
that they were not inconsistent with the will of Hea
veD. then. But even then, the Prophets foresaw that
they were not accordant with the universal will ot"
God, since they predicted that when that Will should
be fulfilled, war should be eradicated from the world.
And by what dispensation was this Will to be fulfilled?
By that of the" Rod out of the stem of Jesse'"
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But what do those who refer to the Dispensation of
Moses maintain? Do they say that the injunctions to
the Jews are binding upon them? If they say this,
we have at least reason to ask them for greater con
sistency of obedience. That these injunctions, in point
of fact, do not bind them, they give sufficient proof, by
the neglect of the greater portion of them, enforced as
those injunctions were, by the same authority as that
which commanded war. They have, therefore, so far
as their argument is concerned, annulled the injunc
tions by their own rejection of them. And out of ten
precepts to reject nine and retain one, is a gratuitous
and idle mode of argument.

If I be told that we still acknowledge the obligation
of many of these precepts, I answer that we acknow
ledge the duties which they enjoin, but not because of
the authority which enjoined them. We obey the in
junctions, not because they were delivered under the
law, but because they are enforced by christianity.
The command "Thou shalt not kill," has never been
abolished; but christians do not prohibit murder be
cause it was denounced in the decalogue, they would
have prohibited it if the decalogue had never existed.

But farther: Some of the commands under the law,

christianity requires us to disobey. "Jf a man have a
stubborn and rebellious son, which will not obey the
wice of his father, &c. all the men of the city ,hall
.tone him with done' that he die.* II thy brother,

• Dent. xxi. 18, 21. .



the ,on of thy mother, or thy son, or thy daughttr, or
the wife of thy bosom, entice thee secretly" 8aying,
'Let u, go and serve other Gods,' thou ahalt not
pity him or conceal him, but thou shalt lUTely kill
Aim; thine hand shall be first upon him to put him
to death.". Now we know that christianity will not
sanction an obedience of these commands; and if we
did obey them, o.ur own laws would treat U8 as mur
derers. If the precepts under the dispensation of
Moses are binding because they were promulgated by
Heaven, they are binding in all their commands and
all their prohibitions. But some of these precepts
we habitually disregard, and some it were criminal to
obey; and with what reason then do we refer to them
in our defence?

And why was the law superseded? Because it
"made nothing perrect."-" The law was given by
Moses, but grace and truth came by Je~us Christo"
The manner in which the author of "truth" prefaced
some of his most important precepts, is much to our
present purpose. " It hath been said by them of old
time, An eye for an eye," &c. He then introduces
his own precept with the contradistinguishing pre
face--" But 1 say unto you." This, therefore, ap
pears to be a specific abrogation of the aUfhorityof
the legal injunctions, and an introduction of another
system; and this is all that our present purpose re
quires. The truth is, that the Jaw was abolished be-
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cause of its imperfections; yet we take hold of one of
these imperfections in justification of our present prac
tice. Is it because we feel that we cannot defend it
by our.own religion?

We therefore dismiss the dispensation of Moses
from any participation in the al'gllment. ""hatever
it aHowed, or whatever it prohibited in relation to
war, we do not enquire. We ask only what christi
anity allows and prohibits, and by this we determine
the question.-It is the more necessary to point out
the inapplicability of these arguments from the Old
Testament, because there are some persons of desul
tory modes of thinking, who find that war is allowed
in "the Bible," and who forget to enquire into the·
present authority of the pel'Dlission.

There are !Ome persons who suppose themselves
sufticiently justified in their approbation of war, by the
example of men of piety of our own times. The ar
gument, as aft argument, is of little concern; but every
thing is important that makes us acquiescent in war.
Here are men, say they, who mak.e the ltnowledgl of
their duties the great object of their study, and yet
these men engage in war without any doubt of its
lmofulness. An this is true; and it is true also, that
some good men have expressly inculcated the lawful
ness of war; and it is true also, that the Articles of the
Church of England specifically assert it.-But what,
if it should have come to pass, that"" blindness in part,
hath happened unto Israel!"
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What is the argument? That gDQd men have en
gagedin war) and therefore thaI chriatianity allow, it.
They who satisfy themselves with such reasoning,
should bear in mind that he who voluntarily· pas
ses over the practice of the two first centuries of
christianity, and attempts to defend himself by the
practice of after and darker ages, has obviously no
other motive than that he finds his religion, when vitia
ted and corrupt, more suitable to his purpose than it
was in the days of its purity. This state of imperfec
tion and impurity bas diffused an influence upon th~

good, as upon the bad. I question not that some chris
tians of the present day who defend war, believe they
act in accordance with their religion; just as I ques
tion not that many, who zealously bore faggots to the
stake of the christian martyrs, believed so too. The
time has been, when those who killed good men thought

" they did God service." But let the succeeding dec
laration be applied by our present objectors-" These
things will they do unto you, became they have not

known the Father nor Me."* IJere, then appears
to be our error--that we do not estimate the conduct
of men by the standard of the gospel, but that we re
duee the standard of the gospel to the conduct of men
That good men should fail to conform to the perfect
purity of christianity, or to perceive it, need not be
wondered, for we have sufficient examples ofit. Good

" John xvi. 3.
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men, in past ages allowed many things as permitted by

christianity, which we condemn, and shaU for ever

condemn. In the present day there are many ques
tions of duty on which men of piety dillagree. If their

authority be rejected by us on other points of practice,

why is it to determine the question of war? Especially

why do we insist on their decisions, when they differ
ia their decisions themselves? If good men have al

lowed the lawfulness of war, good men have also denied

it. We are therefore again referred to the simple evi
dence of religion; an evidence which it' will always

. be found wise to admit, and dangerous to question.

There is, 'however, one argument brought against us,
which if it be just, precludes at once all question upon
the subject:--That a distinction is to be made between

rules which apply to us Ell imlividua18, andrules whieh
apply 10 US aa subjects ofthe state; and that the pa
cific injunctions of CILrist from the mount,and all
the other kindred commands and prohibitions of the
Christian Scriptures, have no reference to our conduct
at members of Ihe poiitical body. Tbis is the argu
ment to which the greatest importance is' attached by

the advocates of war, aud by which thinking men are
chiefly induced to acquiesce in its lawfulness. In re

ality, some of those who think most acutely upon the
subject, acknowledge that the peaceable, forbearing,

forgiving dispositions ofchristianity, are absolutely obli

gatory upon individuals in their full extent: and this
acknowledgment I would intreat the reader to bear in

his. recollection.
N
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Now it is obvious that the proof of the rectitude or
this distinction, must be expected of those who make
it. General Rules are laid down by christianity, of
which, in some cases, the advocate of war denies the
applicability. He, therefore, is to produce the reason
and the autbority for exception. Now we would re
mind him that general rules are binding unless their in
applicability can be clearly shown. We would remind
him that the general rules in question, are laid down
by the commissioned Ministers of Jesus Christ, and by
Jesus Christ himself; and we would recommend him,

therefore, to besitate before he institutes exceptions to

th08e ruleR, upon.any authority inferior to the authority
which made them.

The foundation. for the distinction between the du
ties of Individuals and those of Communities, must, we

- suppose, be sought in one of these two positions :
..J 1. That as nQ law exists, of general authority

amongst nations, by which one state is protected from
the violence of another, it is necessary that each inde
pendent community should protect itself; and that the
security of a nation cannot sometimes be maintained
otherwise than by war.

. 2. That as the general utility and expediency of ac
tions is the foundation of their moral qualities, and as
it is sometimes most conducive to general utility and
expediency that there should be a war, war is there
fore, sometimes lawful.

The first of these positions will probably be thus en-

, .
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forced. If an individual suffers aggression, there is a
Power to which he can apply that is above himself and
above the aggre880r; a power by which the bad pas
sions of those around him are restrained, or by which
their aggressions are punished. But amongst Nations
there is no acknowledged superior or common Arbitra
tor.-Even if there were, there is no way in which its
lIecisions could be enforced, but by the sword. War,
therefore, is the only means which one nation posseares
of protecting itself from the aggression of another.

r This, certainly, is plausible reasoning; but it hap
pens to this argument as to many others, that it assumes
that as established, which has not been proved, and
upon the proof of which the truth of the whole argu
ment depends. It assumes, That the reason why an·
individual is not permitted to use violence, is, that the
Laws will use it for him. And in this the falacy of
the position coasists; for the foundation of the duty of
forbearance in private life, is not that the laws will

punish aggression, but that Christianity requiresfor-
\.-,bearance. Undoubtedly, if the existence of a common

arbitrator were the foundation of the duty, the duty
would not be binding upon Nations. But that which
we require to be proved is this-that christianity ex
onerates nations from those duties which she has im
posed upon individuals. This, the present argument
does not prove; and, in truth, with a singular unhap
piness in its application, it assumes, in effect, that she
has imposed these duties upon neither the one nor the
other.
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If it be gid tliat christianity allows to iadividoals
lOme degree and kind of resistance, and that some re

litaace is therefore lawful to states, we d,n~t deny it.
But if it be said that the degree of lawful resistance
extends to the <slaughter. of our fellow christians--that
it extends to W8r---we do deny it: We 88y that the
rate. of ohristianity cannot, by any possible latitude of

( interpretation be made to extend to ·it. The duty of
} forbearance, then, is antecedent to all conSiderations!I :respecting the condition of man; and whether he be

\\ under the protection of .laws or not, the duty of fgr-
bearance is impoled..

The only troth which appears to be elicited by the,

present argument, is, that the difBculty 6f obeying the
fDl'beal'ing rules of ehristianity, is greater in the case
ofllations than· in the C&lSe of individuals, TM obliga..

ti9n W ohey. tl&em is tire same in both. Nor let any

one uJ08e the clifticulty of obedience in opposition to
the duty; for he who does this, has yet to'learn Doe of
the- most awful rules of .his religion-a rule that was
enforced by the precepts, and more espesiaUy by. the

final example, of Christ, of Apostles, and of Martyrs,

the rule which requires that we should be "'obedient
even unto death."

Let it not however be supposed that we believe the

difl.~of forbearance would be great in praqtice, as

it it great in theory. We hope het'eafter to show, that
it promotes 001' interests as certainly as it fulfils our

dutiel.
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The rectitude of. the distinction between rules which
apply to individuals, and rules which apply to states,

is thus maintained by Dr. Paley on the principle of
EXPBoDIENCY•

. :" The only distiDction" says be "that exists Ito
tween the.ease. of independent States and iadepen
dellt individuals, is founded ill this 'ciroumstanae,;
that the particular collBequence 8DlDeUIUI appearB. tG

exoeed tha.value of the general rule ;" or, in IC118 leah-.
laical WAH'ds, tAat a greater disadvant&se may,u.
from obeyiog the eollllD&llds of cbristia.i~,.tMnm
tl'aDSgre.g tIlem. &p8dim.cy, it is Mid, .tAo ..
gf moral,Rctitude, and. the stadard of our daty.· If
we. believe that it will be most expedient. to diiNga_
the. general.ebligaUons of ehmtianit.y,. tliAt heli..i:ft ther
justifying. motive of disregarding thCllt. Dr"Paley
proceeds to say, " In the traoaaetiPDS of priliate .per
8OIlI,1l0 advantage. that results- froUl the breaeb of a
general law of justice, cancompensa~ to tho public
for the vioJatioa of the law ; .in· the cwaceNN 01 empire
this fM!I aometimube #/oubted." . He says there may
be cases in ·which" the.magnitude of the particular

-evil induces OJ to call in qunti()'R,. the obligation ef the·
general rule." "Situations may be, Jeignsd, aad
oonsequently mag possibly arNe, is which the general
ten4ency is outweighed by tae enormity ofthe..parti
cular mischief." Of the doubts which must arise as to

the occasions when the" obligation" of christian laws
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eea&e8, he however says that "moral philosophy fur'"
nithes no precise solution ;" and he candidly acknow
ledges " the danger of leaving it to the sufferer to de
cide upon the comparison of particular and general
consequences, and the still greater danger of such de
cisions' being drawn into future precedents. If trea
ties, .for instance, be no longer binding than while they
are convenient, or until the inconveniency ascend to a
certain point, (which point must be fixed by the judg
ment,OI' rather by the feelings of the complaining
party,)--one, and almost t~e only method of averting
or clOlliBg the calamities ofwar, of preventing or put
ting a stop to the destruction of mankind,. is lost to the
worId·for ever." And in retrospect of the indetermi
natenetlll of these rules of conduct, he says finally,
" these however are the priciples upon which the
calcolation is to be formed."*

It it obvi~ that this reasoning proceeds upon the
principle that it is lawful to do evil that good may
come. I~ good will come by violating a treaty, we may
violate it.t If good wiJ) come by slaughtering other
BlCO, we may slaughter them. I know that the advo
cate of Expediency will tell us that that is not evil of
which good, in the aggregate comes; l\nd that the
good or evil of actions consists in the good or evil of
their geDeral consequences.-l appeal to the under-

• Moralmd Political PhilOBOphy, Chap." Of War md Military Establish.

ments."
t lb.
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standing and the oonscience of the reader--Is this di,.
tinction honest to the meaning of the apostle? Did he
Intend to tell his readers that they might violate their
!Olemn promises, that they might destroy their fellow
christians, in order that good might come? If he did
mean this, surely there was little truth in the declara
tion of the same apostle that he UMd great plainneu

Dfspueh.
Weare told that" whatever is expedient is right."

We shall Dot quarrel with the dogma, but how is ex
pediency to be determined? By the caloulations and

guessings of men, or by the knowledge ~nd foresight
of God? Expedienoy may be the test of our duties,
but what is the test of expedienoy?...:...obviously, I
think it is this; the decisions which ,God has made
known reljJ8cting what is best for man. Calculations
of expediency, of "particular" and general conse
quenceS," are not entrusted to- us, for' this matt satis
factory reason-that we cannot make them'., The cal
culation, to be any thing better than vague guessing,
requires prescience, and where is prescience to be
sought? Now it is conceded by our opponents, that
the only Possessor of prescience has declared that the
forbearing," non-resisting character, is best for man.
Yet we are told that sometimes, it" is not best, that
sometimes it is " inexpedient." How do we discover
this! The Promulgator of the law has never intima
ted it. Whence, then, do we derive the right of sub

stituting our computations for His prescience? Or,
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having obtained it, what is the limit to its exercise?

If, because we calculate that obedience will not be be

aeftcial, we may dispense with his laws in one instance,

why may we not dispense with them in ten? Why
may we not abrogate them altogether?

The right is however claimed ; and how is it to be

exercieed? Weare told that the duty of obedience

"may sometimes be dou~ttd"-that in some cases,

We are induced to '" call in question" the obligation

of the christian role-that " situations may be feign
ed," that circumstances "may jJo&,ibly ari~," ill

whioh we are at liberty to dispense with it-that still

it is dangerous to leave" it to the sufferer to decide"

when the obligation of the rule ceases; and that of all

thClC doubts "philollOphy furnishes DO precise solu

tion !"-1 know Dot how to contend agaillSt such prin

ciples as·these. AD argument might be repelled; the

assertion of a fact might he disproved; but what an

swer can be made to "possibilities" and " doubts ?'~

They who are at liberty to guess that Christian laws

JD8.y sometimes be suspended, are at liberty to guess

that Jupiter is a fixed star, 0\· that the existence of

America is a fiction. What answer the man of science

would make to such suppositions 1 do not know, and

I do not know what answer to make to 081'9. Amongst

a community which had to decide on· the " particular

and general consequences" of some political measure,

which involved the sacrifice of the principles of,chris"

tianity, there would of necessity be an endless variety
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or opinions. Some would think it expedient to super
sede the law of christianity, and some would think the
"evil of obeying the law, less than the evil of tram
gressing it. Some would think that the "particular
mischief" outweighed the "general rule," and some
that the "general rule" outweighed the "particular
mischief." And in this chaos of opinion, what IS the
lin.e of rectitud~, or how is it to be discovered? Or is ,,"
that rectitude; which appears to each separate indivi
dual to be right? And are there as many species of
truth, as there are discordancies of opinion ?.-;.Is thi.
the simplicity of the Gospel? Is this the path in which
a wayfaring man, though a fool, shall not err?

These are the principles of Expediency on which
it margued that the duties which attach to private life
do not attach to citizens.-I think it will be obvious to
the eye of candour, that they are exceedingly indeter
minate and vague.' Little more appears to be done by
Dr. Paley than to exhibit their doubtfulness. In
truth, I do riot know whether he has argued better
in favour of his position, or against it. To me it ap
pears that he has evinced it to be fallaoious; for I do
not think that any thing can be Christian Truth, of
which the truth cannot be more evidently" proved.
But whatever may be thought of the conclusion, the
reader will certainly perceive that the whole question
is involved in extreme vagueness and indecision: an
indecision and vagueness, which it is difficult to con
ceive that christianity ever intended should be hung

o
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over the very greatest question of practical blorality
that~ has to determine; over the question that asks
whether the followers of Christ are at liberty to destroy
one another. That such a procedure as a war, is, till
der any circumstances, sanctiolled by christiaDity,
from whose principles it is acknowled.ged to be "ab-.
horrent," ought to be clearly made out. It ought to

be obvious to loose examination. It ought Dot to be

necessary to ascertaining it, that a critical illvcstiga
tion should be made, of questions which ordinary men
caDnot comprehend, and which, if they couipr~hend

ed them, they could not determine; and above all that
investigation ought not to end, as we have seen it does .
end, in vague indeci"ion-in" doubts" of which even
"Philosophy furnishes no precise llOIution.", Bat
when this indecision and vagueness are brou~t to op
pose the Christian Evidence for peace; when it is eou
tended, not only that it militates against that evidence,
but that it outbalances and supersedes it-we woulcl

l8.y 'of such an argument, that it is not only weak; but
idle; of suca a conclusion, that it is not only unsound,
but preposterous.

Christian obligation is a much more simple thing
than speculative philosophy would make it appear;
and to all those who suppose that our relations as sub
jects dismiss the obligation of christian laws, we would
offer the consideration, that neither the Founder of

christianity, nor his apostles, ever made the distinc
tion. Of questions of " particular and general conse-
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~es," of" general advantages and particular mis
chiefs," no traces are to be found in their words or
writiD@s. The JIlorality of ~hri8tuLDity is a simple

system, adapted to the comprehensions of ordinary

mell.. Were it otherwise, what would be its usefulness?
If philosophers only could examine our duties, and

if th6i.r eumi~tions e~ed in doubts without aolution,
how would men, without learning and without leiaul'e,
regulate their conduct? I thiak, indeed, that it is a.
suBicient objection to all such theories lUI the present,
that, tlley are not adapted to the wayfaring man. If
t.hc pt'ei!lent theory be admitted, one of these two ef
fects will be the consequence: the greater part of the

oommuaity must trust for the discovery of their duties
to the sagacity of others, or they must act without any

kBOWledge. of their duties at aU.
But, that the paoific injunctions of the ChriBtian

Seriptu.res do apply to us, under every circQUlstance'()f
life, whether private or pu:bJic, appears to be ~Mle:

necessary \)y the universality of christian obligation.,

The language of christianity upon the obligation of hel'
]JlOrallaws, is essentially this-" Whatl say untoy~

I say unto all." The pacific laws of our religioa~

then, are binding upon aU men; .upon the King and
upon every individual who advises him, upon every,

Jnember Qf a legislature, upon every officer aud agent,

and upon every private citizen. How then can tJuM
be lawful for a, body 'of men which is unlawful for each

iIidividual? Bow, if one be disobedient, can his 9f."
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fence make disobedience lawful to all ? We maintain
yet more and say, that to dismiss christian benevolenoe _
as subjects, and to retain it as individuals, is simply
impossible. He who possesses that subjugation of the
affections" and that universality of benevolence, by
which he is influenced to do good to those who hate
him; and to love his enemies in private life, cannot,
without abandoning those dispositions, butcher other
men because they are called public enemies.

The whole position, therefore, that the pacific com- 
mands and prohibitions of the Christian Scriptures, do
not apply to our conduct as subjects ofa state, appears
to me to be a fallacy. Some of the arguments wllich·
are brought to support it, so flippantly dispense with
the principles of Christian Obligation, so gratuitously
assume, that because obedience may be difticult, obe
dience is not required, that they are rather an excuse
for tlie distinction than a justification of it-and some
are so lamentably vague and indeterminate, the prin
ciples which are proposed are so technical, so jnappli
cable to the circumstance of society, and in truth, so
incapable of being practically applied, that it is not
Cl'edible that they were designed to suspend the obli
gation of rules,which were imposed by a Revelation
from Heaven.

The reputation of Dr. Paley is so great, that as he
has devoted a chapter of the Moral Philosophy to
" War and- Military Establishments," it will perhaps
be expected, in an Inquiry like the present, that some
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specific referenoe should 1,>e made to his opinion.....
and I make this referenoe willingly.

The ohapter "on War" begins thus :-"Because
the Christian Soriptures describe wars, u what they
are, as crimes or judgments, some men have been led
to believe that it is unlawful for a christian to bear
anns. But it should be remembered, that it may be
necesllary for individuals to unite their fol'Ce, aDd for
this end to resign themselves to a common will; and
yet it may be true that that will is ofteR actuated by
crimiDal motives, and often determined to destructive
purposes." This is a most remarkable paragraph: It
assumes, at once, the whole subject of inquiry, and is
an assumption couched in extraordinary laxity of lan-

. guage.-" It may be necessary for individuals to unite

their foree"-The tea-table and the drawing-room
have often told us this; but PkilOMJphyshould tell us'
how the necessity is proved. Nor is the morality of
the paragraph more rigid than thephilosophy-"Wars
are crimes/' and are often undertaken from" criminal
motives, and determined to destructive purposes;"
yet of these purposes, and motives, a.nd crimes, "it
may be necessary" for christians to become the abet
t01'8 and accomplices !

Paley proceeds to say, that in the New Testament
the profusion of a soldier. is no where forbidden or

• I do not know why" the profession of a soldier," is 8ubstituted for the

simple term, UHJT. Dr. P. doe.aot say that UHJr is no where forbidden or COD.

demned, which censure or prohibition, it is obviously easy to have pronounced
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08Ildeamed; and be refers to- the cascs of· John too
Baptist, or the Roman Centurion, and of CQra.eli.;.
.. wi" tbii he finishe& all inquiry into the.christian
eri4enee »pon the .ubject, afterhaviag expeaded \lPQD

it Ie. thaD a page of the edition befoYe me.
Thcee argu81COW are all derived from tBe silence of

tile Now TeitaOleat, aaQ to all reuoaing t(uuuled upon
tWs Iilel\oe, QO oae OQ sive abetter~e,thaIlhim
.... In. nplyiBg to tke def~eI by which the advQ-._cw of I Sla~ attempt to justify it, he notices tIl&t .
~ tJ.ey"V~ from tlUJ "lenee of fM New Tu
NnMfit~~ it. Be says-It is urzedthat "8la.
yery Will a part of the civil constitut\oa of most COWl..
tric:fJ when christiaDity appeared; yet that no passap
if • be fouad in the christian scriptul'e$, by whicb it
• comlemMd or prohibited." " This;" he rejoins,
~'it uue; COl" christianity, soliciting adJnission into all
utiens of the world, abstained, as behoved it, from.~..
"eQdliag with the eivil institutioDs of uy. Bu\
~ it (oIlow, froIIl the silence of Scripture concern
iag them, that all the civil ioatitution8 which then pre-.
Tailed wel'8 right, or th~t the bad ahawd no\ he ex

~t<l fQr be~er!" I beg the reader to apply thia
reasoning to Paley's own arguments in favour of WaR

fromlthe silence of the Scriptur~ How happens it
that he did not reRlC)mber it himself? .
without even noticing II the profesldon ora IOldier." I do not say that this lan.

guage impIiee a want of ingenuousnee, but It certainly was more easy to prove
tllat the profeuilm of (I roldier q no whlJ1l coademned, thaD that tDfIr is DO

where condemned.
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Now I U1 vompeAecl to oblerYe, that in tM dlscu
lion ., the iawftableiS of war, Dr. Paley lias DecIectai
his~ecl principles of deeiaioo, ani Ail Ol'diau-y
practiee..His pl'ofmsed priociples are these; tW
the discovery trf dae " Will of God, whicll .. the
wIlDie busiaess ofmo11ility," is to bl ettailled. by refer

riDg,~l!J, to r-t his expraa declaratioaa whea
they are to be had, and whiah~ be seugbt tbr •

&ripture"-Ihs ,he fIOught .. the8e 'eelaratiebsr
Hu he sought far ,'Resist ut enl," or tOr "Loft
youre.twies,." or for II Put up thy sword," or for
U The wea-pou of our warfare are not oaraal," or fop

"My kingdom is not of this wnrld. ?" He ba ICMtfIIK
for nune of theae; be haa examilled DOa.e fJl thea.
He.has noticed -none of them. His profe.sed prill
eillles are, again, that wbtm our imtructirJru tire
dulJiotu, we 8IutuU~ ItI ujJlain th_ lig
flJluJtwe ron eolleet of our ~ter"l1eJteral inea
fUJlion 01' intention.- Has he conformed to kit oWu
rule? Has he endeavoured to collect this general in

clinatioD, aD.d to exuaine this general te8dency? He
h. taken DO notice of it whatever. This negleot, we

~, is contrary to his ordinal'y practice. Upon other

subjects, he has assidvoosly applied to the Clu-istid
Scriptures in determination of trllth. Be Itas e:mmiR

eel DOt only their direct evidence, but the evideuce

which· they aft'ord by induction and implication,: the
evidence arising from their general tendell.oy. Sui-

• Moral and Political Philosophy, Book ii. Chap. 4•.

..
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cide is no where condemned in the New Testament;
yet Paley condemns it, and how? He examines the118.

cred volume, and finds that by impli~tion and infer
ellCe, it lBay be collected that suicide is not permitted
by christianity. He says that patience under suft'er
ing is inculcated as all important duty; and that the
recommendation of patience, implies the unlaWfulness
of suicide to get out of sriJfering. This is sound rea
soniBg; but he dcres not adopt it in the examination or
war. Could he not have found that the inculcation of
peaceableness forms as good °an argument against the
l&wft.llness of war, as the inculcation of patience forms
against the lawfulness of suicide? He certainly OJ)Uld
kave done this, and why has he not done it? Why has
he pQ.ssed it over in silence?

I must confess my belief, that he was unwilling to
di8CUSS the subject upon Christian Principles; that he
had resolved to make war consistent with christianity;
~lD(1 that, foreseeing her "express declarations" and
" general intentions" militated against it, he avoided
noticing them at all. Thus much at least is certain,
that in discussing the lawfulness of war, he has aban
doned both his avowed principles and his correspon
dent practice. There is, to me at least, in the chap
te1'." On War," an appearance of. great indecision of
mind, arising from the con:flict between christian truth
and the power of habit, between the consciousness
that war is " abhorrent" to our religion, and the desire
to defend it on the principle of expediency. The
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whole chapter is characterized by a very extraordi·
nary laxity, both of arguments and principles.

After the defensibility of war has been proved, or
assumed, in the manner which we have exhibited, Dr.
Paley states the occasions upon which he «}etermines
that wars become justifiable. "The objects of just
war," says he, "are precaution, defence, or repara

tion."-."Every just war, supposes an injury perpe
trated, attempted, or feared."

I shall acknowledge, that if these be justifying mo

tives to war, I see very little purpose in talking of mo
rality upon the subject. It was wise to leave the prin

ciples of christianity out of the question, and to pass
them by unnoticed, if they were to be succeeded by

principles like these. It is in vain to expatiate on

moral obligations, if we are at liberty to declare war

whenever an" injury is feared." An injury, without
limit to its insignificance! A fear, without stipulation

for its reasonableness! The judges, also, of the rea
sonableness of fear, are to be they who are under its

inlluence; and who so likely to judge amiss as those

who are afraid? Sounder philosophy than this has

told us, that "he who has to reason upon his duty
when the temptation to transgress it is before him, is
almost sure to reason himself into an error." The

necessity for this ill-timed reasoning, and the. allow
.ance of it, is amongst the capital objections to the phi
losophy of Paley. It tells us that a people may sus- .

pend the laws of God when they think it is "expe-
p
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dient;" and they are to judge of this expediency
when the temptation to transgression is before them!
Has christianity left the lawfulness of human destruc
tion to be determined on such principles as these?

Violence, and rapine, and ambition, are not to be
restrained by morality like this. It may serve for the
speculations of a study; but we will venture to affirm
that mankind will never be controlled by it. Moral
rules are useless, if, from their own nature, they can
not be, or will not be applied.-Who believes that if
kings and conquerors may fight when they have fears,
they will not fight when they have them not? The
morality allows too much latitude to the passions, to
retain any practical restraint upon them. And a mo
rality that will not be practised, I had almost said,
that cannot be practised, is an useless morality. It is
a theory of morals. We want clearer and more exclu
sive rules; we want more obvious and immediate sanc
tions. It were in vain for a philosopher to say to a
general who was burning for glory, " You are at liber
ty to engage in the war provided you have suffered,

.or fear you will suffer an injury; otherwise christiani
ty prohibits it."-He will tell him of twenty injuries
that have been suffered, of a hundred that have been
attempted, and of ten thousand that he fears. And
what answer can the philosopher make to him?

I think that Dr. Paley has, in another and a later
work, given us stronger arguments in·favour of peace,
than t~e Moral Philosophy gives in favour of war.
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In the "Eviaences of Christianity" we :find these
statements :-" The two following position!; appear to
me to be satisfactorily made out; :first, That the gos
pel omits some qualities, which have usually engaged
the praises and admiration of mankind, but which, in
reality, and in their general effects, have been preju
dicial to human happiness; secondly, that the gospel
has brought forwards some virtues, which Poast8S the
highest intrinsic value, but which have commonly
been overlooked and contemned.-The second of
these propositions is exemplified in the instances of
passive courage or endurance of suffering, patience
under affronts and injuries, humility, irresistance, pla
cability.-The truth is, there are two opposite de
scriptions of character under which mankind may be
generaUyclassed. The one possesses vigour, :firmness,
resolution, is daring and active, quick in its sensibili
ties, jealous in its fame, eager in its attachments, in
flexible in it"$ purpose, violent in its resentments. The .
other meek, yielding, complying, forgiving, not prompt
to act, but willing to suffer, silent and gentle under
rudeness and insult, suing for reconciliation where
others would demand satisfaction,giving way to the
pushes of impUdence, conceding and indulgent to the
prejudices, the wrong-headedness, the intractability
of those with whom it has to deal.-The former of

these characters is, and ever hath been, the favourite
of the world.-Yet so it hath happened, that with the
Founder of christianity, thialalter is the subject ofhill
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commendation, his precepts, his example; and that
tlteformer-is so, in no part of its compolition. This
morality shows, at least, that no two things can be
more different than the Heroic and the Christian
choraeters. Now it is proved, in contradiction to
first impressions, to popular opinion, to the encomiums
of orators and poets, and even to the 8Uifrages of his
torians and moralists, that the latter character jJOHe88e,
most of true worth, both as being most difficult either
to be acquired or Ilustained, and as contributing molt
to the happiness and tranquillity of social Ii/e.-If
this disposition were universal, the cue is clear; the
world would be a society of friends: whereast if the
other disposition were universal, it wou~d produce a
scene of universal contention. The world would not
be able to hold a generation of such men. If, what is
the fact, the disposition be partial; if a few be actuated
by it amongst a multitude who are not, in whatever
tUgree it does prevail, it prevents, allays, and termi
nata quarrels, the great disturbers of human happi
ne88, and the great sources of human mi,ery, so far as
man's happiness and misery depend upon man. The
preference of the patient to the heroic character, which
we have here noticed, is a peculiarity in the christian
institution, which I propose as an argument of wis

dom."·
• I mll8t be jUBt. After these declarations, the Author says, that when the

JaWII which inculcate the ChriBtian character, are applied to what ill necesary to

be done for the like of the public, they are applied to a case to which they cIo
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These are the sentiments of Dr. Paley upon this
great characteristic of the christian morality. I think
that in their plain, literal, and unsophisticated mean
ing, they exclnde the possibility of the lawfulneml of
war. The simple conclusion from them is, that no
lence, and devastation, and human destruction cannot

. exist in 'conjunction with the character of a christian•.
This would be the conclusion of the inhabitant of some
far and peaceful island, where war and christianity
were alike unknown. If he read these definitions of
the christian duties, and were afterwards told that we
thought ourselves allowed to plunder and to munier
one another; he would start in amazement at the
monstrous inconsistency. Casuistry may make her
" distinctions," and philosophy may talk of her" ex
pediencies," but the monstrous inconsistency remains.
What is the fact? Mahometans and Pagans do not be
lieve that our religion allows of war. They reproach
us with the inconsistency. Our wars are, with them
a scandal and 'a taunt. "You preach to us," say they,
" ofChristianity, and would convert us to your creed;
-:first convert yourselves; show us that yourselves

not belong; und he IIAhls, .. This distinction is plain," but in what its plainness

[ consists, or how it is discovered at all, he does not inform us. The reader will

probably wonder, as I do, that whilst Paley Bays no two things can be mbre

oppoeite than the christian and the heroio character8, he neverthEless thinks it

.. is plain" that cluistianitl sanctions the latter.

I would take the opportunity afforded me by this note, to entreat the reader

to look over the whole of Chap. 2, Part. II. in the Evidences ofChristianity. He

will ftnd DIlIJly obsenati.ens on the pIacaliility of the ~I,which will repay

the time of readini' them.
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htlieve in it." Nay, the Jews at our own dOOl'S tell
us, that our wars are an evidence that the Prince or
Peace is not come. They bring the violence of chris·
tians to prove that Christ was a deceiver. Thus do
we cause the way of truth to be evil spoken of. ThUB
are we, w~o should be the helpers of the world, ill
stumbling-blocks nnd itil shame. We, who should be ' '.lights to them that sit in darkness, cause them to love
that darkness still. Well may the christian be ashamed
10r these things : Well may he be ashamed for the re.
putation of his religion: And he may be ashamed too,
for the honored defender of the christian 4ith, who
stands up, the advocate of blood; who subtilius the
IOphisms of the schools, and roves over the fields of
speculation to :find an argument to convince us tbat
we may murder one another! This is the'" wisdom of
the world;" that wisdom whioh is, emphatically,
" FOOLISHNESS."

We have seen that the principle on which Dr. Pa..
ley's Moral Philosophy decides that war is lawful, is,
that it iii expedient. I know not how this argument
accords with some of the statements of the Evidences
of Christianity. We are there told that t!Ie non-re
sisting character possesses ". the highest intrinsic
value," and the "most of true worth ;" that it "pre
vents the great disturbances of humin happiness," and
destroys "the great sources of human misery," and
that it "contributes most to the happiness and tran
fluillity of social life." And in what then does expe-
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dieneyeonaiJt, if the non-resisting character be not
expedient? Dr. Paley says, again, in relation to the
immense mischief and bloodshed arising from the vw..

lation of christian duty-." We do not say that DO evil
can exceed this, nor any possible advantage compen
sate it, but we say that a 1088 which atrects all, wiU
,earcely he made up to the common Btock of humcm

happineu, by any 'hmefit that Mn he proeured to a

ringle notion." And is not therefore the violation of
the duty inezpedimt as well as criminal? He says,

again, that the warlike character " is, in its general
effects prejlldicial to human kappinesB,"--and there

fore, surely it is inexpedient.
The advocate of war, in the abundance of his topics

ofdefence{or in the penury of them,) has had recourse

_to this :-1JuJt as a greater number of male children
are brought into the w9rld than offemale, wars are

tke ordination of Providence to rectify the inequtr
lily; and one or two moralists have proceeded a step

farther, and have told us, not that war is designed to

C&JTY oft'the excess, but that an tXCeBS is born in or
der to ,upply its slaughters. Dreadful! Are we to
be told that God sends too many of his rational crea
tures into the world, and therefore that he stands in

need of wars to destroy them? Has he no other means

of adjusting the proportions of the species, than by a

system which violates the revelation that he has made,

and the duties that he has imposed? Or, yet more

dreaclful-are we to be told that He creates an excess
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~f one of the sexes, on purpose that their destruction
of each other may be with impunity to the species?
This reasoning surely is sufficiently confident :-1 fear
it is more than sufficiently profane. But alas for the
argument! It happens most unfortunately for it, that
although more males are born than females, yet, from
the greater mortality of the former, it is found that
lung before the race arives at maturity, the number
of females predominates. "That a pity-that jUBt as
the young men had groVin old enough to. kill one an
other, it should be discovered that there are not too
many to remain peaceably alive! Let then, the prin
ciple be retained and acted upon; and since we have
DOW an excess of females, let us send forth an arma
ment of ladies that their redundance may be lopped
by the appointed means.-But really it is time for the 
defender of war to abandon reasoning like this. It
argues little in favour orany cause, that itsadvoeates
have recourse to such deplorable subterfuges.

The magistrate "beareth not the sword in vain;
for he is the minister of. God, a revenger to execute
wrath upon JU,m that doeth evil." From this acknow
ledgment of the lawfulness of coercion on the part of
the civil magistrate, an argument has been advanced
in favor of war. It is said, that by parity ofreasoning,
coercion is also lawful in the suppression of the vio
lence which one nation uses towardfil another.

Some men talk as if the principles which we maintain
were subversive of all order and governmen~. They
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uk us-Is the civil magistrate to stand still and see
lawless viol~DCe ravaging the land? Is the whole fab

ric of human society to be dissolved? We &IllIwer, No;
and that whencesoever these men may have derived
their terrors, they are Dot chargeable upon us or Upoll

(lur principles. To deduce even a plausible argument

in favour of war from the permission "to execute wrath
UpOB him that doeth evil," it is obviously nece8Sary to

show that we are permitted to take his life. And .tbe

right to put all offender to death, must be proved, if

it c~ be proved at all, eitherfrom an expre88permil
~iOM of the Christian Scriptures, or, supposing chris

tianity to have given no deciiions, either directly or
indirectlY,from a necessity which Imows no alterna
tive. Now every one knows that this express permis

Ron to inflict death is not to be found; and, upon the
question of its rucef8ity, we ask for that evidence which

aloBe can determine it-the evidence of experience:
and this evidence, the advocate of war has never

brought, and cannot bring. And we shall probably

not be contradicted when we say, that that degree
'of evidence which experience has afforded, is an evi

dence in our favour rather than against us.

But some persons entertain an opinion, that in the

case of murder, at least, there is a sort of immutable

necessity for taking the offender's life. "Whoso shed
deth man's blood, by man shall" his blood be shed."

If anyone urges this rule against us, we reply, that it
is not a rule of christianity; and if the necessity of de-

'Q
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manding blood for blood is an everlasting principle ~
retrihutive justice, how happens it that, in the first
case in which murder was co-mmitted, the murderer
was not put to death?

The philosopher however would pron what the
christian cannot; and Mably accordingly says, "In
the state of nature, I have a right to take the life of
him who lifts his arm against mine. This right, upon
entering into society, 1 surrender to the magistrate."
If we conceded the truth ot the first position, (whick
we do not,) the conclusion from it is a sophism tOG

idle for notice. Having, however, been thus told
that the state has a right to kill, we are next informed,·
by Filangieri, that the criminal has no right to live.
He says, "If I have a right to kill another man, he
has lost hiS right to life."* Rousseau goes a little
farther. He tells us, that in consequence or the "so-

cial contract" which we make with the sovereign on
entering into society, "Life is a conditional grant of
the state :"t so that we hold our lives, it seems, only
as "tenants at will," and must give them up whenever
their owner, the state, requires them. The reader has
probably hitherto thought that he retained his bead hy
some ather tenure.

The right of taking an offender's life being thus
p'roved, Mably shows us how its exercise becomes ex
pedient. " A murderer," says he, "in taking away

.. Montago on Punishment of Death.

t Conk. Soc. ii. 5. Montagu.
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his enemy's life, believes he does. him the gretJtest
p08sible evil. Death, then, in the murderer's estima
tion, is the greatest of evils. By the fear of death,
therefm'e, the exc~sses of hatred and revenge must be'
restrained." If language wilder than this can be held,
Rousseau, I think, holds it. He says, "The preser
vation of both sides (the criminal and the state) is in
compatible; one of the two must perish." How it
happens that a nation "must perish," if a convict is
not hanged, the reader, I suppose, will not know.
, I have referred to tb~e speculations for the purpose
of showing, that the right of putting offenders to death
is not easily made out. Philosophe1'8 would scarcely
have had recourse to these metaphysical abstractions if
tbey knew qn easier method of establishing the right.
Even philosophy, however, concedes us much:
".I1bsolute necessit!J, alone," says Pastoret, "can
justify the punishment of death;" and Rousseau him
self acknowledges, that "we have no right to put to
death, even for the sake ofexample, any but those who
cannot be permitted to live without danger." Becca
ria limits the right to two specific cases; in which;'
" if an individual, thougb deprived of his liberty, has
still such credit and connexions as may endanger the
security of the nation, or, by his existence, is likely
to produce a dangerous revolution in the established
form of government-he must undoubtedly die."*

• Del DeJitti e delia Penlll, xvi. Montagu.
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It is not, perhaps, necessary for us to point ont why,
in these suppositious cases" a prisoner may not be put
to death; since I believe that philosophy will find it
diGicult, on some of her own principles, to justify his
destruction: For Dr. Paley decides, that whenever a
man thinks there are great grievances in the existing
government, and that, by heading a revolt, he cau,
redress them, without occasioning greater evil by the
rebellion than benefit by its success-it is his duty to
rebel.. The prisoner whom Beccaria sQpposes, may
be presumed to have thought this; and with reason
too, for the extent of his credit; his connexions and his
8l1Coess, is the plea for putting him to death; and we
]QUIt therefore leave it to those who indulge in such spe
C~tiODS, to consider, how it can be right fOf one man
to take the lead in a revolution, whilst it is right for
another to hang him for takiog it.

What then does the lawfulness of coercion on the
part of the magistrate, prove upon the question of the
lawfulness of war? If capital punishments hlMi never
been ir4.flicted, what would it have proved? Obviously
nothing. If capital punishments cannot be shown to
II, defensible, what dot'.8 it prove? Obviously nothing:
for an una\lthorized destruction of human life on the
gaUews, cannot justify another unauthorized destruc
tion of it on the field.

Perhaps some of those who may have been hitherto

• Morll1 and Political PhiiOllOpby.
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wilHng to give me a patient attention, wil\ be disposed

to withdraw it, when they hear the unlawfuloe8ll of
defensive war unequivocally maintained. But it mat..

ters not. My business is with what appears to me to

be truth: if truth surprises us, I cannot help it-still
it is truth.

Upon the question of defensive war, I would beg
the reader to bear in his recoUeotion, that every feel
ing of his nature is enlisted against us; and I would

beg him, knowing this; to attain as cOBIplete an ab
straction from the inlluence of those feelings as shall

be in his power. This he will do, if he is hones.t iD.
the inquiry for truth. It is not necessary to conC'etl1

that the principles which we maintain may sometimes
demand the sacrifice of our apparent interestS. Such

sacrifices christianity has been wont to require: They

are the tests of our fidelity; and of those whom I ad
dress, I believe there are some, who, if they can be

assured that we speak the language of christianity, will
require no other inducements to obedience.

(
The lawfulness of defensive war, is commonly sim..

. plified to The Right of Self Defence. This is one of
the strong holds of the defender of war, the almost

final fastneSs to which he retires. Tlte instinct ofself
preservation, it is said, is an instinct of nature; lInd
,ince this instinct is implanted by God, wltatever h
necessary to self-preservation, i8 accordant with /tis

will. This is specious, but like many other specious

arguments, it is sound in its premises, but, as I think,

"

..~."

...
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fallacious in its conclusions. That tbe instinct of self
preservation is an instinct of nature, is c1ear--that, be
cause it is an instinct of nature, we have a. right to kill
other men, is not clear.

The fallacy of the whole argument appears to con-

\
sist in this,-that it assumes that an instinct of natu~
is a law of paramount authority. God bas implanted
in the human system, various propensities or instincts,

v of which tbe purposes are wise. These propensities
tend in their own nature to abme; and wben gratified
or followed to excess, they become subversive of tile
purposes of the wisdom which implanted them, and
destructive of the welfare of mankind. He bas there-

t.- fore instituted a_superior law, sanctioned· by his im
mediate authority: by this law, we are required to
regulate these propensities. The question therefore

(

is not whether the instinct of self-preservation is im
planted by nature, but whether christianity bas re
ttricted its operation. By this, and by this only, the
question is to be determined~ Now he who will be at

(
the trouble of making the inquiry, will find that a re
gulation of the instincts of nature, and a restriction of

( their exercise, is a prominent object of the christian
I,. morality; and I think it is plain that this regulation

and restriction apply to the instinct before us. That
some of these propensities are to be restrained is cer
tain. One of the most powerfulinsti.ncts of our nature,
js an affection to which the regulating precepts of

,.-. christianity are peculiarly directed. I do not maiOr
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tain that any natural instinct is to be eradicated, but
that all of them are to be regulated and restrained;
and I maintain this of the instinct of self-preservatiOil.

The establishment of this position, is, indee~ the
great object of the present Inquiry. What are the
dispositions and actions to which the instinct of se1r~

preservation prompt:8) but actions and dispositions
which christianity forbids? They are non-forbear-

l
ance, resistance, retaliation of injuries. The truth is,

, that it is to defence that the peaceable precepts of
christianity are directed. Offence appears not to
have even suggested itself. It is " Resist not evil;"
it is " Overcome evil with good;" it is "Do good to
them that hate you;" it is "Love your enemie,;" it
is " Render not evil for evil;" it is "Whoso smitetll.
the. on one cheek." All this supposes previous of
fence, or injury, or violence; and it is then that for-

\ bearance is enjoined.
"The chief aim," says a judicious author, "of

those who argue in behalf of defensive war, is direct
ed at the passions ;"* and accordingly, the case of
an assassin will doubtless be brought against me. I
shall be asked-Suppose a ruffian breaks into your
house, aDd rushes into your room with his arm .lifted
to murder you, do you not believe that christianity al
lows you to kill him? This is the last refuge of the
cause: my answer to it is explicit-l do not believe it.

• "The lawtulness of Defensive War impartially considered, by a Member

of the Church of Eogland."
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I have referred to thi. utmost possiWe extremitj',
because I am willing to meet objectiou 'of whatever
nature, and becaase, by stating this, which is enforoed

. by aU our prejudioe! and all our instincts, I shall at
least show that I give to those who differ from me, lL

fair, an open, and a candid recognition of all the con
sequences of my principles. I would, however, beg
the same candour of the reader, and remind him, that
were they unable· to abide this test, the calle of the ruf
fian has little practical reference to war. I remilld'
him of' this, not beoause I doubt whethe1' our princi
ples can be s.pported, but because, if he shOtl1d think
that in this case I do not support them, he will yetre
oollect that very few wars are proved. to be lawful. 
Of· the wars which are prosecuted, some are simply
Wllrs .of aggression; some are for the mainteuancc Qf a
balance of power; some are in assertion of technical
rights, and some, undoubtedly, to repel invasion. The
last are perhaps the fewest; and of these only it can
be .said that they bear any analogy·whatever to the
case which is supposed; and even in these, the analo
gy is seldom complete. It has rarely indeed happen
ed that wars have been undertaken simply for the pre
servation of life, and that no other alternative has re

mained to a people, than to kill, or to be killed. And
let it be remembered, that unless this alternat.~e only

'. remains, the case of the ruffian is irrelevant; it ap
plies not, practically, to the subject.

I do not know what those persons mean, who say,



that we are authorized to kill an assassin by the itiW

of nature. Principles like this, heedlessly assumect,
es of self-evident truth, are, I believe, often the start
ing-post of Ottr e1'T01'S; the point of divergency fN)'fIl

~ectitude, from which our after obliquities proceed.

Some men seem to talk of the laws of nature, as if na
ture were a legislatress who had sat and framed laws

,for tlte government of mankind.-Nature makes 'JlO
laws; A law implies a legislator; and there is no Ie

gisJatul'e upon the principles of human duty, but God.
If, by the "law of nature," ill meant a"y thing of
'Which the flILnctions or obligations are dijf~nt from

those of revelation, it is obvious that we have set up a
moral systeni of our own, and in opposition to thct
which has been established by Heaven. If we mean
,by the "law of Dature," nothing but that wttich is
accordant ,with revelat'ion, to what purpose do we re

fer to it at a)l? I do not suppose that any 80ber moral
.ist will statedly advance the laws of nature in ol>p0si
'non to the laws df God: but I thi~k that to advance
them at all-that to refer to any principle or law, in'
determination of our duty, irrespectively of the simple
.will of God, is always da1'l.gerous; for there will be
many, who, when they are referred for direction to
such law or principle, will regard it, in their practice,

as a fi"alstandard of truth. I believe that a reference
to the laws of nature has seldom illustrated our duties,
and neyer induood us to perform them; and that it

R
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·baS hitherto answered little other purpose than that of
amusing the lovers of philosophical mopality.

The mode of proving, or of stating, the right to kill

an assassin, is this :-" There is one case in which- all

.extremities are justifiable; namely, when our life is
aa;8ulted and it becomes necessary for our preserva

tion to kill the assailant. This is evident in a state of

nature; unless it can be shown that we are bound to
prefer the aggres$Or's life to our own; that is to say,
to love our enemy better than ourselves, which can

never be a debt of justice, nor any where appears to

be 8 duty of charity.". If I were dispo8C?d to hold
argumentation like this, I would say, that although we

may not be required to love our enemies better than
ourselves, we are required to love them as ourselves,

and that in the supposed case, it still would be a ques
tion equally balanced, which life ought to be sacri

nced ; fOl' it is quite clear; that if we kill the assailant,

we love him less than ourselves, which may, perhaps,

militate a little against" a duty of charity." But the

. truth is, that the question is not whether we should

love our enemy better than ourselves, but whether we

should sacrifice the laws of christianity in order to
preserve our lives-whether we should prefer tbe in
terests of religion to our own-whether we should be

willing to "lose our life, for ChriBt's. sake and the
gospel's."

This system of counter-crime is of very loose ten-

" Moral and Political Philosophy.
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dency. The ~ilant violates his duties by attemJlt
ing to kill me, and I, therefore, am to violate mine by
actually killing him. Is his meditated crime then, a
jUBtification of my perpetrated crime ( In the case of
a condemned ~bristian martyr who was about to be led
to the stake, it is supposable, that by having contriv-ed

a mine, he may preserve his life by !!uddenly firing it
and blowing his persecutQrs into the air. Would chris- .
tianity justify the act? Or what should we illy of him
if he committed it? We should say that whatever his
faith might be, his practice was very unsound; that
he might believe the gospel, but that he certainly did
not fulfil its duties. Now I contend that for all the
purposes of the argument, the cases of the martyr and.
the assaulted person are precisely similar. He who

was about to be led to the stake, and he who was
about to lose his life by the assassin, are both required
to regulate their conduct by the same laws, and are
both to be prepared to offer up their livei in testi
mony of their allegiance to christianity: the one in al

legiance to her, in opposition to the violation of her
moral principles and her moral spirit; and the other,
in opposition to errors in belief or to ecclesiastical cor
ruptions. It is' therefore in vain to tell me that the
victim of persecution w6uld have suffered for religion's
sake, for IV> also would the victim of the ruffian. There
is nothing in· the sanctions of christianity, which im
plies that obedience to her moral law is of less conse"
quenee than an adherence to her faith; nor as it re-
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Ilpects the-welfare ohhe world, does the cORSeflueBOe
appear to be less; for he, who by his fidelity to chrig..

tianMy, promotes the diffusion of christian dispositions

and of peace, eontributes, perhaps, as much to the
happinells of mankind, as be, who by the same fidelity,
recommends the acceptance of an accurate creed.

A great deal hangs upon this question, and it i9
therefore necessary to pursue it farther. We say,

/' then, first-that Christianity has ngt decl&red tbat we

I are ever at liberty te kill other men: secondly-that

I she virtually prohibits it, becaU6e her prill<liples ad
; the practice of our Saviour are Bot compatible with

\ it; aDd, thirdly-that if christianity allowed it, aho

\. would in effect and in practice, allow Wtll', without
restriction to defence of life.

The first of these positions will probably not be u...
puted; and upon the second, That christianity virtu~

aUy prohibits the destruction of human life, it has been

the principal object of this essay to insist. I wouJd,
therefore, only observe, that the conduct of the
Founder of Christianity, whel\ bi. enemiel approtltehed
him, "with swords and sta:lJes," appears to apply

, strictly to self-defence. ThtlSe armed men came with

tlte final purpose of murdering him; but although be

knew this purpose, he would- not suffer the assailants

to be killed or even to be wounded. Ohrist, -therefore,

would not preserve his own life by sacrificing aD~

tber's.
But we say, thircHy, that if christianity allows Ull
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mkill ORe aootber in self-defence, she allows war,
without restriction to self-defence. Let us try what

woold have been the result if the Christian Scriptures
had thus placed human life at our disposal: stippose
they had said-You may kill a 'ruffian in' your own
defence, but you may not enter into a defensive war~

The prohibition would admit, oot of some exceptions
to its application-the exceptions would be so many,
t1lftt no prohibition would be left;' because there is no
practical limit to the right of self-defence, until we ar
rive flt defen.sive war. If one man may kill one, two
may kill two, and ten may kill ten, and an army mllY
kill im army :-and this is defensive war. Supposing,
again, the Christian Scriptures had said, An army
may fight in its own defence, but not for any othtt
purpo,e.-We do not say that the exceptions to thi,
rule would be sO many as wholly to nullify' the rule it
self; but we say that whoever will attempt to apply it
in p1'lletice, will find that he has a very wide range of
jU'Stifiable warfare; a range that will embrace many
mOTe wars, than moralists, laxer than we shall suppose
him to be, are willing to defend. If an army may
fight ill defence of their own lives, they may, and they
must fight in defence of the lives of others: lr they

may fight in defence of the lives of others, they will

fight in de~nce of their property: If in defence of
property, they will fight in defence of political rights:
If iti def¢nce of rights, they will fight in promotion or

in~ests: If in promotion of interests, they will fight
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in promotion of their glory and their crimes. Now
let any man of honellty look over the gradations by
which we arive at this climax, and I believe he will
find that, in jJractice, no curb can be placed upon the

\ conduct of an army until they reach it. 'rhere is,
indeed, a wide distance between fighting in defence
of life, and fighting in furtherance of our crimes; but
the steps which lead from one to the other, will follow
in inevitable succession. I know that the letter of our
rule excludes it, but I know that the rule will be a
letter gnly. It is very easy for us to. sit in our studie.,
aad to point the commas, and semicolons, and periodlJ
of the soldier's career; it is very easy for us. to say.he
shall stop at defence of life, or at protection of proper
ty, or at the s~pport of rights; but armies will never
listen to us--we shall be only the Xerxes· of .morJlity
throwing our idle chains into the tempestuous ocean
ofslaughter.

What is the testimony of experience? When na
tions are mutually exasperated, and armies are levied,
and battles are fought, does not everyone know that
with whatever motives of defence one party may have
begun the contest, both, in turn become aggressors?
In the fury of slaughter, soldiers do not attend, they
cannot attend, to questions of aggression. Their bu
liness is destruction, and their business they will per-

, form. If the army of defence oOtains success, it soon
I becomes an army of aggression. Having repelled.. the
I invader, it begins to punish him. If a war is once be-
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gun, it is vain to think of distinctions of aggl'tlSion and

defence. ·Moralists may talk of distinctions, but sol
diers will make none; and none can be made; it is
without the limits of possibility.

But indeed, what is <,lefensive war? A celebrated
moralist defines it to be, war, undertaken in conse

quence of "an injury perpetl'ated, attempted, or

feared;" which shows with sufficient clearness, how

little' the assas,in concerns the question, for fear rea
specting life does not enter into the calculation of "in
juries." So, then, if we feal;' lOme injury to our purses,
or to our ''''honour,'' we are allowed to send an army to

the country that gives us fear, and to slaughter its in
habitants; and this, we are told, is defensive war. By
this system of reasoning, which has been happily called

"martial logic," there will be little difficulty in prov- v'

ing any war to be defensiue. Now we say that if

christianity allows defensive war, she aJJows all war
except indeed that of simple aggression; and by the

rules of this morality, the aggressor is difficult of dis

covery.; for he whom we choose to "fear," may say

'that he had previous" fear" of Us, and that his" fear"

prompted the hostile symptoms which made us "fear"

~ain.-Thetruth is, that to attempt to make any dis

! tinctions upon the subject, is vain. War muat be
, wholly ~rbidden, or allowed without restriction to

t defence; for no definitions of lawful or unlawful war,

'---- "in be, or can be, attended to. If the principles of
christianity, in any case, or for any purpose, allow
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armies to meet and to slaughter one another, her prid;'
ciples will never conduct us to the periOfl which prOoo
phecy has B.SIUred us they shall produce. ~Th~re i~'

no hope of an eradication'of war but by an absol,ute
and total abandonmen~ of it.*

What then is the prmciple' for -wbichwe cGntcnd?
.Iln unreasoning reliance upon PTOfJideneefw defence,
in all those C'ilie, in -which w£ should .,;QlaJ.e His JaWI

bN defending ourselve8. The principle can claim a
species of merit, which mUit at least be denied to _
some systems of maralitJ-:-that of simplicity., 'Of easi~_ ~.

~el1B of apprehension, of adaptation to.cvez:y u~de'"

standing,.of applicability to every circ.lIDStance of Ioife•
. If a wisdom which we acknowledg~ to be uP,erring,

has determined and 4eclared that.al1'~ giv~. q,ond!14
it right and that it is&ood mr man, it appears pr~pos~

terous and irreve*t to al"gtJe that 9Jlolher can be- bet
.ter. The Ahllighty certainly know~ OUT inter~ts,

&Ild if he has nut directed us in the path which pro~

.motes them, the conclusion is inevitable, tlmt he lias -,
voluntarily d~rected us amiss.-Will the advoc~e of
war abide this copclusion? And if he will not, how.

• It forms no part of a christian's busin_ to inquire why his religion for

bids any given a.ctioas, ~thoU!h I know not that the inquiry is reprehensibJe.,

In the. CII8lI otpenonal attack, pllI8ibly christia.nity may deQde, dJAt if one of

two men moo be hurried.hm the-wOll1d, of whom the first Is 10 pro~ as

to assa.Il1Uhe life of his teUow, and the other ill 110 virtuous as f.o prefilr the

10IIII of life to the aba.ndonment of christian principles-it is more consistent

with her will ~t the good shou1d be tnmJferred. to his hoped felicity, thllll

that the bad Bhould be conaigoed to p~nt.

'"-.
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will he avoid the opposite, conclusion, that the path
of forbearance is the path of expediency?

It would seem to be a position of very simple truth,
that it becomes an erring being, to regulate his actions
by an acquiescent reference to an unerring will. That
it is necessary for one of theBe erring beings, formally
to insist upon this truth, and systematically to prove
it to his fellows, may reasonably be' a subject of grief
and.·of shame. But the hardihood of guilt denies the
truth, and the speculativeness of philosophy practically
8t1.persedes it ;-and the necessity therefore remains.

'We have seen that the duties of the religion which
God has imparted to mankind require irresistanco;
and sarely it ~ reasonable to believe, even without a
l'eference to experience, that he will make our ime
sistance sublervient to our interest.s--that if, for the
purpose of conforming to his will, we subject ourselvetl
to difliculty or danger, he will protect us in our 0be
dience, aOO direct it to our benefit-that if he requiree
us not to be concerned in war, he will preserve UI ia
peace-that he will not desert those who have no other
protection, and who have abandoned all other protec
tion because they confide in His alone.

And if we refer to experience, we shall find that the
reasonableness of this confidence is confirmed. There
hllve been thousands who haTe confided in Heave. in .
opposition to all their apparent intereets, but of dane
thoull8J1ds, has one eventually said that he repented
his CORfidence, or that he reposed in VaiB ?-(IU.

S
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that will lose his life for my sake and the gospel'S)
the same shall find it." If it be said that we take
futurity into the calculation, in our estimate of inte,:,. .
rest, I answer-So we ought. Who is the man that
would exclude futurity; or what are his principles?
I do not comprehend the foundation of those objections
to a reference to futurity which are thus flippantly
made. Are we not immortal beings? Have. we not
interests beyond the present life? It is a deplorable
temper of mind, which would diminish the frequency,
or the influence, of our references to futurity. The
prospects of the future ought to predominate over the
sensations of the present. And if the attainment of
this predominance be difficult, let us at least, not vo
luntarily, argumentatively, persuade ourselves to fore
go the prospect, or to diminish its influence.

Yet, even in reference only to the present state of
exi9tence, I believe we shall find that the testimony of
experience is, that forbearance is most conducive to
our interests.

Integer vitm scelerisque purua

Non eget Mauri jaculis neque areu,

Nee venenatis gravida. sagittis,

Fusee, pharetra..

HORACE•.
'.

And the same truth is delivered by much higher au
thority than that of Horace, and in much stronger
language :-" If a man's ways please the Lord, he
maketh even his enemies to be at peace with him."
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The reader of American history will recollect that
in the beginning of the last century, a desultory aDd
most dreadful warfare was carried on by the natives
again~t the European settlers; a warCare that was pro
voked, as such warfare has almost always originally
been, by the injuries and violence of the christians.
The mode of destruction was secret and sudden. The
barbarians sometimes lay in wait for those who might
come within their reach on the highway or in the
fields, and shot them without warning; and sometimes
they attacked the Europeans in their houses, "scalp
ing some, and knocking out the brains of others."
From this horrible warfare, the inhabitants sought
safety by abandoning their homes, and retiring to for
tified places, or to the neighbourhood of, garrisons:
and those whom necessity still compelled to pass be
yond the limits of such protection, provided them-

vselves with arms for their defence. But amidst this
, dreadful desolation and universal terror, the Society

I of Friends, who were a considerable prop~rtion of the
whole population, were steadfast to their principles.
They would neither retire to garrisons, nor provide
themselves with arms. They remained openly in the
country, whilst the rest were flying to the forts. They
still pursued their occupations In the fields or at their
homes, without a weapon either for annoyance or de
fence. And what was their fate? They lived in se
curity and quiet. The habitation, which, to his armed
neighbour, was the scene of murder and" of the scalp-
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ing knife, wu to the unarmed Quaker a place of safety

and of peace.
Three of the Society were however killed. ADd

who were they? They were three who abandoned

their principles. Two of these victims were men,

who, in the simple language of the narrator, "used to

go to their labour without any weapons, and trusted

to the Almighty and depended on His providence to

protect them, (it being their principle not to use well

pollS of war to offend others or to defend themselyes:)

but a spirit of distrust taking place in their minds,

they took weapons of war to defend themselves, and the

IndiaBtl, who had seen them several times without them

aod let them alone, saying they were peaceable men and

hortnobody, therefore they would not hurt them,-now

seeiag them have gUDS, and supposing they designed

to kill the Indians, they thereCore shot the men dead."

The third whose life was sacrificed, was a woman,

who "had remained in her habitation," not thinking

herself warranted in going "to a fortified place for

praervation, neither she, her san, nOr daughter, IIOt'

to take thither the little ORes; but the poor woaan

after some time began to let in a slavish fear, and ad

vise' her children to gG with her to a fort not far from

their dweJling." She went ;-tlnd shortly afterwards

"the bloody, cruel Indian!', lay by the way, 8Rd killtd

her."·

• See" Select Anecdotes, &c.., by John Barclay," P. 71-i9. In thi.llittle

YOIame I lIue bmtl IIOIIIIl illlJ8tlltioml of the l'fJlieJ of the principle which we
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The· rate or the Quakers during the rebellion in Ire

land was neatly similar. It is well known that the re
bellion w~s a time not only of open war but of ·cold

blooded murder; of the utmost fury of bigotl'y, and

the utmost exasperation of revenge. Yet the Quaktlps

were preflerved even to a proverb; and when strangers

passed thl'Ough street'! of ruin and observed a hoU8e

standing uninjured and alone, they would sometimes
poi'ftt, and &I1y_H That, doubtless, was the house of a

Quaker."
. It wel"e to no purpose to say, in opposition to the.:J ¥
evidence 8f these ri";ts, that they form an exception tB "

.' ~eReral rule.-The ~xception to the rule consi8ts i~~ :..,
the trial of the experiment of non-resistance, not in ;.... ~.I.....<.

its BUeeeS8. Neither were it to any purpose to say,

that the savages of America or the desperadoes of Ire

land,.spared the Quakers because they were P""eviolUllg
known to be an unoffending people, or because the

Quakers had previotJ,slg gained the love of these by

forbearance or good oBlces :-we concede all this; it

is the very argumentwhi~hwe maintain. We !lay that]

IDIIintaiJl ill \he CUll of a,.nona! attack. Barclay, the celebratad A1Pogilt,

wu attacked by a highwayuqn. He made au ether resistance than a ~D1

ezpostu.lation. 'n1e felon dropped his presented pistol and offered no farther

,iolence. A Leonard Fell, wu _ulted by a highWlLy robber, who p1untlered

11Im of lUa moaey aud bill bo1'le, and afterward.~ to 'Wow MIt W.

IIni-. FeII8OI8mD1y.,ok. to t8e rClUJer OIl dw wiabtlueM ofbW Ii6. 'nIe
_ wu utonUhed:-he declared he would take neither hia mODey DOl' hia

hone. and returned them 1Ioth.-" If thine enemy hunger, feed him,-for in 10

4oina' tbon abalt heap~ of fire upon biB head."
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aD 'Uniform, undeviating regard to the peaceable ob

ligations of christianity, becomes the safeguard ofthose
who practile it. We venture to maintain th!lt no rea
SOD whatever can be assigned, why the fate of the
Quakers would not be the fate of all who should adopt

their conduct. No reason can be assigned why, if
.their number had been multiplied ten fold or a hun

dred fold, they would not have been preserved. If
there be such a reason, let us hear it. The American

and Irish Quakers were, to the rest of the community,

what one nation is to a continent. And we must re
quire the advocate of war to produce, (that which has

never yet been produced,) a reason for believing tb~

although individuals exposed to destruction were pre
served, a nation exposed to destruction would be de

stroyed. We do not however say, that if a people, in

the customary state of men's passions, should be ~i1

ed by an invader, and ShOllhl, on a sudden, choose to

declare that they would try whether Providence would
protect them-of such a" people, we do Qot say that
they would experience protection, and that none of
them would be killed. But we say that the evidence

of experience is, that a people who habitually regard
the obligations of christianity in their conduct towards

other men, and who steadfastly refuse, through what

ever consequences, to engage in acts of hostility, will
experience proUction in their peacefulness: And it

matters nothing to the argument, whether we refer

that protection to the immediate agency of Providence,
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or to the inlluence of such conduct upon the minds of

men.
Such has been the experience of the unoffending

and unresisting, in individual life. A National ex

ample of a refusal to bear arms, has only once been
exhibited to the worlC;l: But that one example has
proved, so far as its political circumstances enabled it
to prove, all that humanity could desire, and all that

scepticism could demand, infavour of our argument.

It has been the ordinary practice of those who have
colonized distant countries, to force a footing or to

maintain it, with the sword. One of the first objects

has been to build a fort and to provide a military. The
adventurers became soldiers, and the colony was a ~ar

rison.-Pennsylvania was however colonized' by men

who believed that war was absolutely incompatible
with chl'istianity, and who therefore. resolved not to

practise it. Having (letermined not to fight, they
maintained no soldiers and possessed no arms. They
planted themselves in a country that was surrounded

by savages, and by savages who knew they were un

armed. Ifeasiness of conquest, or incapability of de

fence, could subject them to outrage, the Pennsylva

nians might have been the very sport of violence.
Plunderers 'might bave robbed them without retalia-

.lion, and armies 'might have slaughtered them without

resistance. If they did not give a temptatioD to out
rage, no temptation could be given. But thete were

the people w~o possessed their coull~ry in security,
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whilst those around them were trembling for their. ex
istence. This was a land of peace, whjlst every other
was a land of war. The conclusion is inevitable, al
though it is extraordinary-they were in no need of
arms because they would not use them.

These Indians were 8uOici~ntly ready to commit
outrages upon other states, and often visited them
with desolation and slaughter; with that ~ort of _a
lation, and that sort of slaughter, which might be e~

pected from men whom civilization had not reclaimed
from cruelty, and whom religion had not awed into
forbearance. "But whatever the quarrels of the
Pennsylvanian Indians were, with others, they uni
formly respected and held as it were sacred, the ter
ritories of William Penn."* "The Pennsylva)Jians
never lost man, woman, or child by them, which nei
ther the colony of Maryland, nor that of Virginia
cowd say, no more than 'the greaycplony of New Eng-
land·"t (

The MO.urity aud quiet of Pennsylvania Wll& not a
transient freedom from war, such as might accidenWly

happen to allY nation. She continued to enjoy it
" rOl' more than seveaty ye81'8,":t: and 'ubliated in the
midst of six Indian nations, without 80 much lllI a mi
litia fol' her defcnce."~ "The PenasylvaniaJls became
armed, though without arms; they ~e 8t~g, 4

though without strength; they became ~fe, without
the ordinary mean. of safety.-The. coDltable'S·staf

• C1arkllOD. t Oldmixoa, Anno 1708. t~ ~ 0Idmixan.
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rwas the only instrument of authority amongst them, for
I the greater part ora century, and never, during the
\

\ administration of Penn or that of his proper fluccessors,
l was there a quarrel or a war."*

I cannot wonder that these people were not moles
ted--extraordinary and unexampled as their security
was. There is something so noble in this perfect
confidence in the Supreme Protector, in this utter
exclusion of " slavish fear," in this voluntary relin
quishment of the means of injury or of defence, that I
do not wonder that even ferocity could be disarmed
by such virtue. A people, generously living without
arms, amidst nations of warriors! Who would attack a

- people such as this? There are few men 80 abandoned
as not to respect such confidence. It were a peculiar
and an unusual intensity of wickedness that would not
even revere it.

/ And when was the security of Pennsylvania moles
ted, and its peace destroyed ?-When the men who
had directed its counsels and who would not engage
in war, were outvoted in its legislature :-when they
who supposed that there was greater security in the
sword than in christianity, became the predominat
ing body. From tha~ hour, the Pennsylvanians trans
ferred their confidence in christian principles, to a
confidence in their arms; and from that hour to the
present they have been subject to war.

Such is the evidence derived from a national exam·

• Clarbon, Life of Penn.

T
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pIe of the consequences of a pursuit of the christian
policy in relation to war. Here area people who ab
solutely refused to fight, and who incapacitated them

selves for resistance by refusing to possess arms, and
this was the people whose land, amidst surrounding

broils and slaughter, was selected as a land of security
and peace. The only national opportunity which

the virtue of the christian world has afforded us of as
certaining the safety of relying upon God for d@fence,

has determined that it is safe.
H the evidence which we possess, do not satisfy us

of the expediency of confiding in God, what evidence
do we ask} or what can we receive ? We have his
promise that he will protect those who abandon their

seeming interests in the performance of his Vlill, and
we have the'testimony of those who have confided in

him, that he has protected them. Can the advocate
of war produce one single instance in the history of

man, of a person who had given an unconditional obe
dience to the will of heaven, and who did not find that

his conduct was wise as well as virtuous, that it ac
corded with his interests as well as with his duty? .
\Ye ask the same question in relation to the peculiar

obligations to irresistance. Where is the man who

regrets, that in observance of the forbearing duties of

, christianity} he consigned his preservation to the su

perintendence of God ?-And the solitary national ex

ample that is before us, confirms the testimony ofpri

vate life; for there is sufficient reason for believing
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that no nation, in modern ages, has possessed so large
a portion of virtue or of happiness, as Pennsylvania
before it had seen human blood. I would therefore
repeat the question-What evidence do we ask! or
can we receive?

This is the point from which we wander--WE DO

NOT BELIEVE IN THE PiWVIDENCE OF GOD. When
this statement is formally made to us, we think, per
haps, that it is not true; but our practice is an evi
dence of its truth-for if we did believe, we should
also confide in it, and should be willing to stake upon
it the consequences of our obedience. '* We can talk
with sufficient fluency of "trusting in Providence,"
but in the application of it to our conduct in life, we
know wonderfully little. Who is it that confides in
Providence, and for what does he trust Him? Does
his confidence induce him to set aside his own views
of interest and safety, and simply to obey precepts
which appear inexpedient and unsafe? This is the
confidence that is of value, and of which we' know so
little. There are many who believe that war is dirt
allowed by christianity, and who would rejoice that
it were for ever abolished, but there are few who are
willing to maintain an undaunted and unyielding stand
against it. They can talk of the loveliness of peace,

• .. The dread of being destroyed by our onemies if we do not go to war

with them, is a plain and unequivocal proof of our disbelief in the superin

tendence of Divine Providence."-The Lawfulness of Defensive War impar.

tially considered i by a Member of the Church of England.
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aye, and argue against the lawfulness of war, but when
difficulty or suffering would be the consequence, they
will not refuse to do what they know to be unlawful,
they wi1l not practise the peacefulness which they say
they admire. Those who are ready to sustain the ~on~

sequences of undeviating obedience are the supporters
of whom christianity stands in need. S~e wants men
who are willing to suffer for her principles.

It is necessary for us to know by what principles
we are governed. Are we regulated by the injunc
tions of God, or are we not? If there be any lesson
of morality which it is of importance to mankind to
learn, and if there be any which they have Dot yet
learnt, it is the necessity of simply performing the
duties of christianity without reference to conse
quences. If we could persuade ourselves to do thill,
we should certainly pass life with greater consistency
of conduct, and, as I firmly believe, iA greater enjoy..
ment and greater peace. The world has had many
examples of lIuch fidelity and confidence. Who have
been the christian martyrs of all ages, but men who
maintained their fidelity to christianity through what
ever COilsequences ? They were faithful to the chr~
tian creed; we ought to be faithful to the christian
lIlorality: without morality the profession of a creed is
vain. Nay, we have seen that there have been mar
tyrs to the duties of morality, and to these very duties
of peaeefulness. The duties remain the same, but
where is our obedience?
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I hope for the sake of his understanding and his
beart, that the reader will not say I reason on the sup
position that the world was, what it is not; and that
although these duties may be binding upon us wheB
the w8rld shall become purer, yet that we must now
accommodate ourselves to the state of things as they
are. This is to say that in a land of assassins, assassi
nation would be right. If no one begins to reform his
practice, until others have begun before him, reforma
tionwill never be begun. If apostles, or martyrs,
or reformers, had "accommodated themselves to the
existing state of things," where had now been chris
tianity? The business of reformation belongs to him
who sees that reformation is required. The world
bas no other human means of amendment. If you be
lieve that war is not allowed by christianity, it is your
business to oppose it; and if fear or distrust should
raise questions on the consequences, apply the words
of our Saviour-" What is that to thee ?-Fonow thou
me,"

Our great misfortune in the examination of the
duties of christianity, is, that we do not contemplate
them with sufficient simplicity. We do not estimate
them without some addition. or abatement of our own;
there is almost always some intervening medium. A
sort of half-transparent glass is hung before each indi
vidual, which possesses endless shades of colour and
degrees of opacity, and which· presents objects with
endless varieties of distortion. This glass is coloured
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by our education and our pallSions. The business of
moral culture is to render it transparent. The per
fection of the perceptive part of moral culture is to

remove it from before us.-Simple obedience without
"~ference to consequences, is our great duty. I know
that philosophers have told us otherwise: I know that
we have been referred, for the determination of our
duties, to calculations of expediency' and of the future
consequences of our actions :-but I believe that in
whatever degree this philosophy directs us to forbear
an unconditional obedience to the rules of our religion,
it will be found, that when christianity shall advance
in her purity and her power, she will sweep it from
the earth with the besom of destruction.

The positions, then, which we have endeavoured to
establish, are these:-

I. That the general character ofChristianity is whol
ly incongruous with war, and that its general du
ties are incompatible with it.

II. That some of the express precepts and declara
tions of Jesus Christ virtually forbid it.

III. That His practice is not reconcileable with the
supposition of its lawfulness.

IV. That the precepts and practice of the apostles
correspond with those of our Lord.

V. That the primitive Christians believed that
Christ had forbidden war; and that some of
them suffered death in affirmance of this belief.

VI. That God has declared in prophecy, that it is
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His will that war should eventually be eradicated
from the earth: and this eradication will be ef
fected by Christianity, by the influence of its pre
sent principles.

VII. That those who have refused to engage in war,
in consequence of their belief of its inconsistency
with Christianity, have found that Providence
has protected them.

Now we think that the establishment of any consi
derable number of these positions is sufficient for our
argument. The establishment of the whole, forms a
body of evidence, to which I am not able to believe
that an inquirer, to whom the subject was new, would
be able to withhold his assent. But since such an in
quirer cannot be found, I would invite the reader to
lay prepossession aside, to suppose himself to have now
first heard of battles and slaughter, and dispassionately
to examine whether the evidence in favour of peace
be not very great, and whether the objections to it
bear any. proportion to the evidence itself. But what
ever may be the determination upon t~is question,
surely it is reasonable to try the experiment whether
security cannot be maintained without slaughter.
Whatever be the reasons for war, it is certain that it
produces enormous mischief. Even waving the obli
gations of christianity, we have to choose between
evils that are certain, and evils that are doubtful; be
tween the actual endurance of a great calamity, and
the possibility of a less. It certainly cannot be proved
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that peace would not be the best poJicy ; and since we
know that the present system is bad, it were reasona
ble and wise to try whether the other is not better.
In reality, I can scarcely conceive the possibility of
greater evil than that which mankind now eBdore; an
evil, moral and physical, of far wider"extent, wd far
greater intensity, than our familiarity with it allows us
to suppose. If a system of peace be not productive of
less evil than the system of war, its consequences must
indeed be enormously bad; and that it would produce
such consequences, we have no warrant for believins
~ither from reason or from practice-either from
the principles of the moral government of God,
or from the experience of mankind. Whenever a
people shall pursue, steadily and uniformly, the pa
~ific morality of the gospel, and shall do this from the
pure motive of obedience, there is no reason to fear
for the consequences: there is no reason to fear that
they would experience any evils such as we now en
dure, or that they would not find that Christianity un
d~rstands their interests better than themselves; and
that the surest, and t~e only rule of wisdom, of safety,
and of expediency, is to maintain her spirit in every
circumstance of life.

"There is reason to expect," says Dr. Johnson,
"that as the world is more enlightened, policy and
morality will at last be reconciled."* When this en-

• Falkland's Islands.
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lightened period shall arrive, we shall be approaching,
and we shall not till then approach, that era of purity
and of peace, when " violence shall be no more heard
in our land, wasting nor destruction within our bor
ders"-that era in which GOD has promised that" they
shall not hurt nor destroy in all His holy mountain."
That a period like this will come, I am not able to

doubt: I believe it because it is not credible that He
will always endure the butchery of man by man; be
cause he has declared that he will not endure it; and
because ,f think there is a perceptible appreach of
that period in which he will say-" It is enough.".
In this belief I rejoice: -I rejoice that the number is
increasing.of those who are asking,-" Shall the sword
.devour for ever?" and of 'those who, whatever be the
opinions or the prae~ice of othe~, are openly saying,
" I am for peace."t

,Whether:I havesuceeeded in eBtr.blishipg the plSi
tion 'l'HAT ,WAR, OF ,EVERY KIND, IS INCO~PA:rI~LB

,WITH CHRISTIANITY, it .ianot my business to deter
mine; 'but of this, at least, I can assure the readet!,
that I would not have intruded this inquiry upQn .the
public, if I had Dot believed, with undouhtin1) confi
dence, that the position is accordant with everlasting
truth ;-with that truth which should re.gulate our
conduct here, and which will not be superseded.in the
world that is to come.

• 2 Sam. mv. 16.

u
t Psalm en. 7.
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OBSERVATIONS ON THE EFFECTS OF WAll.

THERE are few maxims of more unfailing truth than
that" A tree b, known by its fruits;" and I will ac
knowledge that if the lawfulness of war were to be
determined by a reference to its consequences, I
should willingly consign it to this test, in the belief
~bat, if popular impressions were suspended, a good,
or a benevolent, or a reasoning man, would find little
cause to decide in its favour.

In attempting to illustrate some of the effects of
war, it is my purpose to inquire not so much into its
civil or political, as into its moral consequences; and
of the latter, to notice those, chiefly, which commonly
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obtain little of out' inquiry or attention. To speak
strictly indeed, civil and political considerations a,...~

necessarily involved in the moral tendency: for)be
happiness of society is always diminishecl by the dimi
nution of morality; and enlightened policy knows that
the greatest support of 8 state is the virtue of the
people.

The reader needs not be reminded of.-what nothing
but the frequency of the calamity can make him for
get-the intense sufferings and irreparable depriva.
tions which a battle inevitably entails upon privllte
life. These are caiamities of which the world thinks
little, and which, if it thought of them, it could not
remove. A father or a husband can seldom be re
placed: a void. is created in the domestic felicity,
which there is little hope that the future will fill.
By the slaughter of a war, there are thousands who
weep in unpitied and unnoticed secresy, whom the
world does not see; and thousands who retire, in si
lence, tq hopeless poverty, for whom it does not care.
To these, the conquest of a kingdom is of little impor
tance. The loss of a protector ora friend is ill repaid.
by empty glory. An addition of territory may add
titles to a king, but the ~ri1liancy of a crown throws
little light upon domestic gloom. It is not my inten
tion. to insist upon these calamities, intense, and irre
parable, and unnumbered as they are; but those who
begin a war without taking them into their estimates
of ita consequences, must be regarded as, at mGst,
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balf._eitJg poli....... Thct lesitiBUtte objeet of JIG'"
Jibcal llieuures is t'e good of the poople-und a great.
IUII1 of good a war milst produce, if it oIHMlaaces even.

. I•• portion of its mischiefs.

In the more obti1Has tfreeta of war, there is, hew
ever; a ..flcient sllin ef evil lWDd wretDbedBCBJ. The
mQlilt dreadful of these is the destruction of human liCe..
The &equeney with which this dettruetWn is l'epre

setlted tiD oW" miBds bas al1808t extinguiaMd eor per'"

ceptiou of its awfuhiel8 and 'orror. In tile iaterval
))etwten Anno 1141 and 1815, our e«)untry hu been
at war with France &lone, twO hu»drttl and IitXt!l-.i3J
!JM1't. If to this we add our wars with ether ceuD.o

tries, probably we shall find that OBe hal' of the lilt

fl9t: 1M' seven centuries has b~ speDt by this c6untty

in war! A ,t;etdful picture of hUaiiD violeuce! There
18 "0 tnea88 01 kDowin~ how many viotibla have beft
NCrificed during this lapse of ages. Those who have
"Mh iR battle, and those who have~d " in tentl
and ships, amidst dampS and putrefaction," probably

amount to a umber, greater than u.e number of DIeIi

no" existmg in France and Engtand together. And

"'he~ is our equivalent goodr-" The wal'S of Eu
repe, for these two hundred years last past, by the
eonfessioD or all parties, bave really ended in the ad

ft1l~age of none, but to the manifest detriment of aU."
This is the testimony of the celebrated Dr. JosiRb

. 1'tektT, DeaD of Glocester: And Brasmus has said,

If I know not whether ANY War eve" succeeded 90 "for..
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toQately in aU ita· eVe1lts, b.t that the conqueror, if ba
bad a heart to feel or aa understanding to judge as he
ought to do, repented that be had ever engaged in it
at all."

Sin~e the last war, we have beard much of the dis
tlUBe. of· the countl'y; ud whatever be the oJ?iQion
whether-they have been brought upon us by the peace,
DOlle will question whether tbey have been \lroug~

upon u by war. The peace may be the occasion of

tAem, but war has been the cause. I bave ne wis~ to

d~Jaim upon the amount of 001' national debt-that it

ill a ~reat evil, alUl that it h,aS been brougbt vpon u~

by IUQGeiSire «rontesu, no olle disputes. Such consi
derations ougbt, undoubtedly, to in1luence the conduct
ofpublic men in their disagreeme1ltS witb other states,

ev" if higheJ' coa.iderations do not inhenc, i~.

T!ley ought to form part of tbe calculations of the eyil
of bostility. I believe that a greater mass of humaa
suffering and )QSS ctf human enjoyment are occasioned
by the pectmiary distresses of a war, than any ordi~

sary advantages of a war compensate. But this con

Nderation seems too remote to obtain our notice. An
ger at ol'ence, or hope of triumph, overpowers th~

sober calculations of reuon, and outbalances the weight
er after and long continued calamities. If the happi
ness of the people were, what it ought to be, the pri
mary and the ultimate object of national measures, I
think that the policy which pursued this object, would
often find that even the pecuniary distresses resultiQi.
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trom a war make a greater deduction from the quantum
or felicity, than those evils which the war may have
been designed to avoid. At least the distress is certain;
the advantage doubtful. It is known that during the
past eight years of the present peace, a considerable
portion of the community have been in suffering in
consequence of war. Eight years of suffering to a mil
lion of human creatures, is a serious thing! "It is no
answer to say, that this universal suffering, and even
the desolation that attends it, are the inevitable con-

: sequences and events of war, how warrantably soever
en.tered into, but rather 'an argument that no war can j

be warrantably entered into, that may produce such in
tolerable mischiefs.".

There is much of truth, as there is of eloquence,
• in these observations of one of the most acute intel

lects that our country has produced :-" It is wonder
ful with what coolness and indifference the greater
part of mankind see war commenced. Those that hear
of it at a distance, or read of it in books, but have
never presented its evils to their minds, consider it as
little more than a splendid game, a proclamation, an
army, a battle, and a triumph. Some, indeed, must
perish in the most successful1ield ; but they die upon
the bed of honour, resign their lives amidst the JOYI

• Lord Clarendon:-who, however, excepts those wars which are likely "to

introduce 88 much benefit to the world, as damage and inconvenience to a part

of ito" The morality of this celebrated man, also, seems thus to have been

wteelr,ed upon the rock of tzpediefu:y.

• I
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DJ conquut, and filled with England', glory, ",.£1.
in death. The life of a modern soldier is. ill repl'eleqt
ed by heroic fiction. .War has means of destruction·
more formidable than the cannon and the sword. 0(
the thousands and ten thousands that perished in out"

late contests with France and Spain, a very small part

evel" felt the stroke of an enemy. ,The rest languished
in tents and ships, amidst damps and putrefaction,
gasping and groaning, unpitied amongst men made
obdurate by lo~ continuance of hopeless misery; anel
were at last whelmed in pits, or heaved into,the ocean,
without notice, and without remembrance. By in~..
commodious encampments and unwholesome statiOllS,
where courage is useless and ente~prise impractica,ble,..
fietts are silently dispeopled, and armies slug~lf I

melted away.
" Thus is a people gradually exhausted for the BlOst

part with little effect. The wars of civilized nations
make very slow changes in the system of empire. The
public perceives scarcely any alteration but an in
crease of debt; and the few individuals who are bene..
fitted, are not supposed to have the clearest right to
their advantages. If he that shared the danger, en
joyed the profit, and after bleerling in the battle, grew
rich by the victory, he might show his gains without
envy. But at the conclusion of a ten years' war, how
are we recompensed for the death of multitudes, and
the expense of millions, but by contemplating the sud
den glories of paymasters and agents, and contractors

. '~',',"

. ,

'.
•



. am! ·eommi.a~8, 'l'ibose equipagesfihine ]'ikelDeRol"B"
andwbese palaces rise Uke exhalations?

""TIre8e an' the men, who without virtue, labour;or

lutzard, are growing .rich 88 their country ia i_pclft
rished; they rejoiee when obstiaacy -or ambition aads

another year to slaughter and 4levutati'en, ftd II••
trom their tle8ks 'at bra~ryuil ICicnoe, ·wbDe 1Ihey
are addil\g figure -te figure, aDd cipher to ,ciplaerJ

hoping for a new ctOntract frora a new armDl~, aDd
~mputiDg t:be profits of a siege or a ~pest."•
. '6ur business, however, is pl'incipaHy with die mo

.ul effects of war.
ti The tenderneS8 of nature, and the integtrity orman

n~, whichue driven aWByor powerfully.discounre
ftanced 'by the eorruption ,of war, are ROt "fuidkly

recovered-and the weeds which grow up in the
shortest war, can herdly be pulled up and .m1tirpated
without'll long and unsuspected .peaoe."-~, WaT 'in
troduces and propagates opiJ\ions and practice, as muck
agaillst heaven as against -earth ;-it -lays our Datnr.es

and mannel'S as waste as our gardens ;and eor habita

tIDos; and we can as easily preserve the beauty of the

'one 'as the integrity of the other, uocier the cu1'l!JeC1

~risc1iction of drums and trumpets."t
. «War does more harm to the morals of men than

even to their property anti persons."i «It is a·tem

poraryrepeal ofalltheprinciples ofvirtue."§ "There

• Job_Falkland's Islands.
f Erum\ll.

t Lord Clarendon's Euays.
§ HaIL



is not a virtue of gospel goodnelS but hu its cIeaft.
blow from war.".

I do Dot know whe~hc.. the greater lum of merat
evil.nlulting frOID war, is luftered by thesewboU'e

immediateit' engaged in it, or by the publie. TIie
mischief is most extensive upon the commWlity, but
~pon the profession it is' most intense.

RalIl1ideB pietuque viril qui cutra i.qwntur.
Loo.Ur.

No one pretends to applaud the morals of an army,
and fo.. its reHgion, few think of it ilt all. A soldier
is depraved even to il proverb. The fact is too noto
rious to be insisted upon, that thousands who had filled
thei.. statioos in life with propriety, and been virtoeul
from principle, have lost, by a military life, both .the
practice and the regard of morality; and when they
have become habituated. to the vices of war, have
laughed at their honest and plodding brethren who are
&till spiritless enough for virtue, or stupid enough for
piety. The vices which once had shocked them, be
come the subject, not of acquiescence, but of exulta
tion. "Almost all the professions," says Dr. Knox,
" have some oharacteristic manners which the profes
sors Aeem to adopt with little examination, as ne~ry
and as honourable distinctions. It happens, unfortu
nately, that pro:ftigacy, libertinism and infidelity, are

• William Law, A. M.

X
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tJaought, by weaker minds, almost as necessary a pm
of a soldier's uniform, as his shoulder-knot. To hesi

tate at an oath, to decline intoxication, to profell8 a re

gard for religion, would be almost as ignominious as to

reCuse a challenge.". •

It is, however, not nece88llry to iDiist upon the
immoral influence of war upon the military charaeter,
since no one probably will dispute it. N or is it diffi

cult to discover how the immorality is occasioned. It
is obvious that those who are continually engaged in a

,practice, "in which almost all the vices are incorpo

rated," and who promote this practice with individual
eagerness, cannot, without the intervention of a mira
cle, be otherwise than collectively depraved.

If the soldier engages in the destroction of his spe

cies he should at least engage in it with reluctance,
and abandon it with joy. The slaughter of his fellow

men should .be dreadful in execution and in thought.

But what is his aversion or reluctance? He feels
Done-it is not even a subject of seriousness to hi...

He butchers his feHow candidates for heaven, as a

woodman fells a coppioe ; with as little reluctance, and

as little regret.
Tbose who will compute the tendency of this fami

liarity with human destruction, cannot doubt whether

it will be pernicious to the moral character. What is

the hope, that he who is familial' \\;th murder, who

• Eaayl..--No. 19. KnOlt justly maklll much exoeptiOll to the applicability
ofth__IUl'e..
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has himself often perpetrated it, arid wh.o exults in the
perpetration, will retain undepraved the principles of
virtue? His moral feelings are blunted: His mttral
vision is obscured. We say his moral vision is ob
scured; for we do not think it possible that he should
retaift even the perception of christian purity. The
soldier, again, who plunders the citizen of another na
tion without remorse or reflection; and bears away the
spoil with triumph, will inevitably lose something of
his principles of probity. These principles are shaken;
an inroad is made upon their integrity, and it is an in
road that makes after inroads the more easy. Mankind
do not generally resist the influence of habit. Ifwe
rob and shoot those who are" enemies" to-day, we moe
in some degree prepared to shoot and rob those who
are not enemies to-morrow. The strength or the re-'
straining moralprinciple is impaired. Law may, in
deed, still restrain us from violence; but the power
and efficiency of principle is diminished. And this
alienation of the mind from the practice, the love and
the perception of christian purity, therefore of neees-'
sity extends its influence to the other circumstances of
life; and it is hence, in part, that the general profli
gacy of armies arises. That which we have not prac
tised in war we are little likely to practise in peace;
and there is. no hope that we shall possess the goodness
which we neither love nor perceive.

Another means by which war becomes pernicious
to the moral character of the soldier, is the incapacity

•
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"hich the profession occaaiOAl for the sober pUl'luits
of life. "The profession of a 801clier," says' Dr. Pa
ky, "almost always unfits men for the business of re

galar-occupations." On the question, whether it be

better that of three inhabitantsQfa village, one should be

a soldier and two husbandmen, or that all should ooca
li.onally become both, he says, that from the latter
arrangement the country receives three raw militia
lDen anil three idle and profligate pUllant,. War

.cannot be C()ntinual. Soldiers must sometimes become
eidzeDB: and citizens who are unfit for stated business
will be idle; and they who are idle will scarcely be

v,irtuous. A political project, therefore, such as a war,
which will eventually pour fifty or a hundred thousand

of such men upon the community, must of necessity be

aa enormous evil to a state. It were an infelicitous
defence to say, that soldiers do not become idle until
the war is closed or they leave the army.-To keep

men out of idleness by employing them in cutting
other men'. limbs and bodies, is at least an extraordi

D~ economy; and the pro:fligacy still re.ains; for
unhappily if war keeps soldiers ,busy, it does not keep

them good.
By a peculiar and unhappy coincidence, the moral

evil attendant upon the profession is perpetuated by

the after system of HaV~pa!J. We have no concern
with this system on political or pecuniary considen

tiODl; but it will be obvious that those who return from
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"ar~ with the principles and habits of war, Arelittle
likely to improve either. by. a life without necessary
occupation or express object. By this system, there
are thousands of men in the 'prime, or in the bloom sf
life, who live without such object or occupation..
This would be an evil if it happened to any set of
men, but upon men who have .been soldiers the evil-is
peculiarly intense. He whose sense of moral obl~~

tiOD has .been impaired by the circumstanees of his
former life, and whose former life has induced habita:
of disi~lination to. regular pursuits, is the maD who;
above all others, it is unfortunate for the interestB oi
purity should be supported 011 "half-pay." If war
have Occasioned "unfitness for regular occupatioll8l'.
he will not pursue them; if it Have familiarized. hUa
with profl.i.gacy, he will be little restrained by virtue.
And the consequences of consigning men under such.
circumstances to society, at a period of life when the
mind is busy and restless and .the passiQns are stroog,
must, 'of i,oevitable necessity, be bad.-·The offioer
who leavCllJ the army with the income only which the
country a)Jows him, often finds sufficient difficulty in
maintaining the character of a gentleman. A gentle
man however he will be; and he who resolves to appear
rich whilst he is poor, ~ho will not.increase his fortune
by indu~try, and who has learnt to have few restraints
from principle, sometimes easily persuades himself to
pursue schemes of but very exceptionable probity.

.<.

'!. .•

...

" ...
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Indeed,. by his peculiar law, the "law of hOBo,",,"

honesty is not required.

I do not know whether it be politic that he who haa

held a commission 8hould Jlflt be expected to use a ledger

or a yard; but since, by thus becoming a " military
sentleman," the number is increased of those who

... regulate their conduct by the law of honour, the rule
is ntlCetlSarily pernicious in its effects. When it iscon
sidered that this law allows of "profaneness, neglect

: of public worship and private devotion, cruelty to ser
vanls, rigorous treatment of tenants or other depend

ants, want of charity to the poor, injuries to tradesmen

by insolvency or delay of payment, with numberless

examples of the same kind;" that it is, "in most in
stanc., favourable to the licentious indulgence of the

natural passions"; that it allows of adulteqr, drunk

enness, prodigality, duelling and of revenge in the ex

trem.e"*-when all this is considered, it is manifestly
inevitable, that those who regulate their conduct by

the maxims of such a law, must become, as a body,

reduced to a low station in the scale of morality.t
• Dr. Paley.

t There ia IICImethillg very unmanly and eowardly ill lOme of the mu.

u,. of thia law ofh~. How unlike the fortitude, the JDanli_ of real

courage,~ the motives of him who fights a duel! He accepts a challenge,

commonly becaUlll he ia afraia to refulle it 'Thequestion with him, is, whether

he fimB more, II pimJl or t1ae UIOrld', dreadfraum; and his conduct is determiDed

by the preponderating iDftuence of one of the. objects offilar. If I am toW· that

he probably feehi no fear of death; I lUl&Wer, that ifhe fean I¥lt the death ofa

duel1iat, hia priDciples have sunk to that abyes of depravity, whence notbin&' but.

the iDterpollitillD ofOmnipoteDce ia likely to .recI8im them.
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We insist upon these things because they are the con
,equences of war. We have no concern with" half

pay," or with the "law of honour;" but with war,

which extends the evil of the one, and creates the evil

of the other. Soldiers may be depraved-and part of

their depravity is undoubtedly their crime, but pallt

also is their misfortune. The whole evil is imputaltle

to war; and we say that this evil forms a powerful evi

dence against it, whether we direct that evidence

to the abstract question of its lawfulness or to the prac-

tical question of its expediency. That can scarcely be ~

lawful, which necessarily occasions such enormous de

pravity. That can scarcely be expedient, which is

so pernicious to virtue, and therefore to the state.

The economy of war requires of every soMier, an

implicit submission to his superior; and this submis

sion is required of every gradation of rank to that above

it. This system may be necessary to hostile opera

tions, but I think it is unquestionably adverse to intel

lectual and moral excellence.

The very nature of unconditional obedience implies

the relinquishment oCthe use of the reasoning powers.

Little more is required of the soldier than that he be

obedient and brave. His obedience is that of an ani

mal, which is moved by.a goad or a bit, without judg

ment or volition of his own; and his bravery is that of

a mastiff which fights whatever mastiff others puts be:

fore him.-It is obvious that in such agency, the intel

lect amI the understanding have little part. Now I
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think that this is important. He who, with whatever

motive, resig8s the direction of his conduct implicitly

to another, surely cannot retain that erectness and in
dependence of mind, that manly consciousness of mental
freedom, which is one of the highest privileges of our

na ture. The rational being becomes reduced in the
in{eUectual scale: an encroachment is made upon the

integrity of its independence. God has given us, in

dividually, capacities for the regulation of our indivi
dual conduct. To l"esign its direction, thereCore, to

the despotism ofanother, appears to be an unmanly and
unjustifiable relinquishment of the privileges which he

has granted to us. Referringsimply to the conclusions of

reason, I think those conclusions would be that military
obedience must be pernicious to the mind. And if we

proceed from reasoning to facts, I believe that our con
clusions will be confirmed. Is the military character

distinguished by intellectual eminence? Is it not dis

tinguished by intellectual inferiority? I speak of
course of the exercise of intellect, and I believe that if
we look around us, we shalJ find that no class of meo,

in a paralltl rank in society, ,exercise it less, or less
honourably to human nature, than the military proCes

sion.* I do not however attribute the want of intel-

. .• This inferiority will probably be found less ooospicuous in the private than

in his superiors. Employment in different situations, or in foreign eountries,

and the consequent acquisition of information, often make the private soldier

IIUperior in intelligence to laborers and mechanics;.a caUB8 ofsuperiority, wbic:h,

of course, does not similarly operate amongst men of education.
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lectual excellence, solely. to the implicit submissions of
a military life. Nor do I say thattbis want is so much
the'fault of the soldier, as of the circumstances to which

he is ~ubjected. We attribute this evil also, to its
rightful parent. The resignation of our actions to the

direction of a foreign will, is made so familiar to us by
war, and is mingled with so many associations which

reconcile it, that I am afraid lest the reader should not
contemplattl' it with sufficient abstraction.-Let him
remember that in nothing but in war do we submit
to it•

.It becomes a subject yet more serious, if military
obedience requires the relinquishment of our monl

agency, if it requires us to do, not only what may be

opposed to our will, but what is opposed to our con
sciences. And it does require this; a soldier must

obey, how criminal soever the command, and how
criminal soever he knows it to be. It is certain that
of those who compose armies, many commit actioDs
which they believe to be wicked, and which they

would not commit but for the obligations of a military

life. Although a soldier determinately believes that

the war is unjust, although he is convinced that his
particular part of the service is atrociously criminal,

still he must proceed-he must prosecute the purposes
of injustice or robbery; he must participate in the

We would here beg the reader to bear in his recollection,the limitations which

are ..tated in the preface, respecting the application of any apparent seftrity in

CJlIr remarb.

y
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guilt and be himself a robber. When we have sacri
ficed thus much of principle, what do we retain? If
we abandon all use of our perceptions of good and evil,
to what purpose has the capacity of perception been
given? It were as well to possess no sense of right
and wrong, as to prevent ourselves from the pursuit
or rejection of them. To abandon some of the molt
.exalted privileges which heaven has granted to man
kind, to refuse the acceptance of them, and to throw
them back, as it were, upon the Donor is surely little
other than profane. He who hida talent was ofold punish
ed for his wickedness--what then is the eft'ence of him
who refuses to receive it? Such a resignation of ou"
moral agency is not contended for 01" tolerated in 8ny
one other circumstance of human life. War stands
upon this pinnacle of depravity alone. She, only, ill
the supremacy of crime, has told us that she has abo
lished even the obligation to be virtuous.
. To what a situation is a rational and responsible
being reduced, who commits actions, good or bad,
mischievous or beneficial at the word of another! I
can conceive no greater degradation. It is the lowest,
the final abjectness of the moral nature. It i81M, if
we abate the glitter of war, and if we add this glittel"
it is nothing more. Surely the dignity of reason, and
the light of revelation, and our responsibility to God,
should make us pause before we become the voluntary
~ubjects of this monstrous system.

I tIo not know, indeed, under what circumstances
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or rUpoi&nbility a man supposes himself to be placed,
who thus abandons and violates his own BeIl8e of rec

titude and of his duties. Either he is responsible for
his actions or he iii not; and the question is a serious
one to determine. Christianity has certainly never
stated any cases in which pel'8Onal responsibility cease&.

Ir she admits such cases, she Irs at least not told us
80; bnt she has told us, explicitly and repeatedly, that.
she does require individual obedience ,and impose in

dividual responsibility. She has made no exceptions
to the imperativeness of her obligations, whether we

are required to neglect them 01' not; and I can diseo
1'er in her sanctions, no reason to suppose tbat in her
final adjudications she admits the plea that another.
required U8 to do, thaI which she required fa te for
bem-.-But it may be feared, it may be believed, that

how little soever religion will abate of the :responsibi
ty of those who obey, she will impose not a little upGll
those who command. They, at least, are answerable.
for the enormies of war; unless, indeed, anyone sW

. teU me that responsibility attaches no where, that that

which would be wickedness in another man, is innoceDoe
in a soldier, and that Heaven h~s granted to the di
rectors of war, a privileged immunity, by virtue of,

which crime ineurs no guilt and receivea DO punish

ment.
It appears to me tbat the obedience which war'

exacts to arbitrary power, possesses more df the eha

racter of servility and even of slavery, than we are.
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~ustomed to suppose; and as I think thisconsidet'lt..
tion may reasonably affect our feeling of independence,
how little soever higher considerations may affect our
consciences, I would allow myself in a' few sentences
upon the subject. I will acknowledge that when r
see a company of men in a stated dress, and of a
stated colour, ranged, rank and file, in the attitude
of obedience, turning or walking at the word of an
other, now changing the position of a limb and now
altering the angle of a foot, I feel humiliation and
shame. I feel humiliation and shame when I think of
the capacities and the prospects of man, at seeing
him thus drilled into obsequiousness and educated
into machinery. I do not know whether I shall be
charged with indulging in idle sentiment or idler af
fectation. If I hold unusual language upon the sub
ject, let it be remembered that the subject is itself
unusual. I will retract my, affectation and sentiment,
if the reader will show me any case in life parallel to
tbat to which I have applied it.

No one questions whether military power he arbi- .
trary. That which governs an army, says Paley, is
DESPOTISM: and the subjects of despotic power we
call slaves. Yet a man may live under an arbitrary
prince with only the liability to slavery; he may live
and die, unmolested in his person and unrestrained
in bis freedom. But the despotism of an army is an
operative despotism, and a soldier is practically and
personally a slave. Submission-to arbitrary authority
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is the business of his life: the will of the despot is hill
rule of action.

It is vain to urge that if this be slavery, every one who
labours for another is a slave; because there is a dif
ference between the subjection of a soldier and that

.~ all other labourers, in which the essence of slavery
'Consists. If I order my servant to do a'given action,
he is at liberty, if he think the action improper, or if,
from any other cause, he choose not to do it, to refuse
his obedience. I can discharge him from my service
indeed, but I cannot compel obedience or punish his
refusal. !he soldier is thus punished or compelled.
It matters not whether he have entered the service
voluntarily .or involuntarily: being there, he is re
quired to do what may be, and what in fact often is,
opposed to his will and his judgment. If he refuse
obedience he is dreadfully punished; his flesh is lace
rated and torn from his body, and finally, if he persist
in his refusal, he may be shot. Neither is he permit
ted to leave the service. His natural right to go whi·
ther he would, or which nothing but his own crimes
otherwise deprives him, is denied to him by war. If
he attempt to exercise this right he is pursued as a
felon, he is brought back in irons, and is miserably
tortured for" desertion." This, therefore, we think
is slavery.

I have heard it contended that an apprentice is a
slave equally with a soldier; but it appears to be for
gotten that an apprentice is ~onsigned to the govern-
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ment of another because he is not able to govern
himself. But even were apprenticeship to continu~

through life, it would serve the objection but little.
Neither custom nor law allows a master to require his
apprentice to do an immoral action. There is nothing
in his authority analogous to that which compels a sol
dier to do wnat he is persuaded is wicked or unjust.
Neither, again, can !l master compel the obedience of
an apprentice by the punishments of a soldier. Even
if his commands be reasonable, he cannot, for refracto
riness, torture him into a swoon and then revive him
with stimulants only to torture him again; still less
can he take him to a field and shoot him: And if
the command be vicious, he may not punish his diso
bedience at all.-Bring the despotism that go.-ems an
army into the government of the state, and what
would Englishmen say? They would say, with one
voice, that Englishmen were slaves.

If this view of military subjection fail to affect our
pride, we are to attribute the failure to that power of
public opinion by which all things seem reconcileable
to us; by which situations that would otherwise be
loathsome and revolting, are made not only tolerable
but pleasurable. Take away the in:fluen~e and the
gloss of public opinion from the situation of a soldier,
and what should we call it? We should call it a state
of insufferable degradation; of pitiable slavery. But
public opinion, although it may influence notions can
not alter things. Whatever may be our notion of the
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soldier's situation, he has indisputablyresign'ed both
his moral and his natural liberty to the government of
despotic pQwer. He has added to ordinary slavery,
the slavery of the consCience; and he is therefore, in
a twofold sense, a slave.

I( 1 be asked why 1 thus complain of the nature of
military obedience, 1 answer, with Dr. Watson, that
all "Despotism is an oft"ence against natural justice; it
is a degradation of the dignity of man, and ought not,
Oil any occasion, to be either practised or submit
ted to :"-1 answer that the obedience of a soldier
does, in point of fact, depress the erectness and inde
pendence of his mind ;-1 answer, again, that it is a
sacrifice of his moral agency, which impairs and viti
ates his principles, and which our religion emphati
c~lly condemns; and, finally and principally 1 answer,
that such obedience is not defended or permitted for
any other purpose than the prosecution of war, and
that it is therefore a powerful evidence against the so
litary system that requires it. 1 do not question the
necessity of despotism to war: it is because I know
that it is necessary that 1 thus refer to it,; for I say
that whate'l.·er makes such despotism and consequent
degradation and vice necessary, must itself be bad, and
must be utterly incompatible with the principles of
christianity. *'

• I would scarcely refer to the monstrous practice of impressing seamen, be..

cause there are many who deplore and many who condemn iL Whel.her thi.a

alao be necessary to war, I ~now not :-pro~b1y it ia lIeOO!l/!III"y; and jj it be,
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Yet I do not know whether, in its effects on the ~i

litary character, the greatest moral evil of war is to be
sought. Upon the community its effects are indeed
less apparent, because they who are the secondary
subjects of the immoral in1luence are less intensely af
fected by it than the immediate agents of its diffusion.
But whatever is deficient in the degree of evil, is pro
bably more than compensated by its extent. The in
:ftuence is like that of a continual and noxious vapour;
we neither regard nor perceive it, but it secretly un
dermines the moral health.

Everyone knows that vice ill contagious. The de
pravity of one man has always a tendency to deprave
his neighbours; and it therefore requires no unusual
acuteness to discover, that the prodigious mass of im
mt!rality and crime, which are accumulated by a war,
must have a powerful effect in "demoralizing" the
public. But there is one circumstance connected
with the injurious in:ftllence of war, which makes it
peculiarly operative and malignant. It is, that we do
not hate or fear the inlluence, and do not fortify our
selves against it. Other vicious inlluences insinuate
themselves into our minds by stealth; but this we re
ceive with open embrace. If a felon exhibits'ap. exam
ple of depravity and outrage, we are little li~ely to be

I would uk no other evidence against the system that requires it. Such an

inVllllion of the naturol rights of man, such a monstrous assumption of arbitrary

power, such a violation of every principle of justice, cannot posaibly be neces

sary to any system of which christianity approVlllo
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corrupted by it; because we do not love his conduot
or approve it. But from whatever oause it' happens,
the whole system of war is the subject of our compla
cency or pleasure; and it is therefore that its mischief
is so immense. If the soldier who is familiarized with
slaughter and rejoices in it, loses some of his christian
dispositions, the citizen who, without committing the
slaughter, unites in the exultation, loses also some of
his. If he who ravages a city and plunders its inhabi
tants, impairs his principles of probity, he who ap
proves and applaurls the outrage, loses also something
of his integrity or benevolence. We acknowledge
these truths when applied to other cases. It is agreed
that a frequency of capital punishments has a tendency
to make the people callous, to harden them against
-human suffering, and to deprave their moral princi
ples. And the same effect will neces.~ri1y be pro
duced by war, of which the destruction of life is in
comparably greater, and of which our abhorrence is
incomparably lfts.-The simple truth is that we are
gratified and delighted with things whieh are incom
patible with christianity, and that our minds there~J1e

become alienated from its,love. Our affections cabot
be folly directed to "two masters." If we love and
delight i. war, we are.little likely to love and delight
in the dispositio. of christianity.-And the evil is ia
it. own nature of almost u.oiversal operatiQo. DuritiS
a war, a whole people become familiarized with the
utmost excesses of enormity-with the utmost inteD-

Z
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lity of human wickedness-and they rejoice and exult
in them; so that there is probably not an individual in
a hundred who does not lose something of his christian
principles by a ten years' war.

The eirect of the system in preventing the percep
tion, the love, and the operation of christian princi
ples, in. the minda of men who .know the nature and
obligations of them, needs little illustration. We orteD
8te that i:lhristianity cannot accord with the system,
but the conviction does not often operate on our minds.
In one of the speeches of Bishop Watson in the House
of Lords, there occur these words :-" Would to God,
my Lords, that the spirit of the ~hristian religion
would exert its influence over the he.arts of indivi
duals in their public capacity; then would revenge,
avarice, and ambition, which have fattened the earth
with the blood of her children, be banished from the
counsels of princes and there would be no more war.
The time will come-the prophet hath l;I8id it and I
believe it-the time will assuredly come when nation;
literally speaking, shall no longer lift up hand against
nation.-No man will rejoice, my Lords, more than I
shall, to see the time when peace shall depend on an
obedience to the benevolent principles of the gospel.".
This is language becoming a Christian. Would it
have been believed that th;, ~me man voluntarily and
studiously added almost one half to the power of gun-

• Life of Biahop Waboo.
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powder, in order that the ban which before would kill '
but six men, might now kill ten-and that he did this,
knowing that its purpose was to spread widor destruc
tion and bloodier slaughter? Above an, would it be
believed that he recorded this achicv,ement as ~n evi
dence of his sagacity, and that he recorded it in the
book which contains the declarations I have quoted?

. The same consequences attach to the inftuence of
the soldier's personal character. Whatever that cha
racterbe, if it arise out of his profession, we seldom
regard it with repulsion. We look upon him as a man
whose honour and spirit compensate for" venial er
rors." It he be spirited and gallant) we ask not for
his virtue and care not for his profligacy. We look
upon the sailor as a brave and noble fellow, who may
reasonably be allowed in droll profaneness, and sailor
like debaucheries-debaucheries, which, in the paid
off crew of a man-of-war, seem sometimes to be ani
mated by

-the disaoIutelIt Spirit that 1W1,

The ftesblieIt Incub~

We are, however, much diverted by them. The ai
lor's cool and clumsy vices are very amusing to UI;

and so that he amultes us we are indifferent to his
crimes. That some men should be wicked, is bad
that the many should feel complacency in wickedneIJS
is, perhaps, worse. We may :flatter ourselves with
dreams of OUI' own virtue, but that virtue is very ques
tionable-those principles are very unoperative, which
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permit us to receive pleasure from the contemplation
of human depravity, with whatever" honour or spirit"
that depravity is connected. Suchpnnciples and
virtue will oppose, at any rate, little l'eIJistanceto
temptation. An abhorrence of wickedne$s is more
than an outwork of the moral citadel. He that does
not hate vice has opened a passage'for its entrance.•

I do not think that those who feel an interest in the
virtue and the happiness of the world wiJ] regard the
animosity of party and the restlessness of resentment
whioh are produced by a war, as trifling evil!!'. If
any thing be opposite to christianity it is retaliation
and revenge. .In the obligation to restrain these dis
positioDs, much of the characteristic placability of
christianity consists. The very essence and spirit of
our 1'eligion are abhorrent from resentment.-The very
essence and spirit of war are promotive of resentment:
aDd what then must be their mutual adverseness? That
war excites these passions, needs not be proved. Wheg
a war is in contemplation, or when it has been begun,
what are the endeavours of its promoters? They ani
mate us by every artifice of excitement to hatred and
animosity. Pamphlets, placards, newspapers, carica-

• All sober men allow thi8 to be true in relation to the influence of thOllll

N-'t whi.cll. decorate a proflig&te character with objectlJ of attraction. The)'

allow that our COIIlplacency with these subjects abates our hatred of the accom

panying vices.-And the same also is true in relation to war; with the differ.

ence, indeed, which is likely to exist between the iiUluence of the vices of fiction

and that of the viOOB of real life.
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turet--eYtlry agent is in requisition to irritate us into
malignity. Nay, dreadful as it is, the pulpit resounds
with declamations to stimulate our too sluggish resent
ment and to invite us to blood.-And thus the most
unchristian-like of all our passions, the passion which
it ill most the object of our religion to repress, is ex
cited and fostered. Christianity cannot be flourishing
under circumstances like these. The more effectually
we are animated to war, the more nearly we extin
guish the dispositions of our religion. War llnd cbria
tianity are like the opposite ends of a balance, of which
one is depressed by the ele.vation of the other.

These are the consequences which make war dread
ful to a state. Slaughter and devastation are suffi
ciently ierrible, but their collateral evils are their
greatest.· It is the immoral feeling tbat war diffuses
it is the tkpravation of principle, which forms the
mass of its mischief.

There is one mode of hostility that is allowed and
encouraged by war, which appears to be. distin
guished by peculiar atrocity: I mean privateering.
If war could be shown to be necessary or right, I think
this, at least, were indefensible. It were surely enough
that army slaughtered army and that :Beet destroyed
:Beet, without arming individual avarice for private
plunder, and legalizing robbery because it is not of our
countrymen. Who are the victims of this plunder,
and what are its effects? Does it produce any mis
chief to our enemies but the ruin of those who perhaps
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would gladly have been friends ;-of those who are
made enemies only by the will·of their rulers, and who
now conduct their commerce with n9 other solicitude
about the war than how they may escape the 1'8pine
which it sanctions? Privateering can scarcely plead
even the merit of public mischief in its favour. An
empire is little injured by the wretchedness and star
vation of a rewof its citizens. The robbery may, in
deed, be carried to such extent and such multitudes
may be plundered, that the ruin of individuals may
impart poverty to a state. But for this mischief the
privateer can seldom hope: and what is that practice,
of which the only topic of defence is the enol"lDity of
its mischief!

There is a yet more dreadful consideration: The
privateer is not only a robber but a murderer. If he
cannot otherwise plunder his victim, human life is no
obstacle to his rapine. Robbery is his object and his
object he will attain. N or has hethe ordinary excuses
of slaughter in his defence. His government do~
not require it of him: He makes no pretext of pat
riotism, but robs and murders of his own choice, and
simply for gain. The soldier makes a bad apology
when he pleads the command of his superior, but the
privateer has no command to plead; and with no ob
ject but plunder, he deliberately seeks a set ofrulians
who are unprincipled enough for robbery and fero
cious enough for murder, and sallieswith them upon the
ocean, like tigers upon a desert, and like tigers prowl-
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iug for prey.-To talk of christianity, as permitting
these monstrousproceediogs, implies deplorable fatuity
ar more deplorable profaneness. I would however
hope 'that he who sends out a privateer has not so lit
tle marne as to pretend to conscience or honesty.-If
he will be a robber and a murderer, let him at least
not be a hypocrite; for it i8 hypocrisy for such men
to pretend to religion or morality. He that thus robs
the subjects ofanother country, wants nothing but im
punity to make him rob his neighbour: He has no
,restraint from principle.

I know not how it happens that men make preten
sions to christianity whilst they sanction or promote
such prodigious wickedness. It is sufficiently certain,
that whatever be their pretensions to it, it is not ope
rative upon their conduct. Such men may talk of
religion, but they neither possess nor regard it: And
although I would' not embrace in such censure, those,
who without immediate or remote participation in the
crime, look upon it with secret approbation because it
injures their" enemies," I would nevertheless suggest
to their consideration whether their moral principles
are at that point in the scale of purity and benevolence
which religion enjoins.

We orten hear, during a war, of subsidies from one
nation to another for the loan of an army; and we
hear of this without any emotion, except perhaps of
joy at the greater probability of triumph, or of anger
that our money is expended. Yet 'surely, if we con-
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template such a bargain for a moment, we shall pel'.
ceive that our first and greatest emotion ought tobe
abhorrence.-To borrow ten thousand men who know
nothing of our quarrel and care nothing for it, to help
us to slaughter their fellows! To pay for their help
in guineas to their sovereign! Well has it beenex~

claimed .

War is a game, that were their subjects wise,

Kinga would not play at.

A king sells his subjects as a farmer sells his cattle;
and sends them to destroy a people, whom, if they had
been higher bidders, he would perhaps have lent them
to defend. That kings should do this, may grieve,
but it cannot surprise us: Avarice has been as unprin
cipled in humbler life; the possible malignity of indi·
vidual wickedness is perhaps without any limit. But
that a large number of persons with t\le feelings and
reason of men, should coolly listen ro the bargain of their
sale, should compute the guineas that will pay for their
blood, and should then quietly be led to a place where
they are to kill people towards whom they have no
animosity, is simply wonderful. To what has invetera·
cy of habit reconciled mankind! I have no capacity
of supposing a case 1)f slavery, if slavery be denied in
this. Men have been sold in another continent, and
Englud bas been shocked and aroused to interference ;
yet these men were sold, not to be slaughtered but to

work: .but of the purchases and sale. of the world's

e·
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poli.tical butchers, England cares nothing and thinks
nothing-nay, she is a participator in the bargains.
There is no reason to doubt that upon other subjects of

horror, similar familiarity of habit would produce simi

lar effects; or that he who heedlessly contemplates the
purchase of anarmy, wants nothing but this familiarity
to make him heedlessly look on at the commission of
pllrricide. If we could for one moment emancipate
ourselves from this power of habit, how would it change

the scene that is before us! Little would remain to
war of splendour or glory, but we lJhould be left with

. one wide waste of iniquity and wretchednrss.

It" is the custom during the continuance of a war, to
offer public prayers for the succrss of our arms-and

OQr enemies pray also for the success or theirs. I will

ac.knowledge that this practice appears to me to be
eminently shocking and profane. The idea of two
communities of christians, separated perhaps by a
creek, at the same moment begging ·their common

F~ther to assist them in reciprocal destruction, is an
idea of horror to which I know no parallel. Lord as-

.sist us to slaughter our enemies: This ill our petition.

-" Father, forgive them; they know not what they
do."-"This ls. the petition of Christ.

It is c~rtainthat of two contending commullitietl,

both cannot be in the right. Yet both appeal to heaven

to avouch the justice of their cause, and both mingle

with their petitions for the increase, perhaps, of chris

tian dispositions, importunities to the God of mercy to
An.



assist them in the destruction of one another. T":king
into account the ferocity of the request-the solemnity
of its circumstances-the falsehood of its representa
tions-the fact that both parties are christians, and
that their importunities are simultaneous to their com
Ulon Lord, I do not think that the world exhibits an
other example of such irreverent and shocking ini
quity. Surely it were enonugh that we slaughter one
another alone in our pigmy quarrels, without soliciting
the Father of the universe to be concerned in them:
surely it were enough that each reviles the otAer with
the iniquity of his cause, without each assuring Hea
ven that he only is in the right-an assurance that is
f~se, probably in both, and certainly in one.

To attempt to pursue the consequences of wn
through aU her ramifications of evil, were however both
endless and vain. It is a moral gangrene whioh diffuses
its humours through the whole political and social
system. To expose its mischief, is to exhibit all evil;
for there is no evil which it does not occasion, and it
has much that is peculiar to itself.

That, together with its multiplied evils, war pro
duces some good, I have no wish to deny. I know
that it sometimes elicits valuable qualities which had
oth~rwise been concealed, and that 'it often produces
collateral and adventitious, and sometimes immediate
advantages. It all this could be denied, it woule} be
needless to deny it, for it is of no consequence to the

:question whether it be proved. That any wide ex-

--
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tended system should not produce Bome benefits, can
never happen. In such a system! it were an unheard
of purity of evil, which was evil without any mixture

I

of good·. But, to compare the ascertained advantages
of war, with its ascer~ined ,mischiefs, or with the as
certained advantages of a system of peace, amI to main
taina question as to the preponderance of good, im
plies not ignorance, but guilt-·not incapacity of deter
mination, but voluntary falsehood.

But I rejoice in the conviction that the hour is ap
proaching, when Christians shall cease to be the mur
derers of one another. Christian light is certainly
spreading, ~nd there is scarcely a country in Europe,
in which the arguments for unconditional peace, have
n9t recently produced conviction. This conviction is
extending in our own country, in such a degree, and
upon such minds, that it makes the charge of enthusi
asm or foUy, vain and idle. The friends of peace, if
we choose to despise their opinions, cannot themselves
be despised; and every year is adding to their num
ber, and to the sum of their learning and their intellect.

It will perhaps be asked, what then are the duties
of a subject who believes tha.t all war is incompatible
with his religion, but whQSe governors engage in a war
and demand his service? We answer explicitly, It
iB hi, duty, mildly and temperate/!f,yet jirmly,to re-
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ftse to serve.-There are some persons; who, without
any determinate process of reasoning, appear to con
elude that responsibility for nationalme:lsures attaches
solely to those who direct them; that it is the business of
governments to consider whl,lt is good for the commu
nity, and that, in these cases, the duty of the subJect
is merged in the will of the sovereign. Considerat~ons

like these, are, I believe, often voluntarily permitted
to become opiates of the conscience. J have no part,
it is said, in the counsels of the government, and am
not therefore responsible for its l-rimes. We are,
indeed, not responsible for the crimes of our rulers,
but we are responsible for our own ; and the crimes of
our rulers a~e our own; jf} whilst we believe them to
be crimes, we promote them by our co-operation.~'It
is at all times," says Gisborne, "the duty of an English- .
man, steadfastly to decline obeying any orders of his
superio~, which his conscience should tell him were
in any degree impious or unjust.,'* The apostles,
who instructed their converts to be subject to every
ordinance of man for conscience sake, and to submit
themselves to those who were in authority, and who
taught them, that whoever resisted the power, resisted
the ordinance of God, made one necessary and uniform
provision-that the magistrate did not command them
to do, what God had commanded them to forbear.
With the regulations which the government, of a

• DuticI of Hen in Socioty.
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country tbought·fit to establish, the apostles complied,
whatever they might think of their wisdom or expe
diency, provided, and only provided, they did not,
by this compliance, abandon their allegiance to the
Governor of the world. It is scarcely necessary to
observe in how many cases they refused to obey the
commands of the governments under which they were
placed, or how openly they maintained the duty of
refusal, whenever these commands interfered with
their higher obligations. It is narrated very early in
"the Acts," that one of their number was imprisoned
for preaching, that· he was commanded to preach no
more, and was then released. Soon afterwards all the
apostles were imprisoned.-" Did we not straitly com
~aDd you," said the rulers, "that ye should not teach
in this name?" The answer which they made is in
point:-"We ought to obey God rather than men.".
And this system they continued to pursue. If Clesar
had ordered one of the apostles to be enrolled in his
legions, does anyone believe that he would have
served?

But those who suppose that obedience in all things
is required, or that responsibility in political affairs,
is transferred from the subject to the sovereign, reduce
thems~lves to a great dilemma. It is to say that we
must resign our conduct and our consciences to the
will of others, and act wickedly or well, as their good

• ActI vi.~.
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01' evil may preponderate, without muit for virtue or
responsibility for crime. If the government direct
you to fire your neighbour's pr,Q,perty, or to throw
him over a precipice, will you obey? If you will not,
there is an end of the argument; for if you may reject
its authority in one instance, where is the limit to re
jection? There is no rational limit but that which is
assigned by christianity, and that is both rational and
practicable. If anyone should ask the meaning of the
words "whoso resisteth the power resisteth the ordi
nance of God"-we answer, that it refers to active re
sistance; passive resistance, or non-compliance, the
apostles themselves practised. On this point we should
be distinctly understood. Weare not so inconsistent
as to recommend a civil war, in order to avoid a fo
reign one.-Refusal to obey is the final duty of chris
tians.

We think, then, that it is the business of every man,
who believes that war is inconsistent with our religion,
respectfully, but steadfastly, to refuse to engage in it.
Let such as these remember, that an honourable and
an awful duty is laid upon them. It is upon their
fidelity, so far as human agency is concerned, that the
cause of peace is suspended. Let them then be wil
ling to avow their opinions and to defend them. Nei
ther let them be contented with words, if more than
words, if suffering also, is required. It isonly by the
unyielding perseverance of good, that corruption can

. be extirpated. If you believe that Jesus Christ has
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prohibited slaughter, let not the opinion or the com

mands of a world induce you to join in it. By this

" steady and determinate pursuit of virtue," the be
nedic~ion which attaches to those who hear the say
ings of God and do them, will rest upon you, and the

time will come when even the world will honour you,

as contributors to the work of human reformation.

THE END.




